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FOREWORD

This publication contains the reports and lecture notes of the Seminar on Flood

Vulnerability Analysis, 7-13 September 1982, and of the Seminar on the Principles of
Flood Plain Management for Flood Loss Prevention, 18-22 October 1983. Both seminars

were organized by ESCAP with fmancial assistance provided by UNDP.

The views expressed in the papers are those of the authors and do not necessarily

reflect the views of the United Nations.
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5. Urbanization and flooding

6. Socio-economic considerations on flood da
mage reduction

7. Economic analysis: flood loss simulation

8. Flood hazard mapping

9. Uncertainty considerations of the analysis

10. Applicability and limitations

Working methods

7. The Seminar opened with an overview of flood vulnera
bility analysis by presentations comprising an introduction
to flood risk analysis by the representative of UNDRO, the
need for flood vulnerability analysis, experience in the
United States and the ESCAP region by Harold C. Cochrane
(Associate Professor, Department of Economics, Colorado
State University, Fort Collins, Colorado, United States of
America), recent experience in Canada by Professor Watt
and the role of operational hydrology by the representa
tive ofWMO.

A. Organization of the Seminar

Part One

THE SEMINAR ON FLOOD VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS

I. REPORT OF THE SEMINAR

1. The Seminar on Flood Vulnerability Analysis was
held at Bangkok from 7 to 13 September 1982.

Attendance

2. The Seminar was attended by participants from Bang
ladesh, Burma, China, Malaysia, Pakistan, the Republic of
Korea, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Viet Nam.

3. Representatives of the Office of the United Nations
Disaster Relief Co-ordinator (UNDRO), the World Meteoro
logical Organization (WMO), the Typhoon Committee
secretariat and the Technical Support Unit of the WMOj
ESCAP Panel on Tropical Cyclones also attended.

Officers of the Seminar

4. The Director of the Seminar was W.E. Watt, Professor,
Department of Civil Engineering, Ellis Hall, Queen's Univer
sity, Kingston, Canada.

Opening of the Seminar

5. The Deputy Executive Secretary of ESCAP opened the
Seminar by reading out a message from the Executive
Secretary. In his message, the Executive Secretary pointed
out that since it was impossible to avoid all risk and the
resou;ces available for mitigation of the effects of disaster
were limited, the size and types of projects should be based
on the level of risk involved and, for that reason, vulnera
bility or risk analysis had slowly gained the attention of
planners in various fields. It was only through an integrated
and comprehensive approach employing both structural
and non-structural measures that countries could achieve
the maximum benefits from their investments in flood loss
prevention and management. In that regard, he stressed the
importance of determining an acceptable safety level on
which to base a comprehensive plan through flood vulnera
bility analysis.

Seminar programme

6. The seminar programme covered the following topics:

1. Introduction to flood risk analysis

2. The need for flood vulnerability analysis

3. Recent experience in the United States, Canada
and the ESCAP region .

4. The role of operational hydrology

8. The various topics were presented in a series of lectures
by Professor Watt and Professor Cochrane, both of whom
were consultants to ESCAP. The lectures were followed by
discussions. During the Seminar, a computer programme on
the evaluation of the economic impacts of flooding was
demonstrated, utilizing a micro-computer. Mr. O. Machida
showed a film entitled "Invitation to floods: urban sprawl",
which concerned a case study in a small urbanized river
basin where rapid economic development had increased
both actual and potential flood damage.

B. Overview

Introduction to flood risk analysis

9. The participants noted the following points in the
introduction to flood vulnerability analysis:

(a) Flood risk analysis (or flood vulnerability analysis)
was a process of identifying the flood hazard and evaluating
its potential impact on human activities in the areas subject
to inundations. That process consisted of the following
operations: (i) assessment of hazard; (ii) assessment of
probable damage from a hazard of given magnitude; and
(ill) determination of risk;

(b) Flood hazard had been defined by areal extent (or
areas subject to flooding), magnitude of a flood and
frequency of occurrence. Hazard assessment resulted in
the preparation of flood hazard maps, which should portray
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the distribution of hazard by type (water course, zone of
erosion or sedimentation, stagnating water), by intensity
(depth of flooding water, velocity of a flow) and frequency
of occurrence (in terms of the return period). Usually flood
hazard maps should be prepared for floods of 10-, 20.,
50- and lOO-year return periods;

(c) Probable damage from a flood of a given magnitude
was a function of flood hazard, flood plain occupancy
(population, buildings, economic activities, infrastructure
etc., which were termed "elements at risk") and vulnerabi
lity (susceptibility) of the above elements, namely, the
degree of loss to given elements at risk in relation to the
magnitude of a flood. The expected damage could be
calculated as a sum of damage to different elements. The
damage to an element at risk was determined as the pro
duct ·of its value and vulnerability. The vulnerability of
elements was normally determined through a post-disaster
survey. Probable damage could also be assessed by other
methods, such as depth-damage function and flood damage
coefficient;

(d) When probable damage from a given flood had been
calculated, flood risk could be determined as a product of
the expected damage and the probability of occurrence of
such a flood. Flood risk was expected damage (in monetary
terms) from a given flood within one year. To be more
representative, an average annual disaster risk from floods
of various magnitudes (l0·, 20-, 50- and lOO-year floods)
should be calculated as a weighted sum of the flood risks
from the above floods. Average annual flood risk was the
average probable value of flood damage for each year.
As such, it was widely used for flood plain regulation,
land·use planning and cost-benefit analysis of flood protec
tion solutions.

The need for flood vulnerability analysis

10. The topic of flood vulnerability analysis was important
for two reasons. First, governments needed to know the
importance of the flood problem relative to other pressing
social issues. Given the limited resources available to
countries in the ESCAP region, it was prudent that they
be devoted to flood protection of development projects
that might create jobs or alleviate housing shortages and
accompanying sanitary problems inherent to crowded
urban areas. The benefits of devoting scarce resources to
the solution of flood damage reduction must, therefore, be
balanced against the achievement of other goals. In short,
a case must be made for giving priority to the flood pro
blem on the government's agenda. Flood vulnerability
analysis was one tool to achieve that. It was equally im
portant to utilize flood vulnerability analysis to estimate
the benefit of alternative damage-mitigating schemes.

Part One. The Seminar on flood vulnerability analysis

Recent experience in the United States

11. The participants were informed that the Corps of
Engineers had played a predominant role in mitigating
flood losses during the period 1930-1965. The projects
undertaken by the Corps were almost entirely large en
gineering works, most specifically channel improvements
and large flood control reservoirs. Most early designs had
served a single purpose, namely, flood control. Often the
benefits were overstated and the costs underestimated.
The nature of production in the United States had led to
a mobile labour force, one more ignorant of natural
hazards. It was felt by some that that as much as any other
factor had resulted in escalating flood losses despite the
Corps' efforts.

12. The liberal disaster relief policies implemented as a
result of the 1964 Alaskan earthquake had set a precedent
for flood loss compensation. By the 1972 Rapid City
flood, the Government had been covering more than
half the entire cost of flooding. The primary source of
relief took the form of heavily subsidized disaster loans.

13. Initial efforts to institute a purely voluntary flood
insurance programme had failed miserably. Concern that
flood losses were continuing to mount and that the Govern
ment was being forced to "bail out" growing numbers of
flood victims had led to a restructuring of the flood in·
surance programme. Commercial banks and other federally
regulated landing institutions were reqUired to inform
prospective home buyers about the property's location
vis-a-vis the flood plain. If within the lOO-year limit, they
were required to purchase insurance (at a subsidized rate).
If the property consisted of raw land, then the buyer could
erect a home only if insurance was purchased at an actuarial
rate. Local planning and zoning boards were designated as
enforcers of those regulations. That placed flood plain
management squarely on the shoulders of those boards
since subsidized insurance would be continued only so long
as the boards actively enforced their own regulations.

14. If the subsidy was not incentive enough, the federal
Government denied any federal aid to communities which
failed to participate in the insurance programme. As a
result of those changes, insurance sales had grown drama
tically during the 1970s. Currently, 1.8 million policies
were in force, with a coverage of $98 billion.

15. Large federal budget deficits combined with environ
mental concerns had led to a diminished emphasis on
large federally subsidized structures. The most striking
change occurring in flood regimen dUring recent years
had been the alteration of the flood hydrograph in urban
areas as a result of upstream land use. Less widespread but
probably significant was the reduction in channel carrying
capacity as a consequence of the diminution in peaks by
storage works.
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Recent experience in Canada

16. The participants learned that Canada had recently
adopted a co-ordinated and comprehensive approach to
reducing flood damage. The National Flood Damage
Reduction Programme employed strategies to inhibit new
flood plain development based on the identification of
hazard through mapping while at the same time it incor
porated other programmes, such as flood forecasting/
warning, protective works, acquisition and relocation to
minimize damage to existing flood plain development.

17. The cornerstone of the programme was a series of
flood hazard maps, a map for every flood-prone urban
or urbanizing area in the country. Once an area had been
mapped and the flood hazard area designated jointly by
the federal and proVincial governments, the information
on flood hazard was communicated to the public, industry
and government agencies and all investment of public funds
for flood-vulnerable undertakings in the flood-hazard area
must cease. Those undertakings included direct develop
ment, such as government buildings and indirect develop
ment through industrial incentive programmes, mortgages
etc. To restrict private development, the flood-hazard
information must be incorporated into official plans and
by municipal laws and provincial regulations.

18. Structural works were tied to land-use management.
Where unwise flood plain development had taken place
and there was pressure for structural works, the area must
be mapped to determine the flood risk and a flood plain
management study must be undertaken. That study, with
economic social and engineering elements, must include the
assessment of a wide range of alternatives to reduce the
flood risk and must include an evaluation of the environ
mental impact of those alternatives. Finally, before finan
cial support was provided for structural works, restrictions
on land use in the flood-hazard area must be in place.

Recent experience in the ESCAP region

19. The participants all indicated that flood problems
occupied national attention in each of their respective
countries. In some instances, it was felt that the population
at risk had adapted to the situation and in others much
could be done to diminish the risk of catastrophic loss of
life, especially along coastal zones subject to storm surge.
It was pointed out by some participants that a form of
flood vulnerability analysis had been undertaken in sizing
dykes and flood control reservoirs. It was also suggested
that a more quantitative approach might have to be im
plemented in order to compete for scarce international
aid and development loans.

The role of operational hydrology

20. A fundamental role of operational hydrology in flood-
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vulnerability analysis was to supply information on the
hazard of floods of various magnitudes occurring at any
given location during any specified period of time. The
main characteristics of a flood which were of importance
in vulnerability analysis were: the maximum stage, the
maximum velocity of flow, the length of time that the
water level remained above any elevation, the quality of
water (including sediment and debris load) and the com
plete flood hydrograph.

21. For the purpose of flood-vulnerability analysis, the
single most important characteristic of a flood was its
peak stage. When records of stage were available for the
locality in question, they could be analysed directly to
yield stage-frequency relationships which would indicate
the probability of the flood levels reaching any given
elevation. In most instances, probable water elevations
must be derived from estimates of peak discharge for
floods as derived from regional flood frequency analyses
or from the analysis of rainfall data in conjunction with the
derivation and use of rainfall-runoff relationships. In that
connection, the participants were informed that a number
of WMO publications dealt with the techniques used for
determining the relevant flood characteristics.

22. Flood forecasting in real time, an important input
into the operation of flood protection networks, was
another important subject of operational hydrology.
Flood-vulnerability analysis was of value in identifying
those areas for which flood forecasts should be issued
and the associated flood hazard maps could be used to
interpret such forecasts in real time.

23. Thus, a case was made not only for the importance
of vulnerability analysis in the over-all flood loss mitigation
effort, but for the need for hydrological data as a basis for
the analysis. It was the provision of such data and their pre
liminary analysis, together with the development of hydro
logical forecasts, which was the role of operational hydro
logy. The relevant activities were carried out, at the na
tionallevel, by hydrological services.

C. Summary of the lectures and discussions

24. The subjects covered by the lectures and discussions
are briefly summarized below.

1. Socio-economic considerations

(a) Balanced approach

25. Both flood risk and the cost of mitigating that risk
were integral parts of the so-called "balanced approach",
which was based on the principles of cost-benefit analysis.
The benefit of undertaking protective action was the
average annual reduction in flood losses. The optimum
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scale of a project was determined by contrasting the addi
tional benefit received for each additional dollar spent. A
balance was achieved at the point where they were equal.
The resultant solution yielded a minimum sum of flood
losses and cost of protection.

26. The framework for achieving a balanced approach
was extended to assess several related issues: the optimum
time to invest, the optimum mix of adjustments and an
optimum flood plain mapping strategy. Cost-benefit proce
dures were utilized to determine how losses and costs
would be altered as a result of postponing the implementa
tion of protective measures. It was concluded that such a
procedure would be valuable in regions where the scarcity
of resources required a time-phased approach. The
optimum mix of measures was shown to be dependent
upon the interaction of alternatives. It was pointed out that
measuring the benefits of each laternative could overstate
their value unless the effect of interdependence was
recognized. In a related way, the value of flood plain map
ping was dependent upon costs and losses. Improved map
accuracy would lead to better management decisions,
which in turn should result in a lower total cost of manag
ing flood problems.

27. The balanced approach had proved to be useful in
clarifying several points that were conventionally misun
derstood. The fact that losses existed should not necessari
ly lead to the conclusion that protective action was war
ranted. The costs might simply outweigh the reduction in
loss that might result from its implementation. Similarly,
growth in loss did not necessarily mean that previous
strategies had failed. Loss would grow as an economy
expanded. Losses would also grow as economic activities
in the flood plain were shifted (e.g., from agricultural to
urban use). Policy makers should be alarmed, however,
whenever such shifts occurred unwisely and individuals
expanded the use of flood-prone areas out of ignorance.

28. One major stumbling block to achieving a balanced
approach was the lack of loss data. A pilot study conducted
in Chiang Mai and Thailand's Central Plain had yielded
encouraging results. However, there was currently no sys
tematic way of tabulating losses and making data available
to researchers. Several low-cost procedures were discussed.
For example, military flight training exercises could be
altered slightly to obtain mapping and/or loss data at little
incremental cost.

(b) Major issues in pursuing a balanced approach

29. The major issues in pursuing a balanced approach
revolved around two themes - objectives and inappropriate
techniques.

30. Many planners paid an inordinate amount of atten
tion to loss. mitigation, a principle which ran counter to

Part One. The Seminar on flood vulnerability analysis

the balanced approach. They also appeared to be preoc
cupied with the design flood, the lOO-year return interval
in the United States, to cite one example.

31. All too often the interest rate used in project selection
was lower than the Government's borrowing rate. It had
been argued that such an adjustment was necessary to
accommodate such factors as regional unemployment. It
was not recommended that the discount rate be arbitrari·
ly lowered to account for such special considerations.
Instead, the "true" cost of undertaking a project should be
carefully assessed and lowered accordingly.

32. Similarly, the role of inflation in project selection was
not well understood. It had been demonstrated that it was
proper either to include or to exclude inflation in all
economic factors. The cost-benefit criteria would be
unaffected. However, if inflation was included in some
factors and excluded in others the assessment would be
in error.

33. The foregoing remarks did not apply to real growth
in flood-prone properties. A procedure had been developed
to capture the effects of such growth and to determine
how it influenced the timing of protective actions.

34. Lastly, flood plain management options were often
narrowly defined to include engineering works only.
Land-use management was often dismissed because of the
difficulty in measuring its cost. There were well-dermed
procedures for establishing such costs and it might prove to
be the case that land-use changes might be the most cost
effective and safest means of coping with the flood pro
blem.

(c) The role o/flood·hazard mapping

35. The implementation of flood-vulnerability analysis
was dependent upon both hydrologic and demographic
information. It was emphasized that adequate planning
could be carried out with less than perfect maps. Mapping
accuracy should be tied to anticipated losses and the
alternative protective schemes available to those living along
a river's banks. It could be argued that geomorphological
maps would suffice in upland rural areas and that detailed
maps should be produced for coastal zones subject to storm
surge. In the former instance, losses were likely to be low
and the population well adapted to the hazard. In the lat
ter, loss of life could be (and had been) catastrophic and
low-cost options (e.g., shelters) were available. It was
agreed that limited mapping resources should be allocated
in such a fashion that the most vulnerable areas would be
treated first.

2. Economic analysis

(a) Flood loss simulation programme
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36. The application of a computer programme for flood
loss simulation was demonstrated to the participants. The
programme computed the benefits derived from alterna
tive flood plain management strategies. Following the
United States Water Resources Council's (WRC) guide
lines, those benefits were based on the extent to which
each strategy reduced flood damage. The procedure for
estimating those potential losses was the model's core.

37. Annual flood damages for events of varying return in
terval were obtained by multiplying the depth of flooding,
the percentage of a structure's value destroyed and the total
value .at risk. The expected loss was directly computed by
integrating the area under the loss curve. Indirect losses,
namely, production delays and homeowner inconvenience,
were assumed to be a percentage of the direct losses, as
were destruction of contents and the damage sustained by
public facilities.

38. The computer routine developed to solve the problem
required the user to enter data for each of the elements
described below. While the computation of losses was
relatively straightforward, several important ingredients
had been added to the programme, which were explained.
Growth in properties at risk should be of concern to gov
ernmental agencies monitoring the flood plain. The losses
borne by the community would be geographically distri
buted. Some locations would sustain substantial damage,
while others would only be minimally affected. Emphasis
should be given to those locations which were likely to be
significantly affected. Anticipating that, the routine had
been designed to disaggregate total losses into small geogra
phical units so that each impact could be detected. Detailed
descriptions of those specialized components of the model
were discussed and procedures for operating the programme
were presented.

(b) Data requirements

39. The flood loss model, which was the programme's
foundation, was driven by a set of assumptions reflecting
characteristics of both the event and the population at risk.
In some instances, the term "assumption" was misleading
since several of the factors shown could be estimated with
some precision or were dictated by WRC's procedures. The
cost of funds, for example, was tied to the Government's
borrowing rate. The government would know the amount
of insurance coverage, if any, currently in force; hence,
that ingredient too could not truly be considered an as
sumption. However, in either instance some judgement
was required.

40. Other "assumptions" reqUired by the model were
somewhat less certain. A planning horizon of 50 years was
not uncommon. The criticality of that assumption dimini
shed when interest rates were high. The label -"assump-
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tion" applied most pointedly to the depth damage curves
and indirect loss factors.

41. In contrast, techniques were available which yielded
reasonably accurate frequency discharge curves and flood
depths. Engineering consultants and hydrologists involved
in mapping studies would utilize a range of tools such as
those described below.

42. Characteristics of the population at risk, the type and
extent of capital subject to flood loss and their likely rate
of change over the foreseeable future could be obtained
through aerial photographs and field surveys. Estimating
the growth rate was, of course, the most difficult aspect
of the problem. Growth was governed by the amount of
raw land which was developable and the real rate of appre
ciation experienced by those who owned developed pro
perty. Both of those factors were linked to the over-all
economic viability of a region's economy, something that
might be difficult to forecast.

(c) Case study

43. An Apple II-Plus micro-computer was used to de
monstrate the loss simulation programme. Data for a
sample flood plain was stored on a floppy disk. The parti
cipants were shown how new data files could be created
and old ones edited and rewritten onto the disk. Several
sample runs were made to illustrate the principles in the
lecture. The sample case was changed to reflect 25-year
and 1aa-year channel improvements. The resultant costs
and benefits were noted and related to the optimum
scale of protection. lastly, the optimum timing graphics
package was exercised. A discussion ensued regarding
possible extensions and limitations of such a tool in the
ESCAP region. It was noted that micro-computers were
revolutionizing hydrotechnical studies. However, it was
pointed out that technical support, in the form of both
hardware and software, was lagging. One of the most
important limitations faced by the region was lack of
loss data. In addition, neither computer software nor
hardware maintenance had kept pace with the growing
use of microcomputers. On the positive side, micro
computers would enable the region systematically to
collect the hydrologic information and loss data to im
plement vulnerability studies. It was noted that those
devices would lead to the development of more compact
and accessible hydrotechnical programmes. Evacuation,
planning and relief and rehabilitation training exercises
might be enhanced through the use of such equipment.

3. Flood-hazard mapping

(a) Uses a/flood-hazard maps

44. In terms of effective reduction of flood damage,
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there was a broad spectrum of uses for flood-hazard maps.
At the very least, such maps were a means of informing
the general public of areas where there was a flood hazard.
In areas with infrequent flooding, many people either had
forgotten or had never known where flooding occurred.
At the other end of the spectrum, flood-hazard maps
formed the basis for implementing land-use restrictions
and were incorporated into zoning by laws etc. Between
those two extremes there was a variety of other uses.
Emergency planners could use those maps to defme escape
routes to be used when the inevitable flood event occurred.
Also, those maps were a prerequisite for any study to
evaluate the economic viability of any proposed structural
works to reduce flood damage. As in Canada and the
United States, the maps could be used by government
agencies and departments to prevent flood-vulnerable
devel9pments, either direct or indirect, by government
agencies. Finally, the maps could be used as part of a flood
insurance programme as in the United States.

(b) Alternative mapping techniques

45. There was a wide range of alternative mapping techni
ques. An appropriate mapping technique would depend
upon the intended use of the map and the economic
implications of such mapping. Maps could be assigned to
three classes as follows:

(a) Class A maps - Exact flood data based on hydraulic
calculations are common in Canada and the United States.
Those maps, which were published on a specified scale and
with a specified contour interval, showed, at a minimum,
the flood-hazard area, which was defined as the area inun
dated by the design flood event, often the 1 per cent or
so-called l00·year flood. In some cases, class A maps also
showed the flood lines corresponding to other return
periods (e.g., the 20-year flood). Frequently, a hydrauli
cally designed floodway was also shown on the map;

(b) Class B maps - Interpreted flood data based on
known highwater marks were occasionally used in North
America. Those maps might or might not have a specified
scale and contour interval because often the map had been
produced for another purpose. They showed the flood
hazard area, which was defmed as the area inundated by
some recorded flood, often the flood of record;

(c) Class C maps - Interpreted flood data based on
nonhydraulic calculations included actual aerial photos
taken dUring times of flooding, maps of highwater marks
located by talking to oldtimers who had lived in an area
for many years, maps based on aerial photo interpretation
of topography and soils maps.

(c) Preparation o/flood·hazard maps

(i) Acceptable level of flood risk
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46. Much depended on the use to be made of the maps.
If the maps were going to be used primarily for information
and planning purposes, then a number of flood lines corres
ponding to several specified return periods (e.g. 25, 100,
500 years) should be identified on the map. However, if
the maps were going to be embodied in official plans,
zoning by laws and other restrictive devices on land use,
then practical considerations would probably dictate the
delineation of preferably one but not more than two lines
and much more deliberation was required to determine the
acceptable risk. ObViously, there were political constraints,
and land-use restrictions would be successful only if those
could be accommodated. However, one would hope that a
primary input into the decision-making process would be
location-specific or regionalized economic analyses. Those
would show which levels of protection were economically
efficient given various levels of future development and
different weights for intangibles, externalities etc.

(ii) Methodology

47. Apart from the processes of planning, printing and
distribution, the actual process of map preparation could
be divided into two general categories of work: surveying
and mapping work, and hydrotechnical studies. The degree
of effort and cost of those two categories would depend
upon the criteria and the extent of available mapping..

48. For class A maps a scale or a range of scales would be
specified (e.g. I: 10,000). If topographic maps on that
scale did not exist for the area in question, then new maps
must be prepared. Occasionally, existing aerial photography
might be acceptable but often a mapping project must
include the whole range of aerial photography and target
ing, vertical ground control, horizontal ground control,
aerial triangulation and numerical adjustment, mapping,
cartography and printing. For such projects, the cost of the
surveying and mapping work was at least 50 per cent of the
total cost. Following the hydrotechnical studies to deter·
mine the elevations defining the flood-risk areas and the
floodway, the limits of the flood-hazard area(s) and the
floodway were transferred to the topographic map. The
hydrotechnical studies required for class A maps were not
inexpensive and could require extensive data.

49. The specifications for class B maps were much more
flexible and quite often an existing map would be accep
table. The flood-hazard area was located on existing maps
either by interpolation on the map if it showed topogra
phic detail and/or using information provided by field
surveys. The hydrotechnical studies reqUired for class B
maps were of moderate cost and normally did not require
extensive data.

50. The specifications for class C maps were very general.
Such maps included actual aerial photos taken during
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times of flooding, maps of highwater marks located by
talking to oldtimers who had lived in an area for many
years, maps based on aerial photo interpretation of topo
graphy and soils maps. No hydrotechnical studies were
required for class C maps.

(d) Systematic hydrotechnical studies

51. Planning the hydrotechnical studies was carried out
once the flood-prone locations within a region had been
tentatively identified. At the commencement of a flood
hazard mapping programme the hydrotechnical engineer
should decide what hydrologic and hydraulic techniques
were to be applied for evaluating flood levels at the numer
ous locations within the study area.

(i) Classification of hydraulic systems

52. This aspect involved classifying the individual hydrau
lic systems in terms of the factors that controlled flood
levels. Available mapping, water level, discharge data sup
plemented by data gleaned from field trips and interviews
with local inhabitants would in most cases prOVide adequate
information to undertake such a classification.

53. The fust category was the one-dimensional river
reach. Storage within the reach was generally small com
pared with the flood volume and during the passage of
a flood, quasi steady-state flow conditions prevailed. Such
systems had well-defined and unique stage discharge rela
tions and standard backwater computations could be
employed. The only required hydrologic input was a flood
peak.

54. The second general category, lakes and reservoirs,
included all those systems in which storage played a signi
ficant part. Flood levels at the point of interest were a
function of not only the flood peak, but also the flood
volume and the storage state of the lake or reservoir sys
tems prior to the arrival of the flood. Such systems reqUired
some sort of storage routing technique incorporating
friction, continuity and occasionally even dynamic effects.
The hydrologic input must take the form of a complete
design hydrograph or a continuous trace of hydrologic
inputs spanning, say, 30 to 50 years.

55. Special cases arose when the area of interest was at
the mouth of a river entering the ocean or a large lake.
Ocean tides and storm surges in the large body of water
might control the flood levels, particularly if the river
gradient was flat. In that case, statistical analyses of the
lake or ocean water levels must be undertaken to assist in
determining the reqUired flood levels.

56. A major problem was the effect of debris blockages
on flood levels. In areas where there was a known poten
tial for blockage, some attempt shoud be made to deter·
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mine the likely extent and nature of a severe blockage and
to calculate flood levels associated with that blockage and
a given flood event.

57. In some systems the geometry might be changing
owing to natural degradation or aggregation or man-in
duced changes (dredging, filling etc.). Under those condi
tions, measured water levels had little or no value in assess·
ing design flood levels and hydraulic procedures must be
applied to calculate the response of the current or some
proposed future developed level of the system to the
hydrologic input.

58. In addition to the possibility of a non-stationary
hydraulic system, the hydrologic system might be non
stationary owing to either natural or man-made effects.
Common natural effects were urbanization in the case of
small basins and deforestation in the case of large basins.

(ii) Hydrologic analyses

59. The over-all hydrotechnical studies reqUired two cate
gories of hydrologic analysis: flood frequency analysis and
hydrologic event modelling. Unless flow or water level
records were very long, both single-site and regional fre
quency analyses should be employed. The techniques
were well established and there were a few very good
references. Event models were required whenever storage
and/or control was involved or when the streamflow or
water level data must be simulated from inputs such as
rainfall and wind (e.g., rainfall floods on small and/or
urbanizing basins, storm surge). The techniques of hydro
logic event models were well known and documented
basin event models such as HEC-l, HYMO and TR 20
were available.

4. Flood vulnerability analysis

(a) Uncertainty considerations

60. Each of the steps in the production of a flood-hazard
map had associated with it a certain degree of uncertainty.
It was convenient to classify those sources of uncertainty
as: (a) hydrologic; (b) hydraulic; and (c) mapping, referring
respectively to the determination of the design discharge,
the determination of corresponding water levels and the
determination of the actual line on a map where those
water levels intersected the land surface. ObViously, within
each of those three categories there were a number of
separate sources of uncertainty.

61. Hydrologic uncertainty could be divided conveniently
into the uncertainty in determining the T-year flood (i.e.,
the statistical uncertainty) and the uncertainty in
applying a deterministic model to a specified input (Le.,
the modelling uncertainty). Statistical uncertainty varied
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inversely as the square root of the period of record. Recent
studies indicated that for the WO-year flood and 25 years
of record, the error varied from 10 to 20 per cent. For an
ungauged site, errors were generally about 25 or 30 per
cent.

62. Hydraulic uncertainty resulted from inaccurate repre
sentation of the flow mechanisms by the analytical techni
que applied, from inaccurate representation of the systems
geometry in the model being applied and from uncertainty
in the parameters.

63. Mapping uncertainty manifested itself in two ways.
First, river cross-sections and longitudinal slopes were
required for the hydraulic analyses. Those could be
obtained from field surveys, air photos or topographic
maps in decreasing order of precision. For example, if the
cross-sections were taken from topographic maps, consi
derable hydraulic uncertainty might result. In addition,
after the water levels corresponding to. the design flood
had been determined, they must be indicated on a contour
map and that also resulted in uncertainty.

(b) Applicability and limitations

64. In its most general form, flood-vulnerability analysis
was applicable to all the countries in the ESCAP region. In
other words, they would all benefit by knowing the depths
and inundation areas anticipated for a spectrum of flood
events. It was unlikely, however, that all countries would
utilize cost-benefit procedures which were based on flood
hazard mapping. That was due in part to political factors
and in part to the fact that loss of life was more important
than efficiency computations. It might turn out that flood
vulnerability studies would prove to be most valuable for
countries that were competing for scarce international aid.
There were several pitfalls that could diminish the value
of such studies. Most important, there might be difficulties
encountered in implementing the results.

D. Conclusions and recommendations

65. It was the consensus that the Seminar had been useful.
The participants considered that the lectures given by the
consultants and the representatives of WMO and UNDRO
had been highly infonnative. The techniques of flood
vulnerability analysis and their application to the formu
lation of a comprehensive plan for flood loss prevention
and management had been illustrated by sufficient exam
ples. Computer programmes on the evaluation of the
impact of flooding had also been demonstrated. The
participants agreed that flood-vulnerability analysis would
prOVide basic economic and technical information for the
formulation of both structural and non-structural flood
protection measures.
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Recommendations

66. The following recommendations were unanimously
agreed on by the participants:

(1) Noting the tight competition for resources among
various projects and the limitations of structural measures
for flood mitigation, it was recommended that countries
employ a comprehensive approach in the formulation
of flood loss prevention and management plans.

(2) It was pointed out that the combination and co
ordination of conventional structural measures and non
structural measures were key factors in the comprehensive
approach to flood loss mitigation. It was therefore re
commended that countries consider the application of
flood-vulnerability analysis to achieve the best combina
tion and co-ordination of various components in a flood
mitigation plan. .

(3) While recognizing the value of the techniques and
methods applied in the developed countries, it was pointed
out that appropriate changes or modifications might be
necessary owing to special conditions in developing coun
tries in the region. It was therefore recommended that
countries initiate studies to determine the modifications
required to be made in those techniques and methods.

(4) It was recommended that countries apply simple
methods, as an interim measure, by which the historical
recorded floods could be interpreted on flood-hazard
maps. In that regard, it was also recommended that coun
tries initiate the collection of data on both hydro-meteo
rological and socio-economic effects of past floods.

(5) It was recommended that countries take the neces
sary steps to improve or revise their flood damage survey
and data compiling systems to enable the adoption of
those advanced techniques.

(6) Noting the rapid urbanization and the increasing
flood hazard in and around urban areas, the Seminar
recommended that such areas should be given priority in
the promotion of flood-vulnerability analysis though not
at the cost of agricultural areas.

(7) As the principles and techniques of flood vulnera
bility analysis were not well known in the ESCAP region,
where good examples of their application could not be
found, it was strongly recommended that international
organizations concerned establish a pilot project to pre
pare flood-hazard maps in a selected river basin in the
region seriously and adversely affected by floods which
could be used as a case study for training in the field ..

E. Adoption of the report

67. The report of the Seminar was adopted at the closing
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session on 13 September 1982, during which the partici
pants expressed their thanks to ESCAP, UNDRO, WMO
and the lecturers for their respective roles in the Seminar.
Appreciation was also expressed to UNDP for providing
funds for the Seminar and to the Mekong secretariat for
making a micro-eomputer available.

11. LECTURE NOTES

This chapter contains the texts of lectures. The four
sections comprising chapter II were prepared by the follow·
ing consultants and secretariats of WMO and UNDRO

A. Overview

Section 1 - - - Samoilenko, UNDRO

Section 2 - - - W. Klohn, WMO

Section 3 - - -Professor W.E. Watt and RC. Coch
rane, consultants of ESCAP

Section 4 - - - Professor W.E. Watt

B. Socio-economic considerations - • - Professor H.C.
Cochrane

C. Economic analysis - - - Professor H.C. Cochrane

D. Flood hazard mapping - . - Professor W.E. Watt

The compilation and editing of chapter 11 was carried
out by ESCAP.

A. Overview

1. Introduction to flood risk analysis

Reports of relief agencies, various national institutions
and international organizations have proved that floods
constitute one of the world's most serious natural hazards.
Floods are indeed a universal phenomenon, and only a few
countries can be considered releatively free of this problem.
In spite of enormous expenditures for civil works and
other flood·hazard mitigation measures which have been
undertaken throughout the world, annual flood damage
has been constantly increasing, affecting both developed
and developing countries.

In the United States of America alone, flood damage
has been increasing during this century at an average of
4 per cent annually. This rate has accelerated during the last
decade to 6-7 per cent. By the year 2000, expected damage
will exceed $US4,300,000,000 in spite of improved flood
plain management; without such improvement, the damage
could even approach $US 6,000,000,000.1

Developing countries, particularly those affected by
tropical cyclones and monsoons especially in the area
serviced by the Economic and Social Commission for

1 A Report on Flood Hazard Mitigation (Washington D.e., Na
tional Science Foundation 1980), pp. 1-2.
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Asia and the Pacific, suffer heavy losses from floods. In
some instances, the storms have devastating effects on
regional and national economies.2

During the last two decades, the age-old hope for re
lieving flood problems by flood control has given way to
a realization that floods cannot always be adequately
controlled but that their damaging effects can be mitigated.
Three general types of flood·loss mitigation are available:

(a) Modifying the hazard through physical means, Le.
through dams, levees, land treatment, channel improve
ments and other methods;

(b) Moderating the impact through flood insurance,
flood proofing, warning systems, relief and rehabilitation
and other means;

(c) Reducing the damage by reducing hazardous uses of
flood plains through flood plain management techniques.

The principal purpose of all these efforts is to imple
ment permanent measures for averting the disastrous
effects of floods or for withstanding, as far as possible,
their impact and mitigating their harmful consequences.

To be physically and economically effective, such
measures should be based upon a quantitative computa·
tion of the risks involved. Logically, this computation
should be based on the knowledge of existing hazard and
an analysis of the potential losses which may result. This
method ofhazard identification and evaluation ofits paten·
tial impact on human activities has been called "vulnerabi
lity analysis. "

(a) Classification ofconcepts and definition of terms

Over the years, UNDRO has developed the concept of
"vulnerability analysis" in a number of publications3 and
technical co·operation projects4

•

In 1979 UNDRO convened an international expert
group meeting of scientists and planners, who were specia
lists in major natural hazards of meteorological, geological
and geophysical origin. The group reviewed the status of
vulnerability analysis and provided guidance on defming

2 Guidelines for Flood Loss Prevention and Management in
Developing Countries, United Nations Publication, (Sales No. E.76.
I1.A.7), p. 2.

3 Disaster Prevention and Mitigation, A Compendium of Current
Knowledge, Volume 5, Land Use Aspects, United Nations, New
York, 1978, and Volume 3, Seismological Aspects, United Nations,
New York, 1978.

4 Composite Vulnerability Analysis, A Methodology and Case
Study of the Metro Manila Area. Technical Advisory Mission
(October 1976 - February 1977).
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concepts and developing methodologies for applying
the results of such analysis to practical physical planning
and building techniques in disaster·prone, developing
countries.

The group noted that there was a need to establish
strict definitions of concepts and terms used in disaster
studies in order to avoid the ambiguity and lack of preci
sion often encountered in present literature when some
terms are used with different meanings.

To avoid such conflicts of nomenclature, the group
proposed a ~et of terms and definitions which are expected
to be widely understood and acceptable. These definitions,
which for ease of reference are presented below, will be
used in the present paper:

(a) All the elements of human activities (population,
buildings and civil engineering works, economic activities,
public services, utilities, infrastructure etc.) situated in a
given flood·prone area have been denoted as "elements at
risk. "

(b) "Vulnerability" means the degree of loss to a given
element, or set of such elements, at risk resulting from a
flood of given magnitude and expressed on a scale from 0
(no damage) to I (total loss).

(c) "Risk" means the expected number of lives lost,
persons injured, damage to property and disruption of
economic activity due to a particular flood within a parti
cular period of time (usually within one year) and conse·
quently the product of (i) probability of a flood, (ii)
elements at risk, and (ill) their vulnerability.

However, as distinct from the Group's recommendation,
we will use the term "natural hazard" to denote a pheno
menon liable to cause damage or have another harmful
effect, without considering the probability of occurrence,
Le. in a more general sense.

According to the above definitions, the effect of natural
phenomena on human activities is determined by "risk."
Consequently, the process of identifying the hazard and
evaluating its potential impact should logically be called
"risk analysis," which is equal to "vulnerability analysis"
in the previous understanding (UNDRO's publications and
others).

This change in terminology does not affect either the
general approach to the problem or the methodology for
such an analysis. This methodology provides a logical
chain of operations designed to assess the loss·producing
potential of a given area subject to certain natural hazards.
These operations are the following:

(a) Assessment of hazard;
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(b) Assessment of probable damage from a hazard of
given magnitude;

(c) Determination of "risk."

(b) Technique offlood risk analysis

As defined above, disaster risk analysis is a process to
identify hazard and evaluate its potential impact on human
activities. This process comprises the three main operations
mentioned above and described below:

(i) Assessment of flood hazard

The basic quantitative input in disaster risk analysis is
the assessment of hazard. Flood hazard has been defined
by the following elements: areas subject to flooding,
magnitude of a flood, and frequency of occurrence. The
probabilistic determination of flood hazard does not pre·
sent a serious problem, provided that the necessary hydro·
logical data are available. Although a description of
methods for defining flood hazard is beyond the scope of
this paper, perhaps at least two groups of methods should
be mentioned:s

(a) Those which fust determine peak flows and then
calculate the areas they inundate; and

(b) Those which define flood hazard directly from
recorded, or assumed, inundated areas.

The above groups combine six methods for defining
flood hazard, which are applicable to a very wide range
of circumstances (see Annex 11).

Hazard assessment results in the preparation of flood
hazard maps, which should portray the distribution of
hazard by type (zones of stagnating water, watercourse,
zones of erosion or sedimentation, etc.), by intensity
(depth of flooding water and velocity of flow, if possible)
and frequency of occurrence (in terms of the return
period). Usually, flood hazard maps should be prepared
for floods of 10-, 20·, 50· and 100·year return periods, if
the necessary hydrological data are available (see figures I
and 2).

Superposition of the above flood hazard maps produces
a composite flood hazard map, combining the magnitude
of flood with the probability of its occurrence. It illustrates
the magnitude of a flood for a sequence of specified return
periods (see figure 3).

In many instances, a lack of data makes it impossible
to determine the probability of floods of certain magni·

5 See Guidelines for F700d Loss Prevention and Management in
Developing Countries, United Nations, New York, 1976, pp. 93.
109.
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tude. In this case, a flood hazard map for any recorded or
observed flood, even if the return period cannot be speci·
fied, will be a useful instrument to calculate probable
flood damage, because it will portray areas inundated and
zones with different water depth (see figure 4). Even flood
plain zoning maps (see figures 5 and 6) could be considered
as the simplest form of flood hazard map. Although they
do not give a quantitative assessment of flood hazard,
such maps are of great value for physical planning purposes
and land regulation practice.

(ii) Assessment of probable damage

The second stage of flood risk analysis is to determine
potential damage associated with a hazard of given magni
tude for a given site or flood plain as a whole. By this, we
mean assessment of the probable impact of a flood on life,
livelihood, property, economic activities, etc.

Flood damage is known to be a function of three factors:

(a) Physical hazard (area inundated, depth of water,
velocity, debris content, duration, etc.) as described above;

(b) Flood plain occupancy (population, buildings and
civil engineering works, economic activities, public services,
utilities and infrastructure, etc., which are termed
"elements at risk");

(c) Vulnerability (susceptibility) of the above elements
at risk to the physical hazard, that is the degree of loss to
given elements at risk in relation to the magnitude of a
flood.

Assessment of the first factor has been described above.
Flood plain occupancy is not a difficult matter to deal
with.

Information on elements at risk is normally available
from standard planning engineering and land-use practice.
If not, it would be necessary to prepare an inventory of
elements at risk, through field investigation or otherwise,
dividing them into various categories, such as housing,
industrial activities, agricultural activities, infrastructure,
etc.

The most difficult task in disaster risk analysis is to
determine the vulnerability of elements at risk. In general,
this information is less plentiful, less reliable and less
clearly defined than that on the hazard and elements at
risk. Required are various categories of data, relating not
only to the details of possible material damage but also to
the degree of social and economic disorganization that may
take place.

The most reliable way to determine the vulnerability of
elements at risk is through a post.disaster survey of damage
already sustained. Hence it is vital to collect as much in·
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formation as possible on the damage caused by past flood·
ing. Every element is vulnerable to a different extent,
according to its sensitivity to water. Houses made of adobe
will collapse as soon as their walls come into contact with
water, but those with a solid foundation can withstand
some flooding. The vulnerability of an element can be
expressed by the percentage by which its function would
decrease, or its value would be reduced, due to a certain
level of flooding. For example, a certain percentage of
crops would be lost due to an inundation 0.5 metres deep;
or a certain percentage of houses would be destroyed by
a flow 1.5 metres deep or would be damaged to a certain
degree (say 30 per cent of their value) etc.

When the vulnerability of elements is determined, the
damage expected from a flood of given magnitude can be
easily calculated as a sum of damage to different elements,
that is:

Where D is the expected damage (in monetary terms)
from a given flood in the area studied,

El E2 ... En = Elements at risk (housing, crops
etc.) expressed in monetary terms, and

V1V2 ... Vn = Corresponding vulnerability of

the elements in relative terms.

Probable flood damage can be assessed also by other
means, without resorting to the vulnerability of elements
at risk. Several major methods for assessing potential flood
damage (such as flood surveys, depth·damage function,
flood damage coefficient, etc.) have been outlined in the
United Nations publication, Guidelines for Flood Loss
Prevention and Management in Developing Countries.
A description of the existing methods for calculating
probable flood damage is beyond the scope of this paper,
but those who wish further information will find the
summary and data requirements for some methods in
annex III and detailed descriptions of methods for assessing
potential flood damage in a number of publications.6

6 FQr example, Guidelines for Flood Loss Prevention and Manage·
ment in Developing Countries, United Nations, New York, 1976,
pp. 105-124. G. F. White, Choice ofAdjustment to Floods, Depart·
ment of Geography Research Services, No. 23 (University of
Chicago, 1964) pp. 43-54. R. A. Freund and G. S. Tolley, "Opera
tional procedures for evaluating flood protection benefits" in
S. C. Smith and E. N. Castle, Economic and Public Policy in Water
Resources Development, Ames, Iowa, State University Press, 1964,
pp. 150·170. British Research Experience in the Assessment of
Flood Damage, paper presented for the International Disaster
Institute, London, at the International Conference on Flood Disas
ters, New Delhi, December, 1981.
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(ill) Determination of flood risk

When probable damage from a given flood has been
calculated, the disaster risk can be determined as a pro
duct of the expected damage and the probability of occur
rence of this flood.

R = HD (2)

where R = disaster risk, that is expected damage (in
monetary terms) from a given flood
within a given period of time (one year)
at a given site;

H = probability of occurrence of this flood,
which is inversely proportional to the
return period; and

D = potential damage from a given flood at
a given site (expressed in monetary terms
and calculated as the total damage to
various elements at risk or otherwise).

For example, if potential damage from a 20-year flood
at a given area were calculated as $USIO million, the
disaster risk from such a flood would be

R = 0.05 x $USlO,OOO,OOO = $US500,000/
year

Disaster risk is a criterion of loss-producing potential at
a given site or area from a natural hazard of given magni
tude (for example, a flood 2 metres high).

For the most representative evaluation, risks from all
possible magnitudes of flood should be calculated and then
weighed by their respective probabilities. In this case, an
average annual disaster risk from floods of various magni
tudes can be determined theoretically as a weighted sum
of all the possible disaster risks within a given, long period
of time (usually 100 years).

7
Rm = ~ Dh· H

h
.............•..• (3)

h=O

where Rm = the average annual disaster risk from floods
of all possible magnitudes,

Dh = the damage caused by flooding of h magni
tude,

Hh = the probability of flooding of h magnitude,

h = magnitude of flood expressed in terms of
return periods or otherwise,

h=O corresponds to the non-damaging maxi
mum flood.
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For example, if we were to find that within a lOO-year
period a given site is subjected to 10-,20- 50- and WO-year
floods, the average probability of such floods for each year
would correspondingly be 0.1,0.05, 0.02 and 0.01. Having
calculated expected damage from all of the above floods,
we could then calculate the average annual disaster risk as
a sum of the damage weighed by its respective probability,
Le.

Rrn = 0.1 D
10

+ 0.05 D20 + 0.02 D
50

+ 0.01

D100
7

where Rrn = the average annual disaster risk from
floods of different magnitudes, and

D
10

, D20 , D50 , D100 = calculated probable

damage from floods of 10-, 20-, 50- and
lOO-year return periods.

The above formula is applicable for comparing flood
risks at different sites proVided that the floods of the same
probabilities are taken into consideration (say 10, 20, 50
and 100 year floods). For more accurate calculations,
flood risk is determined as:

- D DRrn = ~ (Hh - Hh+1) X h + h+1: ..... (4)

h=O 2

with the same meaning of symbols, assuming that h=O
corresponds to the non-damaging maximum flood.

For the above" example cited (10, 20, 50 and 100 year
floods) the flood risk should be calculated as follows:

D D D
Rm = ("0 - "10) x ..lQ + ("10 - "20) x 10 + 20

2 2

D D
+ ("20 - "50) x 20 + 50 + ("50 - "100) x

2
D D

50 + 100 + "100 x D100 + .
2

where Ho is the probability of a non-damaging maximum
flood. If such a flood has a five-year return period Ho •
0.2.

The difference in flood risks calculated through formu
lae [3] and [4) using the same basic data in most cases
does not exceed 10 per cent. Taking into consideration that
the parameters in both formulae are probabilistic but not
precisely determined, both formulae can be used for flood
risk assessments. However, for accurate calculations formu
la [4J should be applied.

Average annual disaster risk is the criterion of an average
loss-producing potential at a specific site, or the average

7 See Disaster Prevention and Mitigation, A Compendium of
Current Knowledge, Volume 7, Economic Aspects, pp. 32-33, for
comparison.
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probable value of flood damage for each year. As such, it
is an objective indicator of the susceptibility of this site to
flood hazard.

(c) Practical application offlood risk analysis

The main ideas on flood risk analysis have been outlined
above in a rather schematic way, as this paper was con
ceived as an introduction to more detailed discussions of
the ways and means of such an analysis.

In practice, every stage of risk analysis is a very complex
exercise requiring a proper knowledge of hydrology, eco
nomics, engineering, etc., as well as some basic historical
data on previous floods and statistics on the damage they
have caused. Perhaps this fact explains why risk analysis
is at the very beginning of its development. However, in
spite of all these difficulties, risk analysis is a very useful
exercise, which provides a scientific basis for making
decisions on how best to mitigate the effects of floods
through a system of permanent flood control or land-use
planning.

Flood damage is known to have been mitigated by struc
tural or non-structural measures, or by a combination of
both. It should be mentioned that disaster risk analysis is
a tool to help make decisions on both structural and non
structural methods of flood prevention or mitigation.

Non·structural measures are implemented through
physical planning and land·use control. These measures
are most appropriate when decisions, especially regarding
location, have to be made on new development in a flood
hazard area.

In general terms, the objective of physical planning is to
translate social and economic policies and programmes at
national and regional levels into a coherent spatial organi
zation, taking into account all physical and environmental
factors and constraints. In flood-prone areas, the aim of
physical planning is partly to reconcile the risk of damage
from flooding with the economic and social goals for given
locations and partly to bring general problems arising
from flood hazard to bear on the planning process as a
whole. The principal physical-planning tool available to
prevent water-related disasters is land-use planning and
control.

Flood-risk analysis constitutes a good'basis for land-use
planning, as it provides a quantifiable scale of risk values
for a given location and a given type of development in
flood hazard areas. The principal purpose of land-use
planning and control is to reduce risk from disaster by
reducing damage probability through measures steering
development away from disaster·prone areas or through
imposing flood·prooflOg techniques designed to with·
stand flooding. Such measures as land·use regulation,
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insurance policy, building codes and many others are
very well known and described in a number of publica
tions.8

At the same time flood risk analysis, particularly
through flood hazard maps, is a very useful tool for physi
cal planners who must decide on the site for a certain
development project. Flood hazard maps help to establish
limitations for development in terms of siting and pro
gramming and to define technical and economic constraints
on development. Such maps can be used as a guideline to
work out the "acceptable risk" for various development
projects. This may result in introducing additional struc
tural and other protective measures calling for additional
cost. In this context, the risk analysis should be introduced
at the earliest possible stage of physical planning. The
findings of such analyses may be integrated in the planning
process at various stages: when elaborating alternative
development schemes using flood·risk maps or when
selecting alternatives through multicriteria analysis, in
cluding potential damage analysis.

Structural measures to prevent and mitigate flood
damage are based on engineering works - reservoirs,
dams, levees etc. They have been implemented for cen
turies and will continue to be the main methods for flood
prevention, which are of the highest importance for highly
developed, flood-prone areas. Although flood prevention
works are usually designed on the basis of extensive studies,
risk analysis is one of the most important components of
such investigations. Flood hazard maps constitute a valua·
ble basic material for designing such works. On the other
hand, disaster risk, particularly the average annual disaster
risk as defined above, is a compulsory index for the econo
mic justification of flood.protection schemes and the cost
benefit analysis of various alternative flood·protection
structures.

Finally, flood risk analysis, especially through flood·
hazard maps, is an important basic material for planning
relief operations, as the maps prOVide necessary data for
the establishment of emergency shelters, escape and evacua·
tion routes, emergency stockpiling, etc.

8 For example, Guidelines for Flood Loss Prevention and Manage·
ment in Developing Countries, United Nations, New York, 1976;
Disaster Prevention and Mitigation, A Compendium of Current
Knowledge, Volume 5, Land Use Aspects, United Nations, New
York, 1978; Regulation of Flood Hazard Areas to reduce Flood
Losses, United States Water Resources Council, Washington, D.C.
20037; A Report on Flood Hazard Mitigation, National Science
Foundation, Washington, D.C., 1980.
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2. The role of operational hydrology in
flood vulnerability analysis

UNDRO (see reference 1) states that vulnerability
(disaster risk) = natural hazard risk x damage probability.
They go on to say that measures to reduce the risk of
disaster should be aimed either at reducing the natural
hazard itself, something which is usually very difficult if
not impossible to achieve, or at reducing the probability
of damage, something which is frequently well within our
reach. Such measures can only be effective if they are
based on a thorough understanding of the risks and pro
babilities involved; hence the importance of flood vulnera
bility analysis for both structural and non-structural
measures for the mitigation of flood damage.

Operational hydrology is concerned with the collection
and processing of hydrological and related data for use in
hydrological forecasting and in the design and operation of
water projects. This includes the study of floods, in particu
lar their magnitude and frequency of occurrence. It is,
therefore, the role of operational hydrology to supply the
most fundamental set of information required for flood
vulnerability analysis, namely: the risk of floods of various
magnitudes occurring at any given location during any
specified period of time.

The main characteristics of a flood of any given return
period which are of importance in vulnerability analysis
are:

A the maximum flood elevation/stage;

B the maximum velocity of flow at any point;

C the length of time that the water level remains
above any elevation;

D the quality of the water, both chemical/bio
chemical and as regards its sediment and debris
load; and

E - the complete flood hydrograph.

Not all of these characteristics are of equal importance
for the various elements which suffer flood loss and da
mage. Those which are of greatest importance for some of
the principal elements are:

(i) Loss of life A B D

(ll) Damage to buildings/structure A B C D

(Hi) Loss of livestock B' C D

(iv) Loss/damage to crops A B

(v) Disruption of communications A B C

(vi) Disruption of supplies of water, C E
hydro-power, etc.
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In a similar manner,we can refer to the most commonly
used means of reducing the loss and damage caused by
flooding and identify the flood characteristics which are
of importance in each case. For example:

(a) Levees A

(b) Flood ways A E

(c) Flood control dams A E

(d) Flood proofing A C D

(e) Flood forecasting and warning A E

(f) Evacuation A C

(g) Flood plain zoning A

A considerable quantity of hydrological information
is, therefore, required as a basis for flood vulnerability
analysis. The source of this information is summarized
below where reference is made, as appropriate, to WMO
publications in which more complete discriptions are
presented of the techniques involved.

(a) Analytical techniques

As is clearly indicated above, for the purposes under
discussion, the single most important characteristic of a
flood is its peak elevation or stage. Where records of stage
are available for the locality in question, they can be
analyzed directly to yield stage-frequency relationships
which will indicate the probability in any year, or other
interval chosen, of the flood levels reaching any given eleva
tion. Where such records are not collected from the actual
locality but from somewhere a short distance upstream or
downstream, the results of a stage-frequency study can be
"transferred" to the required locality. This can be achieved
with the aid of hydraulic computations based on a know
ledge of the relevant characteristics of the intervening
waterway (references 2, 3, 4, 5).

In most instances adequate records of stage are not
available for the immediate locality and probable water
elevations must be derived from estimates of peak dis
charge for floods of given return periods. These estimates
in their turn may be derived from regional flood frequency
analyses or from the analysis of local rainfall data, in con
junction with the derivation and use of rainfall-runoff
relationships for river basins concerned. In this manner
estimates of maximum flood stage (characteristic A above)
can be derived (references 2, 3,6).

Derivation of the complete flood hydrograph (charac
teristic E) requires an estimation of the variation in dis
charge with time for any potential future flood and calls for
a far more detailed analysis of local stage and discharge data
and/or the use of more sophisticated, commonly concep
tually based, river basin models. Determination of flood
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duration, while at first appearing to be less demanding in
derivation, does in fact require a knowledge of the shape
of the major portion of the flood hydrograph and must
be derived in most cases in a manner similar to the com
plete hydrograph (references 2, 3, 7).

A useful indication of the average velocity of flow
associated with any discharge level may be obtained by
dividing the discharge rate by the appropriate cross-sec
tional area. Such average values, however, are not truly
representative of the forces that can be exerted by flood
flows. A far more detailed analysis is needed of the hydrau
lics of the flow in order to derive estimates of flow velocity
at any point (characteristic B). This frequently requires a
study of the complex flow paths around bends, over flood
plains and, above all, through and around such abrupt
obstructions as bridge piers and any structures occupying
the flood plain (references 2, 4).

The whole question of water quality adds a major com
plicating factor in the need to consider simultaneously
the chemical/bio-chemical processes and the hydrologic/
hydraulic processes. Even the factors controlling sediment
and debris transport are not fully understood and yet
such processes are often a major cause, directly or indirect
ly, of flood loss. The estimation of potential water quality
(characteristic D) is, therefore, one of the most difficult
tasks (references 2, 8).

Coastal flooding, which is a major contributor to flood
losses in areas- subject to tropical cyclones, involves addi
tional factors not found in inland flooding. Not only is
there a need to study the probability of flooding by storm
surges of low-lying coastal regions, but the complex in
teraction of high tides, storm surges and high river dis
charge needs to be taken into account (reference 3).

Each of the above analytical techniques has its require
ments for data, some complimentary and some specific.
The principal data requirements are listed in the annex to
this paper; however, it should be noted that this list does
not attempt to be exhaustive. (references 2, 9, 10).

(b) Real-time flood forecasting

As has been stated above, flood vulnerability analysis
provides information which is essential for the design and
operation of flood protection works and for the develop
ment of non-structural measures for flood loss mitigation.
One of these measures, which is also, itself, an important
input to the operation of flood protection works, is flood
forecasting in real time.

An analysis of flood vulnerability provides planners
with an indication of which areas, populations, structures
are most at risk and offers a basis for assigning priorities
for the use of resources in minimizing the risks identified.
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One very cost-effective use of such resources is through the
installation of flood forecasting systems to be used for
issuing flood warnings in real time and organizing flood
fighting, evacuation and, when necessary, rescue opera
tions. Where operable control works exist, such as flood
control dams or emergency flood ways, advanced warning
of the progress of the flood greatly enhances the effective
ness of the works.

Flood vulnerability analysis is of value, therefore, in
identifying those areas, even specific locations, for which
flood forecasts should be issued and the associated flood
risk maps can be used to interpret such forecasts in real
time (references 2, 11, 12, 13).

(c) Operational hydrology and WMO's role

A case has been made above not only for the importance
of vulnerability analysis in the overall flood loss mitigation
effort, but also for the need for hydrological and associated
data as a basis for the analysis. It is the provision of these
data and their preliminary analysis, together with the
development of hydrological forecasts, which is the role
of operational hydrology.

At national level responsibility for operational hydrolo
gy is frequently shared by a number of agencies. The
Meteorological Services are commonly charged with collec

.ting or co-ordinating the collection and storage of precipi
tation and evaporation data as well as a whole range of
other meteorological information that may be reqUired.
They also provide the meteorological forecasts which can
be so vital for the forecasting of floods, particularly in
small river basins and those resulting from storm surges.
The collection and processing of hydrological data is
usually the responsibility of water commissions or agencies
concerned with water supply, hydro-power or irrigation;
frequently more than one such agency. Survey data for
river channels, flood plains and coastal areas as well as
coastal hydrological information are usually held by yet
another set of government agencies. One of the first and
most important tasks in flood vulnerability analysis, there
fore, is to contact the many national agencies likely to
hold relevant data and to have carried out studies which
could contribute to the analysis. There will never be as
much data as would be desired, but there are often more
than is at first suspected and even complete flood frequen
cy or vulnerability analyses may be uncovered unexpected
ly in the archieves (references 9, 14).

The role of WMO in such work is primarily at the inter
national and regional level where, through its Hydrology
and Water Resources Programme, the Organization works
to promote activities in operational hydrology and to
further close co-operation between Meteorological and
Hydrological Services. One aspect of its work under the
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Tropical Cyclone Programme is to provide support for
the programmes of the Typhoon Committee and the
Panel on Tropical Cyclones. A full description of the
Organization's activities in hydrology and water resources
is presented in reference 15, copies of which are distributed
with this paper.

WMO's promotion of activities in operational hydrology
is designed to strengthen national and regional endeavors
in this field which in turn should contribute directly to an
improvement in the analysis of flood vulnerability and the
use of such analyses in practice.

Table 1. Principal data required for hydrologic
and hydraulic studies as a basis for

flood vulnerability analyses

Survey data

Detailed topographic maps
Soil and vegetation types
Land use and cadastral surveys
Longitudinal stream profiles
Channel eross-sections
Channel roughness
Coastal and estuarine bathymetry

Hydrological/hydrometeorological data

Rainfall depths and intensities
Evaporation rates
Soil moisture levels
Streamflow stage and discharge
Sediment load, bed and suspended
Storm surge probability
Tidal data

Water quality data

Water temperature
Water quality, chemical and bio-ehemical
Sources of potential pollution, point and areal
Rate constants and related water quality parameters

Water management data

Major abstractions and return flows
Operating and hydraulic characteristics of flood control works

Note: Where water bodies are significantly affected by freezing
and ice break-up, additional data will be required on the
phenomena.

3. The need for a comprehensive approach

(a) Flood hazard mapping in context of a comprehensive
flood damage reduction programme

Floods occur every year as streams and rivers overflow
their banks and occupy some portion of their floodplains.
Most of these floods are minor but sometimes a major
flood occurs. The resulting extensive damage and occasional
loss of life lead to involvement of governments in disaster
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assistance and perhaps corrective action in the form of
structural works as the public and its governments are once
again made aware of the threat of sharing the floodplain
with the river.

Unfortunately, as a result of this after the fact approach
rather than a comprehensive preventative approach, flood
damage continues to occur. Furthermore, there is no indi
cation of a reduction in flood damage either in Canada
or in the United States. Indeed, flood damage will con
tinue to increase as the urban population increases if the
current attitudes and actions towards the flood threat
continue to prevail. It has become increasingly evident
that in order to minimize losses to future development
and reduce losses to existing development in floodplains,
a combination of structural and non-structural devices
must be employed. Non-structural devices include, inter
alia, restrictions on land use, flood proofing, flood forecast
ing and warning, floodplain acquisition, relocation, flood
insurance and disaster assistance.

Because of concern over the mounting damage costs
and disaster assistance payments combined with public
pressure for more flood protection and a dissatisfaction
with the traditional, rather narrow, corrective approach to
flood damages, the federal governments of both Canada
and the United States have recently adopted a more com
prehensive approach to reducing flood damage. In Canada,
the National Flood Damage Reduction Programme, institu
ted in 1975, (Bruce, 1976; Spargo and Watt, 1977) provides
for a much wider range of alternatives than has hitherto
been the case. It employs strategies to inhibit new flood
plain development based on the identification of risk
through mapping while at the same time it incorporates
other programmes such as flood forecasting and warning
and protective works to minimize damage to existing
floodplain development. In the United States, 1966 Execu
tive Order 11296, Flood Hazard Evaluation, represented
Presidential recognition that structural flood control
measures alone were inadequate to stem rising flood losses.
It was followed by establishment of flood insurance,
disaster assistance and related federal programmes and some
state and local government floodplain management pro
grammes. In 1977, Executive Order 11988, Floodplain
Management, was issued to replace the 1966 order. The
Unified National Programme for Floodplain Management
(1976) of the Water Resources Council is cited by the
Order to provide direction. Federal agencies are directed to
lead the nation by exemplary demonstration of a compre
hensive approach to floodplain management.

In both Canada and the United States, floodplain maps
are the cornerstone of the comprehensive national pro
gramme. The roles of these maps in these countries are set
out in the following section.
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Table 2. Alternatives for reducing flood losses
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Ma/or types ofalternatives

Comprehensive land-use planning imple
mented through official plans and zoning
bylaws

Floodplain regulations, sanitary and health
regulations

Flood-proofing building codes and regula
tions specify design and construction
methods that will protect buildings from
limited flooding, may involve filling and
elevating new structures

Construct dams and storage reservoirs

Construct dykes, levees, flood walls

Channel improvements - e.g. dredging,
or straightening

Watershed treatment - e.g. tree planting,
prevention of ice jams, preservation

Major advantages

Reduces risk of large scale damage by
keeping high risk developments out of
flood prone areas
Does not require large capital invest
ments

Prevents risk of large scale damage
Does not require large scale capital
investments
Normally not as susceptible to pressure
for amendments, once implemented

Places the major burden of protection
of those who benefit
Allows some increase in the degree of
development permitted in the flood
plains

Provide protection to existing develop
ments
Permits development where risk would
otherwise be prohibitive

Provides localized protection
Can be constructed at relatively low
initial cost
Useful measure against frequent but
relatively minor flooding

Provides localized protection
Improves capacity of channel to pass
flood waters
Small land requirements, effects of
construction are localized

Reduces erosion and sedimentation
and maintains capacity of stream
to carry flood flows
Can reduce downstream hazards both
by reducing flood water due to runoff
and by reducing debris carried by
flood waters

Ma/or disadvantages

Time and cost of preparation
Amendments can quickly reduce effec
tiveness of original plans and policies
Capital losses can occur to individuals
owning land designated as flood prone

Flood plain regulations require accurate
flood line mapping
If uniformly applied, some com
munities become relatively less at
tractive for development
Capital losses can occur to individuals
owning property designated as flood
plain
Can be costly and difficult to adminis
ter

Only economically feasible when
flooding is to a shallow depth with
low velocity
Requires the development and admi
nistration of detailed building codes
and regulations

Society as a whole bears costs while
flood plain users enjoy major benefits
Very expensive, only justifIable in
the cases of very high value develop
ments and the presence of suitable
reservoir sites
Reservoirs often require considerable
amounts of land
May cause ecological problems
decreased water quality, siltation
Can create false sense of security

Requires use of valuable land
Can hold water back and cause in
creased upstream damage
Any structure will reduce the natural
capacity of valleys to store flood
water. Downstream flooding may also
be increased
High maintenance cost
High damages can occur when struc
tures are overtopped

May create higher velocities and more
erosion at low flows; results in deposi
tion of sediments downstream
Expensive utility relocations may be
required

Individual landowners pay costs
everyone benefits
Limited effectiveness, particularly in
small watersheds
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Major types ofalternatives Major advantages
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Major disadvantages

Flood forecasting and warning systems,
evacuations

Public disaster relief and rehabilitation
funds

Flood insurance

Can reduce threat to life - allows
some protection of moveable property

Reduces fInancial burden on affected
individuals

Alerts residents to risk of being in
flood plain
Can be used where protective struc
tural methods are not feasible or
during transition period when old
land use practices are phased out

Only feasible in large watersheds where
floods develop relatively slowly

Such expenditures are largely subsidies
from all taxpayers to users of the flood
plain
As long as public relief appears to be
available, individuals often fail to
adapt to the hazard

No private company will underwrite
- government must become involved
Premium would be so high that most
flood plain users would not voluntari
ly purchase insurance without govern
ment subsidy
Difficult to establish the risk for
specific properties

(b) Brief review of experience in the United States and
Canada

(i) Trends in the United States

a. History

The Corps of Engineers played a predominant role in
mitigating flood losses during the period of 1930 to 1965.

The projects undertaken by the Corps were almost
entirely large engineering works, most specifically channel
improvements and large flood control reservoirs.

Most early designs served a single purpose, Le., flood
control. Often the benefits were overstated and the costs
underestimated.

The nature of production in the United States led to a
mobile labour force, one more ignorant of natural hazards.
It was felt by some that this as much as any other factor
resulted in escalating flood losses despite the Corps' efforts.

The liberal disaster relief policies implemented as a
result of the 1964 Alaskan earthquake set a precedent for
flood loss compensation. By the 1972 Rapid City flood,
the .Government was covering more than half the entire
cost of flooding. The primary source of relief took the
fonn of heavily subsidized disaster loans.

Initial efforts to institute a purely voluntary flood
insurance programme failed miserably.

Concern that flood losses were continuing to mount
and that the government was being forced to "bail out"
growing numbers of flood victims led to a restructuring of

the flood insurance programme. Commercial banks and
other federally regulated lending institutions were required
to inform prospective home buyers about the property's
location vis-a-vis the floodplain. If within the WO-year
limit they would be required to purchase insurance (at a
subsidized rate). If the property consisted of raw land,
then the buyer could erect a home only if insurance was
purchased at an actuarial rate. Local planning and zoning
boards were designated as enforcers of these regulations.
This placed floodplain management squarely on the
shoulders of these boards since subsidized insurance would
be continued only so long as the boards actively enforced
their own regulations.

Further incentives - if the subsidy was not incentive
enough, the Federal Government denied any federal aid to
communities who failed to participate in the insurance
programme.

Insurance sales grew dramatically over the decade of
the 1970s.

Large federal budget deficits combined with environ
mental concerns led to a diminished role for the Corps
of Engineers.

b. Recent history!

The most striking change occurring in flood regimen
during recent years is in the alteration of the flood hydro
graph in urban areas as a result of upstream land use.

1 This is an excerpt of a paper given by Gilbert White, August
1982, in St. Louis.
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8,000 - 12,000

100 - 200
1,000 - 2,000

The approximately 17,000 urban communities having
flood problems may be divided into these classes (White,
1979):

Federal programmes for construction of local protec
tion works with required financial participation by local
agencies are advancing very slowly.

(ii) Trends in Canada

Several hundred communities have undertaken innova
tive schemes for managing their flood plains - including
land management, land acquisition, floodproofmg and
warnings - without primary dependence on Federal fund
ing (Kusler, 1982).

In most sizable urban communities the problem of
disposal of storm water drainage is seen increasingly as
requiring an integrated application of both structures and
non-structural measures, and this trend is encouraged by
recognition of the very heavy costs of conventional storm
drainage.

More attention is being given to the use of flood plains
for groundwater storage and to the protection of its quality.

Communities are beginning to employ flood plains as
part of unified efforts to recycle waste and store ground
water and to maintain critical flows for aquatic ecosystems.

Riverine flood and coastal storm surge warning systems
have reached a phase at which until there are major
advances in prediction accuracy and time horizon the
principal efforts are to develop more detailed warning and
evacuation programmes on the part of local and regional
groups, including industry.

Many of the more critical decisions being made with
respect to the use of flood plains are in rural areas, in com
munities under the Emergency Insurance Programme, or
on urban peripheries where rapid conversions are projected
or underway.

Provision now is made for a Federal interagency exami
nation of flood hazard mitigation within 15 days of a
flood disaster (OMB, 1980; Interagency, 1980).

a. Criteria for mapping floodplains

In Canada, because water resources fall under provincial
jurisdiction, the criteria vary from province to province.
However, because of the role of the Federal Government in
coordinating and financing the mapping programme, there
is a minimum specified; the design flood event used to
define the regulatory floodplain must equal or exceed the
lOO-year flood. In some provinces the design flood is
specified as the 200-year flood whereas in others the design
flood is defined as the flood resulting from a specified
input or the lOO-year flood, whichever is greater. Proce
dures for surveying and mapping and for hydrologic and
hydraulic studies were developed by federal agencies and
form part of the federal-provincial agreements under which
the mapping programmes are carried out.

The specifications also allow for the delineation of a
two-zone regulatory floodplain. The inner zone or flood·

200
100 per year

100
30-

Chronic sufferers
Undergoing post-disaster
readjustment
Anticipating disaster
Flood problems corollary
to other problems
Flood problems chiefly in
fringe areas
Protected by engineering works 900 - 1,000

Perhaps 5,200 of these communities have populations
exceeding 2,500.

Average annual loss of life from floods is accounted for
largely by a few flash floods.

As of May 1982, approximately 7,900 communities
were in the Regular flood insurance programme and 9,300
were still in Emergency status. All within the regular pro
gramme have some form of land planning and zoning.

Vigorous efforts are being made to place the National
Flood Insurance Programme on a self-sustaining basis by
readjustment in the premium schedule. Currently 1,800,000
policies are in force with a coverage of $98 billion.

The most lively and widespread national activity with
respect to floods is in the provision of technical assistance
by at least 47 state flood plain management agencies to
municipalities and counties.

Less widespread but probably significant is the re
duction in channel carrying capacity as a consequence
of the diminution in peaks by storage works.

The data on flood losses are incomplete, lacking in
desirable specificity, and inconsistent between urban
and rural areas. Therefore, the aggregated estimates for
the nation are at best guesses.

There is virtually no systematic data as to flood plain
use and production.

Federal programmes for construction of reservoirs hav
ing flood control features at Federal expense are growing
only slightly beyond currently funded projects.

Federal programmes for watershed protection and soil
conservation are shifting emphasis away from construction
of engineering works.
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way is normally a hydraulically designed floodway whereas
the outer zone or floodway fringe is the area inundated by
the design flood plus the increase in water level resulting
from the floodway. In some provinces, the floodway is
simply defined as the area inundated by the 20-year flood.

b. The role of floodplain maps in mitigating losses

The cornerstone of the National Flood Damage Reduc
tion Programme is a series of flood risk maps, a map for
every flood prone area in the country. Once an area has
been mapped and the flood risk area designated jointly
by the federal and provincial governments, the informa
tion on flood hazard is communicated to the public,
industry and government agencies. At the same time all
investment of public funds for flood vulnerable undertak
ings i.n the flood risk area must cease. These undertakings
include direct development such as government buildings
and indirect development through industrial incentive
programmes, mortgages etc. The power to restrict private
development on floodplain land lies with the provinces
and the municipalities and once a flood risk area has
been designated, this information can be incorporated into
official plans and bylaws of mUnicipalities and provincial
regulations. In most provinces, this part of the programme
is voluntary; its success is dependent, therefore, on a suc
cessful public information programme.

In summary then, the main thrust of the mapping pro
gramme is to reduce damage to future development in the
floodplain. Other programmes, such as land use restriction,
floodplain acquisition and relocation are dependent upon
the existence of a flood risk map.

c. Relationship between flood insurance, disaster aid,
structural works and land-use management

In Canada, the National Flood Damage Reduction
Programme is restricted to urban areas or areas which are
expected to develop. For such areas there is no flood in
surance. The private sector will not underwrite such a
hazard without extremely high premiums and the federal
government has decided not to subsidize such a programme.
However, there is disaster aid, both from provincial and
federal sources, and this could be looked upon as zero
premium insurance. In order to discourage such an outlook
from potential developers of floodplain land, the disaster
aid programme is tied to land use management in the
following way. Once a flood risk area has been designated,
private development is still possible in this area until
municipal or provincial zoning is in place. If such develop
ment occurs, it will not be eligible for disaster aid in the
event of a flood.

Structural works are also tied to land-use management.
Where unwise f100dplain development has taken place and
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there is pressure for a structural solution such as dykes or
a flood control reservoir, the area must first be mapped to
determine the extent of the flood risk. Then, a floodplain
management study must be undertaken. This study, with
economic, social and engineering elements, must include
the assessment of a wide range of alternatives to reduce
the flood risk and must include an evaluation of the
environmental impact of these alternatives. Finally, before
financial support is provided for structural works, restric
tions on land use in the flood-risk area must be in place.

d. Litigation and land-use management

In Canada, land-use management in flood risk areas can
fall under the jurisdiction of three levels of government:
federal, prOVincial and municipal. Federal restrictions on
land use are applicable for federal lands or for federal
buildings or federally financed buildings on private land.
In either case there is no possibility of litigation.

Provincial restrictions on land use fall into two cate
gories. In the first, provincial lands or provincially financed
buildings on private land, there is no possibility of litigation.
The second category occurs only in some provinces where
legislation exists to restrict private development in flood
risk areas on private lands. Such legislation has existed in
one of the largest provinces, Ontario, for over 25 years and
over that period there have been challenges, some success
ful, to the regulations enacted pursuant to the provincial
legislation. In general, the objections arise either when an
individual or a corporation is prevented from developing
f100dplain land or when a government agency attempts
to expropriate floodplain land at a price that is considered
by the owner to be too Iow. Seldom is a challenge made to
the principle of land use restrictions or to the criteria
employed to delineate the floodplain. In most cases the
engineering work is questioned and sometimes mistakes
occur in hydrologic or hydraulic analyses or in the mapping.
Of course, in the case of expropriation, the main dispute is
with regard to the value of the land.

Municipal restrictions on land use take the form of
zoning bylaws whereby flood risk areas are zoned for
recreational or agricultural purposes, for example. In
general, such restrictions are the key to the success of the
National Flood Damage Reduction Programme. Normally,
at the time that the bylaw is proposed, objections are made
by individuals and corporations who are holding floodplain
land for future development. After the land has been
zoned, the municipality or another government agency may
attempt to expropriate some of the floodplain with the
possibility of objections and/or litigation. In parts of
Canada, there is a well-established system of municipal
zoning and known avenues of appeal. Although there have
been objections and litigation, the process has not been
harmed and in most cases the settlements appear to have
been fair.
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4. Brief discussion of alternative mapping techniques

There is a wide range of alternative mapping techniques.
An appropriate mapping technique will depend upon the
intended use of the map and the economic implications of
such mapping. For simplicity, a classification adopted by
Kusler and Lee (1972) will be used here.

Class A maps - Exact Flood Data Based on Hydraulic
Calculations, are common in the Canadian and United
States programmes. These maps, which are published at
a specified scale and with a specified contour interval,
show, at a minimum, the flood risk area which is defined as
the area inundated by the design flood event, often the one
per cent or so-called lOO-year flood. In some cases, class
A maps also show the flood lines corresponding to other
return periods (e.g. the 20-year flood). Frequently, a
hydraulically designed floodway is also shown on the map.
The floodway zone is defined as the area required to con
vey the design flood within certain limits of elevation
assuming that the areas at the edge of the floodplain are
filled and do not convey any flow.

Class B maps - Interpreted Flood Data Based on Known
Highwater Marks, are occasionally used in North America.
These maps mayor may not have a specified scale and
contour interval because often the map has been produced
for another purpose. They show the flood risk area which
is defined as the area inundated by some recorded flood,
often the flood of record. A floodway is not delineated.

Class C maps - Interpreted Flood Data Based on Nonhy
draulic Calculations, include actual aerial photos taken
during times of flooding, maps of highwater marks located
by talking to oldtimers who have lived in an area for many
years, maps based on aerial photo interpretation of topo
graphy and soils maps.

a. Advantages and disadvantages of each mapping technique

(i) Class A maps

The preparation of such maps involves specialized
surveying and mapping work and specialized hydrologic
and hydraulic studies to determine the magnitude of the
design flood, the elevation of the floodline and its location
on a horizontal coordinate system.

These maps are obviously the most costly and take the
longest time to produce. However, they have the strongest
legal base; they are essential where zoning is the only land
use management tool and where there are high development
pressures for urban growth.

(ii) Class B maps

The preparation of these maps is less complex; often an
existing map is used and so no specialized surveying and
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mapping techniques are required. The hydrotechnical
work is also less complex. Hence, such maps are lower cost
and take less time to produce. Such maps may be open to
challenge on the basis that the criteria is inconsistent from
river basin to river basin. In addition, a floodway is not
delineated. For these reasons, such maps are thought to
be appropriate for areas in which much of the land is
under public ownership or where development pressures are
lower.

(ill) Class C maps

These maps are lowest in cost and take the least time to
produce. They can provide an economical and efficient
means of controlling floodplain under the following condi
tions:

(a) The floodprone area is generally undeveloped and
free from development pressures or the area is largely in
public ownership;

(b) Provision exists for upgrading the map to a class B
or a class A map under specified special conditions; and

(c) Provision exists for the production of a class A map
by a developer given certain specified levels of develop
ment.

B. Socio-economic considerations

5. A balanced approach

The selection of an efficient combination of adjustments
requires some attention to the cost side of the picture.
Just because losses can be avoided, it does not follow
that adjustments to the hazard _will or should be under
taken. Figure I shows how losses and costs respond to
any damage mitigating measure. As more protection is
undertaken the expected losses decline, but at the same
time the cost of adjusting increases. For example, if adjust
ment in this figure represents the quality of permanent
flood proofing adopted by the population at risk, it is to
be expected that losses will decline and costs rise as shown.
However, it is also entirely possible that no adjustment
is warranted; this situation is shown in Figure I B. The cost
of adjustment is always above the residual losses. Some
times the best solution to the flood problem is just to
bear the loss. The role of simulation in this scheme is the
identification of losses and to show how they are reduced
by incremental adjustments to the hazard.

The desirability of different flood adjustments will be
influenced by their interaction. For example, engineering
works and a warning system which makes temporary
(dynamic) flood proofing possible, are complementary
measures. The loss reducing value of warnings depends
heavily upon the longer term measures which may be in
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derived from improved accuracy is not as apparent.
Mapping error translates into planning mistakes. Engi
neering works, for example, will be under- or over-sized,
resulting in flood losses which could have been avoided, or
unnecessarily large construction outlays. Figure 2 depicts
these consequences in the frame of analysis used earlier.

The solid line represents the loss anticipated if the flood
boundaries, depths and frequency were known precisely.
The dashed lines show two loss relationships derived from
inaccurate maps. The topmost line is based upon a map
which overestimates depth and frequencies. The lower
curve reflects the use of a map which under-represents
these two factors.
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The results of flood simulation will be different depend
ing upon how adjustments are modeled - if they are in
troduced singly or in combination. The value of any single
adjustment will be influenced by the availability of com
peting and complementary measures.

(d) The cost of dynamic flood proofing;

(e) The losses incurred if warnings were not made and
a flood event occurred with exceeded the capacity of the
reservoir.

(c) The cost of warning individuals, whether or not the
warning turned out to be accurate,

If forecast accuracy turned out to be extremely poor,
then the cost of proofing plus the residual losses could be
sufficiently dramatic to push the optimal decision toward
the use of the long tenn measure. If, however, the warning
system were reasonably accurate, then it might be possible
to rely less on longer term options.

(b) The residual losses if the flood storage reservoir's
capacity were exceeded,

place. If the flood plain is zoned to exclude building or
if channel improvements are adopted, fewer warnings
would be required. The problem then is to determine the
optimal, or cost minimizing, use of both measures. This
optimum would embrace a number of cost and loss com
ponents:

(a) The capital and maintenance cost of the long term
measure, such as a flood storage reservoir, for example,

Optimizing expenditures to map floodplains is no dif
ferent than selecting an efficient level of protection. In
creasing the accuracy of designated flood boundaries
carries both a cost ana benefit. The cost is obvious; it
is simply the outlay to gauge, observe, and compute flood
frequencies and anticipated inundation areas. The benefit

The importance of these errors lies in the level of protec·
tion selected. In the first instance too much will be spent
on the problem. The engineering structures will be over·
sized and land use restrictions overly zealous. The loss due
to the error is shown in figure 3 as L.
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- Figure 3. Efficiency losses due to mapping error

One would expect that such losses decline with im
proved accuracy. In the second instance, not depicted, the
loss in efficiency is the difference between the truly
optimum level of protection and that obtained as a result
of using the map. Again, the efficiency losses should be
inversely related to map accuracy.

Mapping
cost;

mapping
losses

(a) Flood losses

Figure 5. Conditions under which different quality maps
are desired

An optimum level of mapping is obtained by plotting
these efficiency losses as a function of accuracy and con
trasting them with the cost of improving the estimated
flood boundaries and frequencies.

Mapping cost;
mapping losses

Map accuracy .A

Figure 4. Optimum mapping accuracy

In some instances the anticipated flood losses may not
warrant any mapping (see figure SA). In others only the
most sophisticated of techniques should be implemented
(see figure 58).

Cost plus Loss

A

Cost of
mapping

Losses due to

Map accuracy

It has been recently estimated that annual flood losses
in the United States amount to $2.8 billion per year (Rossi
and others, 1982). National losses for crops or short-term
indirect employment impacts stemming from these damages
have not been tabulated. Estimates for other countries are
even more difficult to obtain.

The following pilot study commissioned by the U N
was conducted in 1977 to determine the feasibility of
estimating losses in developing countries. It is presented
to illustrate the type of analyses that can be carried out
with limited budgets and utilizing available data.

(i) Case study-flood losses in Thailand's Central Plain

Crop damage as well as damage to structures and roads
are commonly linked to flood heights. The Netherlands
Delta Development team, for one, estimated relationships
with this general fonn. However, floating rice, the primary
crop of Thailand's Central Plain, can withstand submer
gence for a period ohime without reducing yields. Hence,
duration of flooding may be just as important as depth in
detennining crop losses. In order to test this possibility,
data concerning crop yields were assembled and regressed
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against flood characteristics for two separate sites, Chiang
Mai and the Central Plain. The form of equation chosen
was:

CROP DAMAGED =a1 + a2DEPTH + a3DURATION

+a
4
CULTNATED AREA (l)

The variable representing cultivated area simply norma
lized damage for the extent to which crops are exposed to
loss. The greater the production area at risk, the greater the
damage expected.

A similar relationship was developed to estimate struc
turallosses:

STRUCT = a1 + a2DEPTH + a3DURATION .... (2)

STRUCT in the above equation is damage to homes
and other structures measured in baht. It is, therefore,
similar to but not identical to stage-damage relationships
developed by the United States Corps of Engineers, in
which stage height is related to the percentage loss of a
structure's value for individual building types.

Although both equations only crudely describe the im
pact of flooding, they may be quite sufficient for the
purpose. FortunatelY,it was possible to obtain data from
various ministries in order to test these relationships. Data
on crop losses and cultivated area were obtained from the
Ministry of Agriculture. Estimates of structural damage
in the Chiang Mai area were provided by the Royal Irriga
tion Department (RID) along with calculations of flood
depth and duration. Flood depths and duration for the
central plain had to be derived from a composite of sources
- LANDSAT imagery as interpreted by the Thailand
National Remote Sensing Programme, and field surveys
conducted by RID. The reason that depth and duration
are difficult to assess is that topography of much of Thai
land's rice-growing regions is rather flat. Because of this,
inundated areas stretch for tens of miles on either side of
the river. As a result, flooding along the Chao Phya can
cause damage in portions of 12 major provinces. One way
to assess the breadth of flooding is to interpret aerial or
satellite photographs of the region. Figure 6 shows the
results of one such effort conducted just after the major
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flood in 1975. One problem with the map shown is that it
fails to reflect either depth or duration. If a second photo
graph had been taken, then at least duration of flooding
could be determined. Unfortunately, such a photograph
was not available. However, the result of an RID field
survey, conducted 14 days after the flood, was available;
it is shown in fIgure 7. Dark shading indicates areas that
were still flooded at the time the survey was conducted.
Light shading shows those zones that exhibited traces of
flooding which had receded by the time the survey was
conducted. By combining the information contained in
figures 6 and 7, it was possible to compile a crude measure
of duration.

Given these data, a series of regressions were performed
relating damages to the flooding and cropping variables
shown in equation (1). The results are shown in tables 3
and 4 and the R2 (coefficient of variation) values are
fairly high. All coefficients have the correct sign except
depth of flooding.

For the equation developed with the Chiang Mai floods
of 1963 to 1973, this negative sign can be explained by
the fact that duration and depth are highly correlated
(.98). Hence, the coefficient attached to depth will not
be reliable. If duration is removed from the equation,
then depth explains almost 95 per cent of the variation
in structural and agricultural losses. Table 5 shows that
flood depth is positively related with damage once dura
tion is removed from the equation.

What do these results mean? First structural losses
appear to be relatively minor in contrast to crop losses.
In equations (1) and (2), Chiang Mai Floods (1963-1973),
the coefficient of duration is much lower in the structural
damage equation than in the crop equation, 4.3 and 34.4,
respectively. This means that for each day of flooding,
Baht430,OOO in structural losses are sustained, while
Baht3.4 million in crops are lost. The severe flooding
of 1973 lasted 30 days. Therefore, 12 million baht in
structural losses along with Baht 129 million worth of crop
damage would be predicted (436 baht per capita). Second
ly, as one would suspect, rice losses are very significant.
Equation (1) in the cross-sectional study focuses on rice
alone, while equation (2) incorporates all crops.
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Figure 6. Satellite map of flood coverage Thailand's
Central Plain

Map made from interpretation of LANDSAT imagery showing extent of flooding
over large portion of Central Plain (Singburi, Suphanburi, Lopburi, Angthong,
Phathumthani, Ayutthaya and Bangkok).
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Figure 7. Survey of flood duration, Thailand's Central
Plain

Source: Data obtained from Royal Irrigation Department.
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Table 3 Flood losses estimated for Chiang Mai cross section and time series

Chiang Ma; Flood, /978

(1) DAMRICE .255 DUR + .260 CULT .031 depth + 3.024
(3.08) (2.88) (.87) (.51)

.708
9.88

12

DAMRICE
DUR
CULT

= Damage to rice in million baht
= duration of flood in days

cultivated area in rai (1 hectare = 6 rail

(2) DAMCROP .255 DUR + .293 CULT - .038 DEPTH + 5.675
(3.63) (3.83) (1.24) (1.15)

.791 DAMCROP
14.90
12

Damage to all crops in thousand baht

Chiarrg Mai floods (/963·/973)

(1) RLDMS 4.285 DUR - .186 DEPTH + .828
(5.43) (1.49) (.059)

.987
278
8

RLDMS = real damage to structures (damage in current baht
deflated by a price index) in million baht

(2) RLDMC 34.381 DUR - .469 DEPTII + 14.416
(4.87) (.421) (4.73)

.990
350
8

RLDMC = real damage to crops (damage in cusrent baht
deflated by a price index) in thousand baht

Table 4 Flood losses estimated for the Central Plain

Cross section (/975 Flood)

(1) DAMRlCE = 363.141 DURl + .152 CULT - 36.551
(1.91) (7.83) (2.52)

120.986 DUR2 + .156 CULT - 39.248
(1.99) (8.52) (2.74)

-78.375 COVER + .176 CULT - 22.375
(1.11) (6.45) (1.02)

CULT

.952 DAMRICE
40.44 DURl
5

damage to rice in millions of baht
percentage of province area still inundated 14
days after the flood
cultivated area (rai)

percentage of province inundated but receded
wit]lin 14 days

= percentage of a province area covered by flood
ing as shown in LANDSAT photograph

DUR2

COVER.910
22.7

5

.954
42.61
5

R2

F
N

(2) DAMRICE

R2

F
N

(3) DAMRICE

R2

F

N

Table 5 Flood losses for Chiang Mai flood (1963-1973)

Duration removed

(1) RLDMS

R2

F
N

(2) RLDMC

R'
F
N

.481 DEPTH - 14.819
(9.57) (3.42)

.928
91.6
8

4.885 DEPTH - 111.118
(11.89) (3.14)

.952
141.5
8
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Note that the equations are almost identical. This is
because rice is the predominant crop and, therefore, it will
exhibit the greatest proportion of damage. Thirdly, the
loss picture for the central plain is very similar to that
demonstrated for Chiang Mai; duration of flooding contri·
butes significantly to loss. It was impossible to obtain data
for depth of flooding for this area, but it is encouraging to
note the relatively high "t" value associated with flood
duration. Because loss information could only be obtained
for five provinces, the loss function for the central plain
must be viewed with some caution. The small sample
precluded the inclusion of all three flood duration zones in
the same equation. As a result, three separate equations
were run, one for each zone. The results are shown in table
2 and suggest in a very general way the influence of dura·
tion on crop loss. Note the change in coefficient from 363
to 120. This means that for every I per cent of the central
plain area covered by flood waters remaining for more than
14 days, rice losses increased by Baht 363 million. Whereas
for every I per cent of the same region inundated by flood·
ing which receded within 14 days, crop losses rise by
Baht 120 million. The extent of flooding as determined by
the LANDSAT photograph did not provide a good predic
tive measure of loss. Note that the "t" value for cover in
equation (3), table 2, is less than I, suggesting an insignifi·
cant relationship. This is due in part to the fact mentioned
above that a real extent of flooding may not be a good
indicator of damage. Some of the area shown to be flooded
in the LANDSAT map may have receded fairly qUickly,
leaving rice growth little affected.

The preceding results are quite encouraging. The esti
mated relationships give a consistent picture of flood
losses. Just as important, they were developed without a
great deal of expenditure. This was possible because
published and unpublished data concerning damage were
available from various ministries. It appears that at least in
this instance the raw ingredients for a more detailed simula
tion effort are currently available at relatively little cost.

(ii) A common fallacy concerning losses

Flood losses in the United States have grown despite
massive expenditures on the part of the Federal government
to both map and protect flood-prone communities. On the
surface at least, it may appear that the programme has
failed to achieve the objective of reducing damages. Note
the slight change in emphasis implied by the preceding
statement. The objective as stated is to reduce (minimize
or eliminate) loss. This is and should not be the goal of
any agency. The economically efficient level of protection
is one which weighs both the costs and benefits. Focusing
on losses while ignoring costs will likely lead to overinvest·
ment in both mapping and flood protection. While the
level of protection may be consistent with the goal of
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loss minimization, its achievement may come at a signifi
cant cost.

Should one be alarmed to find tha-t flood losses have
growth despite efforts and expenditures to reverse the
trend? Not necessarily! One would expect the loss curve
to shift rightward over time as a result of population
pressure and normal economic growth. Such a shift would
cause the minimum cost solution to increase, that is, addi
tional investment in protective measures. Note also that
under certain circumstances residual flood losses would
grow as well.

It could also be argued that escalating losses resulting
from increasing protection simply reflect a shift in the use
of the floodplain from agricultural to urban uses. Figure 9
shows the benefit derived from the use of the floodplain
in housing and pasture. With frequent flooding the value
of maintaining the floodplain in pasture exceeds that which
would accrue if it were to be switched to an urban use.

Return from
use of the
floodplaln

"'--""-"';>astures

Housing

PI Probability of flooding

Figure 8. Escalating lo~es, escalating protection: an
economic justification

However, if the probability of flooding is reduced with
the adoption of flood control works, then just the opposite
conclusion is reached. With a reduced flood probability
the value of housing exceeds the value of pasture. But this
switch in floodp1ain use leads to an increase in losses.
Hence, increasing loss by itself is insufficient evidence that
protection is leading to unacceptable future losses.

This "rational" explanation of the loss phenomenon in
the United States has not gone unchallenged. The most
notable critic is Gilbert White. He argues that the adoption
of certain flood adjustments may take on a dynamic
pattern which could be quite different from that pres
cribed by economic considerations alone. This is because
the economic techniques described are inherently static,
that is, do not and cannot capture the process whereby
the flood hazard system unfolds over time. The economist
assumes that the presence of control and protection works
do not alter the ability of the population at risk to choose
additional complementary actions.
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There is some evidence which tends to disconfirm this
assumption. Kunreuther and others, for one, have discount
ed that individuals faced with low probability events tend
to treat them as if they could not occur. That is, they
attach a zero probability to the event. Hence, the con
struction of engineering works which eliminate frequent
flooding may instill an unwarranted sense of security on
the part of those living in the floodplain. This in turn
could induce individuals to ignore residual risks, thereby
resulting in economically unwise uses of flood-prone areas.
Accelerating exposure to risk could then induce govern
mental agencies to re-examine the potential benefits (Le.,
loss reduction) obtainable from additional protection. The
result is a vicious cycle of losses. The dynamic process
just described is depicted in figure 9.

Public agency control
and protection
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It is somewhat surprising that the literature on flood
mapping gives scant attention to myth, folklore or simply
surveying of the elder floodplain residents about highwater
marks. It seems that in many ways this approach would
provide results of comparable accuracy to that of soil
mapping and may be carried out at a fraction of the cost.
In essence this form of inquiry would focus on the imprint
flood events have made on mind and culture rather than
on soils and vegetation. To my knowledge, no attempt to
pursue this avenue has yet to begin. This suggestion may at
first seem to be somewhat unorthodox. Yet, it has proved
extremely helpful in the assessment of risk posed by other
hazards. For example, intensity patterns for measuring
damage from earthquakes have long been linked to the
Modified Mercalli scale. This scale enables researchers to
describe damages recorded for historical events by classi·
fying the earthquake effects according to the observations
of those who actually experienced the event. For example,
the Modified Mercalli value of VI reads:

Figure 9. Dynamic interaction between the public agency
and the population-at-risk

(b) Mapping costs

(i) Out-of·pocket expense

Figure 4 reviews each of the most common mapping
techniques emphasizing costs and limitations. As shown,
floodline and backwater analysis is by far and away the
most expensive of all the approaches reviewed, by at least
three orders of magnitude. Soil analysis has been shown
to yield adequate results for a relatively low level of expen
diture, yet the costs shown do not include the mapping of
soils which may be prohibitive in a developing country.
There are significant drawbacks to the use of vegetation
as an indicator as well. Particularly differences in vegeta
tion will be eroded over time in the less frequently inundated
parts of the floodway. However, this approach does enjoy
a sizable cost advantage over the more detailed methods.
And for several reasons to be discussed in the next few
secti~ns, it may enjoy certain advantages over dynamic

mapping.

Construction of
engineering works

Population
at risk

Increased numbers of
people in the floodplain

"Felt by all. Many frightened and run outdoors. Persons
walk unsteadily. Windows, dishes, glassware broken ...
Small bells ring (church, school). Trees, bushes shaken
(visibly or heard to rustle)."

As a result of this procedure researchers have been able
to reconstruct past events, using experiences recorded in
diaries, bibles and like forms of record keeping.

(ii) Cost of dynamic mapping

Table 6 provides a crude means of contrasting the
costs of alternative mapping procedures. It appears, how
ever, that the costs shown for static mapping may not be
readily compared with that of dynamic methods. This
is due to the fact that reliance upon observed events,
particularly the infrequent flood, may involve a waiting
cost which has never been explicitly addressed in the
literature. If the floodway cannot be mapped without
time elapsing, then the cost of the dynamic technique
should include both capital expenditure (photographs,
satellites etc.) as well as any error involved in floodplain
use as the maps are developed. These errors could involve
either economic development in hazardous areas or the
foregone benefits stemming from inhibited development
of "safe" locations. The greatest danger, and cost, lies in
the former error. The following simple illustration is
offered in order to give some dimension to this problem.

If we begin with a distribution of stream flows, such
as that depicted in Figure lOA, the probability of flooding
for any particular time period can readily be determined.
The lOO-year return period flood is that event which has
a 1 per cent chance of occurring in any single year. Even
though such an event is equally likely during any year, it
will not occur with certainty within the lOO-year time
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Table 6 Alternative flood mapping techniques: a review of costs and limitations
(From Wolman.1971, p. 1384)

Method

Physiographic

Principles

Topographic features; correla
tion flood levels the flood
plain; return period, 1-2 years

Terraces; stepped topography

Principal methodological

drawbacks

Inadequate correlation
Topographic fonn and flood
ing

Omission of backwater effect

Approximate costs

$1-4jmile of channel
(estimated)

Pedologic

Vegetation

Occasional flood

Highest of record

Major

Recent Major

Soil development
Stratification
Drainage

Distinctive vegetation assemb
lages
Vegetation fonn related to
high water
Microvegetation related to
high water

Aerial photos, remote sensing
of floods

Historic records, recorded
flood pronIes

Regional stage frequency rela
tions

Topography from stereoscopic
air photos

Distinguishing colluvial and $1-4jmile (estimated)
alluvial soils;
Terrace soil similarities
Indistinct association soil and
flooding

Inadequate correlation Unknown

Assemblages or species with
flooding
Soil moisture and flood effec
tive undifferentiated
Plant deformation not corre
lated with specific flood
height

Records unavailable $200jquadrangle ($4jmile con
verted)

Errors in spatial transposition

Subtle topographic variation

Regional flood of selected
frequency

Flood prof"11e and backwater
curve

Regional stage frequency rela
tions
Regional physiographic rela
tions and generalized hydrau
lic computations

Definition of flood profile
from high-water marks or
detailed hydraulic computa
tions

Errors in spatial transposition

Variability of hydraulic condi
tions
Omission of backwater effect

Detailed topographic informa
tion required

$4jmile (estimated); $1.50·
$4jmile

$400·$1Q00jmile (includes
topographic mapping)
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The importance of this observation is that there exists
substantial risk that dynamic sensing will not detect the
large flood. Figure II shows that the odds of detecting
the smaller floods even with one satellite and 20 per cent
cloud cover are quite good, but such information is not all
that relevant to flood plain management. What is really
needed is data concerning the boundary of the catastrophic
flood. And, for reasons just discussed, such data may not
be readily forthcoming.
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Figure lOA. Observed precipitationa From McKee and
others, 1975)
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period. As shown in figure lOB the probabilities of occur
rence are sensitive to the span of time one is interested in.
Over 10 years the probability is 9.5 per cent, while over a
longer duration the chances drop substantially to 36 per
cent in 50 years and 63 per cent in 100 years.

a Although observed precipitation is shown here, stream flows
can readily be computed from these data.

Figure lOB. Precipitation probability (From McKee and
others, 1976)

10010

Percentage of floods observed

Figure 11. Probability of observing world flood from
LANDSAT in 10 years of operation

(from Castruccio and Loats, 1976, p. 7)

Suppose for illustrative purposes that the only flood of
relevance for floor management decisions is the lOO-year
event. Suppose further that in the absence of such informa
tion flood-prone communities will grow in size with almost
complete disregard for the flood hazard, at least until the
lOO-year boundaries can be established. How quickly will
wealth at risk expand? Developed countries have recently
experienced growth rates on the order of 6 per cent per
year. Now certain resource-rich countries, such as Nigeria
which promise an explosive path of economic develop
ment, may at least for short periods of time experience
double-digit economic growth. This may at first not seem
to be of great importance, but consider that a 12 per cent
growth rate compounded continuously over a lOO-year
period leads to an 83,522·fold increase in wealth at risk.
For example, if this 12 per cent rate could be sustained
over the entire I DO-year period, then $1 million at risk in
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year 1 would compound to $83 billion at risk in year 100.
Obviously such rates are difficult to sustain. Yet, even if it
were sustained for the first 25 years and then proceeded
at a more reasonable 6 per cent rate for the remaining 75
years, this same $1 million would expand in value to
$1.3 billion by year 100.

The point of all this is to show that exposure to the
risk of flood damage may accelerate substantially if the
dynamic mapping techniques are treated by planners in a
wait-and-see manner. Since there is no guarantee that the
catastrophic event will appear within the century for which
sensing is undertaken, it only seems fair that the cost of
dynamic mapping include more than just the capital equip
ment and interpretation expenditures. The costs inflicted
on the community of poorly planned use of their flood
plain should also be included. "Poor" is used here to mean
suboptimal when compared with the pattern of use that
may have occurred in the presence of full information
about damage susceptibility.

Admittedly these concepts may be somewhat abstract,
yet the costs just referred to can be pulled out of the
numerical example developed above. Suppose that the
year is 1976 and remote sensing had just begun to monitor
several large river basins. Figure 12 shows that the probabi
lity of detecting the lOO-year flood varies depending upon
the length of time the river is monitored. Assuming that
floodplain management is only undertaken if the large
flood is detected, then we find a growing amount of wealth
at risk as time elapses. In any given year two factors are
present: wealth is growing and the probability of detection
is growing. Figure 12 shows how each of these variables is
changing with time. Hence, the expected loss that would
result from the lOO-year flood is the probability of detec
tion times the wealth at risk. Each year is a gamble. If the
large event is not detected then the community is free to
grow unrestricted through the next year. This process
continues until the lOO-year event is detected. At this
point the community performs the necessary analyses to
determine the optimal use of its floodplain area. However,
the cost of the flood damage experienced should be charged
against the dynamic mapping method, since it required a
waiting period.

Castruccio and Loats have rightfully pointed out that all
methods involve waiting. But, dynamic methods alone are
technically linked to waiting; the other procedures (static
methods) are only limited by resources and manpower.
This brings us to the conclusion that dynamic procedures
may best be used to support the findings from the simpler
techniques offered above.

What was the purpose for diverting attention to the cost
of dynamic mapping? At times the costs of a programme
are restricted to those that are directly related to the out-

Part One. The Seminar on flood vulnerability analysis

of-pocket expense to the nation or agency undertaking a
particular project. If the cost picture were broadened to
include social costs to the community, then the apparent
cost advantages enjoyed by certain programmes may quick
ly evaporate.

(iii) Is accuracy a good measure of desirability?

At times accuracy is used as measure against which the
value of different mapping techniques are compared. Yet a
careful look at this criterion reveals that it may be itself

be a poor indicator of a technique's merits. For example,
how accurate would mapping have to be if no damageable
wealth could be found in a particular floodplain? Estimates
of mapping costs which run as high as $4,000 per river
mile appear only to be appropriate for highly developed
floodplains where land values are sufficiently high to war
rant such careful delineation of flood boundaries. In many
developing nations crude techniques accomplished at a
fraction of the above' cost would lead to approximate
flood lines. And, to be on the safe side, any error in the

technique could be handled by widening the flood bounda
ry. This would protect against the possible error of not
moving the hazard area far enough from the channel. As the
community grows and land values increase, the community
itself could re-evaluate the flood zone, polish the crude
studies which led to the original lines, and revise its
estimate of hazard areas.

(iv) Potential incompatibility of remote sensing and flood
loss simulation

Because dynamic mapping proceeds without information
on flood depths or velocity, it is difficult, if not impossible,
to determine how inundation converts to damage. Recalling
from the simulation section of the report, the flood event
by itself is of little use unless this information can be trans
lated into dollar damage; and, this is accomplished through·
the use of a depth damage relationship. Dynamic mapping
with the aid of remote sensing would indicate flood boun
daries the areal extent of flooding, but would not suggest
its depth.

6. Major issues in pursuing a balanced approach

(a) Conflicts between engineering and economics

It is quite dangerous to generalize about professions and,
therefore,the observations offered below will inevitably be
wanting in specific instances. Bearing that risk in mind, I
would like to offer some personal observations about the
difference in perspective both disciplines bring to the
problem of flood loss management.

Different goals: The approach laid out in Section 5
above reflects the economic principle of efficiency. This
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decision in the direction of too much investment
in flood control.

• Treatment of inflation - If capital markets, pro
perty values and construction costs all grow at the
same rate, inflation can be safely ignored. That is,
the benefit cost practitioner can treat losses, costs
and interest rates in nominal terms or in real terms.
The benefit-cost ratio will be unaltered! Proof:

Hence, it makes no difference whether the analysis
is conducted in real or nominal terms; the ratio will
be unaltered = Beware of reports that use nominal
interest rates and real losses or vice versa.

is the planning period

is the real rate of interest
net of inflation

r is rate of inflation

C is the real cost of con
struction

T

bL is change in losses ex
pressed in real dollars

T t.L
~ .

= t = 1e It
C

Benefit
Cost
Ratio

T t.Lert
Benefit ~ (Hr)t
Cost = t =le
Ratio C

The term ert can be factored
out, leaVing the following:

need not, but often does, run counter to the engineer's
concept of efficiency, which is grounded in hydraulics and
structure design.

Communications failures: Because of this difference in
goals, communications between the professions is at times
strained. If economists are held in disfavour by engineers, it
would be due to the following. One cannot apply the
principle of economic efficiency without disaggregating
the river basin. The most economic solution to a flood
problem might ignore the interaction of the basin's various
reaches. Furthermore, economic solutions and costs are
based on expected losses and costs. Engineers often claim
that economists do not fully appreciate the problem of
risk and its attendant liability.

Many economists hold an equally skeptical view of the
approach taken by engineering consultants. It is claimed
that engineers tend to overemphasize structural measures
(dams, channel improvements, and the like). In so doing,
they pay an inordinate amount of attention to the problem
of loss mitigation. They also appear to be preoccupied with
the design flood. In the United States, for example, the
lOO-year flood has come to be held sacrosanct by the dis
cipline. One can readily see instances when consultants
have recommended flood control devices to manage a
IOO.year storm. Such recommendations are put forward
despite the fact that the benefits afforded are only a
fraction of the project's cost.

Communications failures are a product of purely dis
ciplinary research. If flood loss management were conduct
ed in an interdisciplinary fashion, many of the failures cited
above and implied below would be less formidable and the
ultimate designs more affordable.

Common "errors" in consulting reports: Engineering
consulting firms play a dominant role in shaping the choice
of options governments employ to cope with flooding. As
in any other industry, the quality of the product is going
to vary widely. Disregarding the hydraulic and hydrologic
and engineering components of their studies, I have found
that all too often their recommendations are in error or
unbalanced. The following are the most common mistakes:

Choice of discount rate - The economic rationale
for selecting the proper rate of discount preoccu
pied the economics discipline throughout the
decade of the 1960s. Without going into the details,
the debate was resolved by practitioners of the
benefit-cost analysis; they simply elected to use the
government's borrowing rate. This is as safe and
accurate a measure as any. Beware of reports that
utilize unreasonably low interest rates, or worse
yet, none at all. Such a practice tends to bias the

Treatment of growth - Growth in value at risk in
the floodplain has to this point in time played no
role in shaping the decision as to when a floodplain
should be mapped and protected. This is due in
part to the belief that such growth represents an
inflationary phenomenon and, therefore, could be
safely ignored. To some extent this is true; however,
the rate of growth both in crop land value and
dwellings and other structures has outpaced infla
tion. The likely continuation of this trend would
alter the conclusion reached in the preceding
section. That is, growth will influence the decision
as to when projects should be undertaken.

Failure to broaden alternatives - Engineering
consultants only seldom entertain land use alterna
tives, flood proofing or smaller scale projects.
They tend to gravitate towards designs which are
linked to maximum possible flooding, or as is the
case in the United States, to the lOO-year event.
Their preoccupation with structural alternatives is
understandable in light of their training and ex·
perience. However, it has been my experience that
a broader mix of alternatives could reduce flood
protection expenditures by one half without sacri·
ficing safety.
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C. Economic analysis

7. Flood loss simulation programme

(a) Programme's logic

The past decade has seen significant progress in the
development of flood simulation technology. The early
models were rather simple to construct and solve, at times
requiring little more than a desk.top calculator. As corn·
puter technology evolved and larger capacity machines
became more commonplace, model builders were freed to
introduce more complex versions of the flood hazard
problem. The result has been a proliferation of quantita
tive techniques, including dynamic system simulation as
well as linear, quadratic and integer programming.

There is little doubt that such tools have proved to be
potentially very useful in managing hazardous flood plains.
However, at the same time there are a number of dangerous
pitfalls. As with all new technologies, these analytical
simulation methods are bound to be abused, not just by
the untrained, but by the highly skilled analyst as well.
The results of analytical studies, particularly those based
upon computer routines, tend to take on an aura of reliabi
lity far beyond that warranted by the data's accuracy or the
model's validity. This is far and away the greatest danger
the model builder or user faces.

The wise management of flood plains is at best a diffi
cult task; recent United States experiences vividly suggest
the complexity of the problem. It has been learned that
knowledge of potential loss through a combination of
mapping and simulation may be insufficient to stimulate
protective action on the part of those experiencing flood
damage risks. There has been little success in heavy reliance
upon technological adjustments - dams, channels, and
levees - as a means of reducing flood loss damage.

The reason that the struggle against flood losses has not
been more successful lies in the failure of public agencies to
understand the nature of the choices that people make in
the face of uncertainty. Economists in particular have been
quick to assume that individuals will readily recognize
optimal or efficient measures to be employed in reduc
ing flood losses. The optimum in this case refers to that
combination of measures, be it proofing, land-use planning,
engineering works or others, which minimizes the sum of
both residual losses and the costs of employing these
measures. While the economically optimal solution to the
flood problem may become apparent from the results of
simulation study, there is little to guarantee that this
optimal mix of measures will ever be adopted. Because of
this uncertainty only modest claims can be made for the
usefulness of simulation in flood plain management. Such
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studies would have to be bolstered by analyses furthering
our understanding as to how and why different damage
mitigating measures are adopted.

The task of simulating flood losses is further complicated
by the fact that a full complement of flood-related impacts
has yet to be adequately identified and measured. Nearly
all of the approaches currently in use deal with physical
damage only (loss of property), thereby failing to recognize
the employment or inflationary effects which a truly
catastrophic event can generate. Furthermore, the existing
simulation techniques stop short of a multiple objective
presentation. In most developed countries, flood adjust
ments are not selected on the basis of expected benefits
and costs (economic efficiency) alone, but are shaped by
other socially desirable goals such as: equity in the distri
bution of benefits and costs, environmental preservation
and avoidance oflarge-scale catastrophe.

Simulation of flood problems begins with an abstract
representation of the floodplain. By taking cross-sections
at various locations along the river channel, the floodplain
can be divided into a set of elevation contours (figure 13).
Each step Q) in a given cross section is represented by a
specific elevation above the river (E.). Given a flood height
Si' the inundation experienced by structures at each eleva
tion contour will be S. minus E. This difference when
applied to a depth d~mage rel.{tionship provides some
indication as to how destructive any particular flood event
turns out to be.

Cross Section A

Figure 13. Representation of an urban flood plain

It has long been recognized that reliance upon flood
depth alone is a risky means of forecasting potential
damages. The ideal depth-damage relationship contains at
least four arguments - depth, velocity, sediment carried,
and duration of flooding. The current state of the art with
regard to this ingredient of flood simulation is probably
less advanced than any of the other components. It should
be recognized that the estimates provided in table 3 are for
a representative flood, and as such they may not be appro
priate for specific situations. Changes would have to be
made to these relationships in order to incorporate the
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influence of velocity, flash flooding, sediment and debris
carried down from the upstream regions, and so on.

Given the appropriate stage damage curves it is, at least
in principle, a short step to computing the pecuniary
losses resulting from any single event. If D

k
. represents

the percentage damage occurring to building] type k for
flood height j, then the total damages are given by:

W
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= !: !: (Dk .)(Nk .) (Vk .) (S.-E.) (2)
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Where: TD. is the total damage resulting from flood event
1

S.; N
k

. is the number of structures of type k in
efevati5n contour j; Vk j is the average value of
the type k structure in contour j; n is the number
of contours; m is the number of structure types.

The total expected damage for all possible floods would
be the total damage for each event weighted by its probabi
lity of occurrence, Le.,

r
Expected Pecuniary Loss (in dollars) = !: PjTDj ...(3)

i=1

All components of (3) have been defined except for the
flood frequencies (Pj)' These probabilities can be obtained
from the climatological records of a region, if available, or
through remote sensing. Given the availability of these
data, the expected pecuniary losses are easily calculated by
summing damages over all segments of the river basin.
Although this procedure appears to be straightforward
and requires little additional explanation, the adoption of
certain loss mitigating adjustments in anyone upstream
segment will influence the damages occurring elsewhere
downstream. This linkage is addressed in some detail in the
section concerning optimum adjustment combinations.

The foregoing description of loss measurement forms the
foundation on which the flood hazard simulation is built.
The incorporation of alternative adjustment, specifically
engineering works, flood proofing and land-use manage
ment, will prove to be a matter of reworking the major
components of the model. Flood control reservoirs, diver
sion channels and levees alter the flood probabilities.
Flood proofing truncates the depth damage relationship.
And land·use management affects the pattern of popula
tion growth by shifting the magnitude and mix of flood
plain use.

(i) Influence of engineering works on losses

The fact that stage height is such an important ingre
dient in the flood problem has led engineers to propose
various methods to reduce its magnitude. The more com
mon techniques implemented are levees, channel improve-
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Figure 14. Influence of flood control reservoirs on the
flood hydrograph

Source: V. S. Bhavnagri and Bugliarello, "Mathematical model
of an urban flood plain," Proc. ASCE, March 1965, p. 149.

ments, increasing channel capacity, and flood control
reservoirs. Each such measure is designed to alter the way
floodwaters pass through the channel. Levees and dykes
permit a greater volume of water to flow without spilling
over into damageable portions of the floodway. Increased
channel capacity acts in a similar way. In contrast to
channel improvements and levees, a flood control reservoir
alters the time proftle of discharge through the absorption
of upstream runoff. As a reSUlt, flood waters are tempora
rily stored and released gradually, thereby reducing the
volume of water with which downstream reaches must
contend. Figure 14 provides a graphical description of how
reservoirs impact flood flows.

The effect of these measures can readily be incorporated
into the mathematical description of urban flooding pre
viously provided. First, these works will alter the probabi
lity of flooding, Virtually eliminating the smaller flood
events, but leaving the greater events nearly unaffected.
The associated change in the flood probabilities converts
to a loss reduction which is a measure of the benefit accru·
ing to these adjustments. However, it should be noted that
at least a portion of these benefits may be eroded by the
fact that failure of engineering works may lead to a much
greater loss per dwelling than would have occurred if these
works had never been put in place. The example of the
broken levee system which induces extensive and enduring
flooding needs little additional elaboration.

(ii) Land·use management

Unlike flood control, which channels and diverts flood
waters away from occupied areas, land-use management
seeks to alter the pattern and mix of flood land uses. The
effect of this adjustment on losses is easily seen. If the
purpose of land use is to restrict growth in the entire
floodway or only to permit growth in specified areas,
such as above the 50-year return period contour, then
losses would be diminished in direct proportion to the
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(ill) Flood proofing

Flood proofing measures belong to one of two basic
varieties: permanent or emergency. Permanent measures,
such as silts, earthen platforms, and so on are designed to
reduce the damages incurred in relatively minor floods.
Rather than apply a stage damage relation such as that
depicted in table 3, permanent proofing techniques elimi
nate, or at least substantially reduce, damage up to their
design limit (shown in figure 15).

Dynamic flood proofmg, the removal of damageable
property or sand·bagging, requires some form of warning.
Hence, the benefit derived from this adjustment is governed
by the accuracy and timeliness of the flood forecast.
Similarly, the costs of implementing emergency actions
are influenced by forecast error. In short, the expected
reduction in losses and adjustment costs may be greatly
influenced by the frequency with which individuals at
risk in the flood plain are induced to take inappropriate
action - removing damageable property when no flood
occurred or when unexpected floods damaged property
before protective action could be implemented.

number of structures which are excluded from the flood·
way.

The cost of restricting growth in the floodplain is
measured by the foregone benefits potentially available
from locating there. Floodplains in some instances provide
definite advantages over alternative sites. For example:

Agricultural productivity will normally be higher
within the floodplain;

Construction costs, clearing and laying foundations,
will be less;

Water supply and waste disposal costs will be less
for those industrial activities which require water as
an ingredient in the production process; and

Floodplains are often safer than surrounding areas
with regard to such hazards as erosion, landslide
and wind.

If the management of floodplain property proceeds in
a manner which restricts all potential users, then the costs
will be simply the difference between benefits derivable
from floodway use less the benefits flowing from the next
best alternative site.

Percentage
of Dwelling

Value Destroye

···depth damage
relationship. flood
proofing omitted

DL design limit

It is not difficult to conceptualize those costs, yet their
measurement may prove to be extremely tricky. An
approach which has been offered by a number of econo
mists is to use land value as a proxy for these flood plain
benefits. If it is assumed that the market value of a piece
of land reflects the yearly benefits derived from its use,
discounted in perpetuity, then the difference in market
value between floodplain and non·floodplain land should
indicate the cost ofland use control. However, this strategy
is predicated upon the belief that the full hazard cost is
recognized by the buyers and sellers of land. That is, the
market for land is nearly perfect and all traders are fully
informed. If the potential for direct damage is insufficient·
ly understood by prospective buyers, they may be willing
to offer more for the land than its worth in terms of
benefits. Furthermore, land value does not capture the
external costs of flooding, the employment effects. The
disruption of sensitive production activities could stimu·
late a substantial set of secondary disruption, the employ.
ment effects of which do not enter the market for land.
In short, the land value approach may prove to be a weak
justification for imputing cost to floodplain lands. A
more reasonable approach would be to evaluate different
uses of the floodplain separately and determine in a fairly
general way the benefits derived from alternative locations
both on and off the floodplain.

,
/

/

Flood Depth

Figure 15. The effect of flood proofmg on the depth
damage relationship

Dynamic flood proofing may be incorporated into the
model in a manner similar to that already described for
the more permanent proofing techniques. Warnings reduce
the damages occurring for minor floods, particularly to
contents, hence the depth damage relationship is adjusted
accordingly. Tai, Howe and Cochrane, and Willis and
Alkiku have provided the most recent analyses of this
adjustment. Estimates of flood proofing costs have been
developed by James and Day, among others.

(iv) Optimum use of adjustments

The optimal use of each of these measures taken one at
a time is determined by computing the losses for a series of
potential floods. These damages then become the base
against which adjustments may be compared. By altering
the major components of the model to reflect incremental
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changes in adjustment level, a new set of losses are derived.
This set, when subtracted from the base calculations, yields
a reduction in loss which is attributable to particular
actions. For example, if flood proofing were the specific
adjustment under consideration, a set of losses reflecting
one-meter, two-meter, three-meter and higher flood
proofing levels would be compiled. The loss reduction for
these structural improvements can then be contrasted with
their costs.

Analysis of individual adjustments taken one at a time
ignores the fact that their effects are complementary. For
example, reliance upon intensive flood control measures
diminishes benefits derivable from either land use or flood
proofing. Similarly, the adoption of flood proofing detracts
from loss reduction claimed by control works and land use.
As a result, flood loss simulation needs to incorporate in
some explicit way how the combination of different
measures influences the loss picture.

The earliest attempt to capture this interaction framed
the problem in a linear programming format. The
established objective was to determine that mix of adjust·
ments which minimized the sum of residual damages and
the costs of implementing the loss mitigating measures.
Following this basic strategy, a number of studies refining
the method have been published, the most noteworthy of
which are Day, Tai, and Viesman. For the most part, each
approach begins with a function to be maximized (net
benefits of the adjustment mix) or minimized (the costs
of flood damage reduction). Either strategy yields the
same result.

Following the work of Day, the assumed objective is
to maximize the economic return of flood plain land in
its different uses.

The economic return is given by the difference between
the profitability inherent in flood plain land and the
losses resulting from damage due to flooding. The set of
constraints which bind the selection of adjustments is:

The sum of activity levels (hectares) must be less
than the available land;

The desired density for each location must be
within a range of expected values derived from
population forecasts;

All activity levels must at least be equal to if not
greater than zero;

The present value of landfill costs must be greater
than the expected reduction in losses this measure
affords;

The present value of flood proofing costs must be
greater than the expected reduction in losses result
ing from this measure.

Part One. The Seminar on flood vulnerability analysis

It is assumed that the rational manager of a fIrm or farm
as well as prospective homeowners will balance the benefits
and costs of differing locational sites. Hence, factors such

as transportation routes, labour supply and so on will
affect adjustment choice.

The computer can quickly scan all possible assignments
of floodplain land and show that particular pattern of
economic development which yields the greatest aggregate
return. The pattern emerging from the problem will, of
course, reflect the aforementioned constraints placed on

the decision variables. They will conform to the last two
conditions listed above requiring that the adjustment costs
not exceed the benefIts. However, even if those conditions
are met, this does not guarantee that the optimal use of
the floodplain will include elevation or flood proofIng; the
residual losses may just be high enough to exclude some
specific activities in any circumstances.

The approaches of both James and Day recognize the
time dependence of adjustment choices. As population
grows, land use values will increase accordingly. Hence,
exclusion of anyone measure early in a community's
development may at some future point in time be re·
examined and pass the test of economic efflciency. Com
pounding this problem of time dependence is a related
point, that of hydrologic interdependence. If the flood
simulation incorporates a large enough stretch of river, then
control and protection applied to upper reaches will benefit
downstream communities.

Since publication of James' pioneering work, new
approaches expanding the adjustment choice set and the
sophistication of quantitative techniques have been offered.
Specifically, Tai added warnings to the available adjust
ments and dynamic programming to the list of techniques.
In the same year a group at the Water Resources Research
Centre, University of Massachusetts, published a description
of a multiperiod linear programming model for floodplain
zoning and demonstrated its use for communities along the
Connecticut River Basin. Members of this same group
extended the scope of simulation technique into the area
of nonlinear and integer programming. The prime advan
tages these methods enjoy over linear programming are
that they are stochastic and, therefore, are able to capture
the important effects of risk and uncertainty, and that they
can incorporate the demand for land as a price-sensitive
factor.

(b) Caution

At one time in the mid-1960s operations research gained
widespread acclaim for the promise it offered in solving
social problems. The tools of linear and nonlinear pro
gramming were applied to Virtually every possible problem.
As just indicated, flood models were no exception.
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There has been much solid thoughtful and analytical
work performed on the flood hazard; but these efforts in
part are obscured by the profuse variety of simulation
techniques, most of which have neither been fully applied
or tested. In short, the tools of the trade thus far developed
have far outpaced the ability to apply them and far too
much uncertainty exists about human response to the
flood hazard. There is little doubt that simulation, given
the data of flood frequency, dwellings at risk, and so on,
forecasts the resultant distribution of damage to within a
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factor of two of that observed. This may seem extraordina
rily high, yet when compared with other elements of the
problem it is well within the bounds of acceptability. It
is my opinion that the tools described are overly sophis
ticated. Developing countries would be better served by
simpler techniques which can be implemented by hand or
with the aid of a desktop computer. One such simulation
has been utilized in the United States (Cochrane and
Huszar,1981).
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Figure 16. Diagram of the model's basic elements
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8. Data requirements in greater detail

The programme's mechanics are governed by the Water
Resources Council's (WRC) Procedures for Evaluation of
National Economic Development and Costs (14 December
1979). As shown in figure 16, the economic model, which
is the programme's foundation, is driven by a set of assump
tions reflecting characteristics of both the event and the
population at risk. In some instances, the term "assump
tion" is misleading since several ofthe factors shown can be
estimated with some precision or are dictated by the
WRC's procedures. The cost of funds, for example, is tied
to the government's borrowing rate. The government will
know the amount of insurance coverage, if any, currently
in force; hence this ingredient too cannot truly be con
sidered an assumption. However, in either instance some
judgment is required.

Other "assumptions" reqUired by the model are some
what less certain. A planning horizon of 50 years is not
uncommon. The criticality of this assumption diminishes
when interest rates are high. The label "assumption" applies
most pointedly to the depth damage curves and indirect
loss factors. A review of the literature proves that both are
the least researched of all the elements shown in figure 17.

In contrast, techniques are available which yield
reasonably accurate frequency discharge curves and flood
depths. Engineering consultants and hydrologists involved
in mapping studies would utilize a range of tools, such as,
that described in Section D.

Characteristics of the population at risk, the type and
extent of capital subject to flood loss, and their likely rate
of change over the foreseeable future can be obtained
through aerial photographs and field surveys. Estimating
the growth rate is, of course, the most difficult aspect of
the problem. Growth is governed by the amount of raw
land which is developable and the real rate of appreciation
experienced by those who own developed property. Both
of these factors are linked to the overall economic viability
of a region's economy, something that may be difficult to
forecast.

The model computes the benefits derived from alterna
tive floodplain management strategies. Following the
WRC's guidelines, these benefits are based on the extent
to which each strategy reduces flood damages. The
procedure for estimating these potential losses is the
model's core.

Annual flood damages for events of varying return
interval are obtained by multiplying the depth of flooding,
the percentage of a structure's value destroyed, and the
total value at risk. The expected loss is directly computed
by integrating the area under the loss curve. Indirect losses,
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Le., production delays and homeowner inconveniences,
are assumed to be a percentage of the direct losses, as are
destruction of contents and the damages sustained by
public facilities.

The computer routine developed to solve the problem
requires the user to enter data for all the elements depicted.
While the computation oflosses is relatively straightforward,
several important ingredients have been added to the
programme which do deserve additional explanation.
Growth in properties at risk should be of concern to
governmental agencies monitoring the floodplain. Secondly,
the losses borne by the community will be geographically
distributed. Some locations will sustain substantial damage,
while others will only be minimally affected. Emphasis
should be given to those locations which are likely to be
significantly impacted. Anticipating this, the routine
was designed to disaggregate total losses into small geogra
phical units so that each impact could be detected. Detailed
descriptions of these specialized components of the model
are included below together with procedures for operating
the programme, sample results, inputs for the case study
and results.

Since the basic principles for computing losses were
covered above, they will not be reiterated here. However,
several new twists have been incorporated requiring a
discussion of the supporting economic rationale. After
discussing each, the programme's operation is explained,
followed by a presentation of both the data utilized in the
Entron-Riverton "case" study and the subsequent results.

9. New features germane to mapping

In reviewing the flood loss simulation literature, it
became apparent that the existing models would not meet
the needs of developing countries. Aside from efforts of
researchers at the University of Pennsylvania (Kunreuther
and others., 1978), the question of distributional impacts
was ignored. Scant attention was paid to the question of
growth and its impact on benefit cost analysis, especially
as it relates to the issue of optimal timing. A systematic
and simple approach to determine the optimal size of
projects also appeared to be given little attention. Lastly,
most models tended to focus on aggregate losses and costs.
Such an approach ignores the fact that most of the mean
ingful trade-offs will occur within the floodplain boundaries.

The simulation programme incorporates each of these
features. They complement one another to produce a more
realistic means of expanding knowledge about flood mana
gement alternatives. The ability to disaggregate losses into
small geographical units enables conflicting parties to zero
in on problem areas. The optimal sizing techniques can be
employed to determine how much protection is economi
cally justified. Incorporation of growth and optimal timing
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illustrates the savings potentially available through prudent
land use management. And, the distributional impacts of
not pursuing corrective actions is readily displayed through
the integration of insurance into the computations.

(a) Incorporating the trend in value at risk

Although WRC's guidelines explicitly state that growth
in value at risk should be incorporated into the computa
tion of net economic benefits, it is not often done. Most
benefit-cost analyses of floodplain management options
utilize current property values only. Such is the case
despite the evidence that the real price of housing, for
example, has growth relative to other material goods in
recent years. It appears that at least for the foreseeable
future that this trend is unlikely to be reversed. The use of
current market values throughout the planning period
ignores this fact. Since the probability of various flood
events occurring are time-independent, expected losses
should be made sensitive to growth. For example, assume
that the cost of housing has been observed to escalate at
an annual rate of 15 per cent. In 25 years a $50,000 house
would sell for $1,646,000./l The average value throughout
a 25-year planning period will lie within the $50,000 and
$1,646,000 range. Once time has been introduced, dis
counting must be as well, and the average discounted
value over the 25-year span of time is $135,000.9 The
$50,000 estimate will only be correct if the rate of growth
and interest rate are identical. The importance of utilizing
the correct value at risk lies in the optimal timing of adjust
ments and in the proper estimation of loss.

(b) Optimum timing

It is not uncommon for both individuals and govern
ments to ignore the flood hazard until the occurrence of
a flood and damages have been sustained. On the surface,
such a strategy may appear to be unwise, but in fact it
may have a sound economic base. Postponing protection
may, under certain circumstances, be the most efficient
means of dealing with the hazard. Waiting has its costs
and benefits.

8 Of course, 15 per cent is a misleading rate of growth to use in
such a computation since the long-run rate of inflation will probably
amount to 6 to 10 per cent. The real rate of appreciation is there
fore closer to the 5-9 per cent range. Using the lower bound to
illustrate a point, the structure would be valued at only $164,000,
an order of magnitude lower than that indicated above.

9 This was computed using the following equation:

25 .15t
Average value discounted to the present =1/25 J [50e 1

o .08t
e

An 8 per cent discount rate was assumed.
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Because property values in most countries are antici
pated to grow at an annual rate of 2 to 5 per cent faster
than the consumer price index, the question of when to
implement protective measures emerges as an important
consideration. It is not uncommon to read consulting re
ports which conclude that channel improvements or other
adjustments be undertaken because of future development
in the areas at risk. The conclusion may be correct, but it
begs the question of when the expenditure should be made.
In order to determine the optimum time of adoption, it is
necessary to alter the initiation date and compute the net
benefits.

A routine was developed utilizing the same basic loss'
computation procedure as described above. Five equal
time intervals were created to represent the different
implementation dates. Damages were computed for the
years prior to and after the protection was afforded. The
reason the two values would be different lies in the assumed
relative increase in value at risk. A numerical example will
clarify this point. Figure 17 shows how property values,
and hence losses, are altered by the decision to delay
implementation.

Figure 18A illustrates how the average property value in
the two periods would be computed given a five-year
delay. Prior to protection the value at risk averages
$59,857; afterwards it is $133,600. Note that the curve
flattens out at year 25 - this is because it is assumed that
the areas in question would be fully developed by that
time. Figure 18B shows a similar situation except protec
tion is provided in year 11. As a result, the values at risk
climb to $72,410 and $178,135 respectively.

If protection is afforded in year 1, only $50,000 is
exposed to risk; $175,000 is protected.

How would this large number of possibilities influence
net benefits? Waiting obviously has its advantages. First,
the present value of costs will be lower. Second, protecting
too little in the way of value at risk is wasteful. However,
one disadvantage presents itself: the longer the delay, the
greater the expected losses. This is due to the fact that the
flood-prone areas are exposed to damage for a longer period
of time, at substantially higher property values. Optimal
timing involves weighing these advantages and disadvant
ages.

The programme does this by computing the net present
value for various delay times and then generating a plot of
the results, an example of which is presented in figure 18.
The diagram shows that if constructed now, the project
would exhibit a negative net present value. This is due to
the fact that insufficient property is at risk to warrant the
investment. However, as time elapses, growth bolsters the
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benefits. Eventually, as growth tapers off, net present value
will decline. The overall pattern suggests an optimal time to
undertake protective action. In figure 18, the optimum ap
pears to be approximately 31 years from now.

The shape of the relationship shown is only one of four
general types which could be observed. The remainder are
displayed in figure 19. Figure 19 exhibits a situation where
growth in real estate values forever exceeds the cost of
borrowing. As a result, the value to be gained by postpon
ing construction will grow indefinitely.

Figure 20B illustrates what would happen if a project
were currently desirable but growth in property values
eventually tapers off as developable building sites are
depleted. The desirability of the project improves so long
as the rate of growth in assets exceeds the borrowing

costs. When the reverse occurs, then the efficiency of the
investment suffers and net present value declines. Figure
20C represents a situation for which an efficient project
appears to improve over time; however, its net present
value never turns positive. This would occur in those
reaches where losses do not appear to be substantial enough
to warrant attention. Finally, figure 20D demonstrates the
optimal timing for a project which is currently efficient
in a reach which is not growing rapidly. The best decision
in this case would be to build now, for any delay would
expose the area to losses which could have been avoided
through relatively "inexpensive" improvements.

It is easy to confuse this issue with one which is similar,
the proper treatment of inflation. It was demonstrated
above that benefit-cost analysis can safely omit the infla·
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Figure 19. Potential patterns for optimum timing

tion rate from the computation providing that it is treated
consistently. That is, all variables must either be measured
in real or nominal terms. If the analyst utilizes real costs
and nominal (current market) interest rates, then the
results will be invalid. Most important, inflation can be
ignored if all variables contain the same inflationary com
ponent. If instead, the price of housing is escalating faster
than the rate indicated by the consumer price index, then
the analyst must use nominal values throughout.

It is partly for this reason that the growth issue has been
given separate attention. Of course, as indicated above, this
issue is important to developing countries for reasons aside
from the proper accounting of the economic variables.
Regulations can influence the growth in the number of
structures in the floodplain, but cannot directly alter the
value of those already in existence. The impact of the
fonner on losses is easily assessed by varying the growth in
the number of buildings at risk. The latter is treated in the
fashion just described. Both play a significant role in

detennining when to map and when, if ever, protective
measures should be afforded a community. The optimum
timing issue is one which has received scant attention in
the literature, but may well be at the heart of much con.
troversy.

This same approach is equally applicable to non·struc
tural measures, such as land use planning and floodproofmg.
When to adopt either option depends upon the same
criteria as discussed above. Using land acquisition as an
example, the question of timing is linked to the current
value of flood.prone property and its subsequent escala·
tion as the community expands.

The analysis can be readily extended to encompass
multiple options, Le., some mix of engineering structures
and land use. The adoption of one results in a lower net
benefit for the other, possibly even changing the shape of
the function.
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(c) A nuzthenuztical treatment of the riming issue

The follOWing analytical framework is provided, in order
to sort out the issues of inflation, growth and optimum
timing. The net present value of flood protection is given
by equation (2).
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(4) is readily interpreted. The last term is simply the
change in the project's construction cost if delayed t years.
The first term is the additional benefit that may be received
as a result of postponement. Figure 20 illustrates how these
benefits are influenced by the passage of time, one year for
the purposes of simplicity. In delaying the project flood
plain occupants are exposed io an additional X dollars of
annual flood losses. However, since the project's life is fIxed
at N years, an additional Y dollars in discounted benefits
would be forthcoming in period t*+n+1. To the extent that
Y exceeds X, gross benefits will continue to climb as the
project is delayed. The optimal time to invest hinges on
the interaction of the net benefit function and the dis
counted cost of delaying construction expenditures.

Where: Co is the project's initial cost at time zero (opera
tion and maintenance costs are ignored),

r
p

is the rate of growth in public project con
struction costs,

is the discount rate,

V0 is the initial value of structures at risk,

r I is the rate of growth in value at risk assuming
that the project is not constructed,

EXP
B

is the expected annual percent of a dollar's
investment lost due to flooding without pro
tection,

r2 is the rate of growth in value at risk after pro
tection,

EXPA is EXPB, but with protection,

t* is the year from the present when protection
is afforded,

n is the life of the project (years),

LB(t) is the value of land prior to protection, and

LA(t) is the value of the land after protection.

The optimum time to construct the project is obtained
by differentiating (2) with respect to t*. To simplify the
presentation, the pre- and post- project rates of growth are
assumed to be identical and are symbolized as r. In addi
tion, land enhancement is neglected. Under these assump
tions, the fIrst order condition is:

d (~~V) = VO[e(i-i)(t+n) _ e (I-i) t1 [EXP
B

- EXPA1

(rp-i) t 0 3)- COe (rp-I) . 0 • 0 0 •••• 0 • 0 •••• 0 0 o' ••(

Setting (3) equal to zero and solving for t yields the
optimum time to invest.

C (V- i)

{ 0 pI}
t* = In Vo (EXPB-EXP

A
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(CB - rp)

The precise relationship between net benefits and time
to construct is given by the assumed growth rate's discount
factor and the cost-effectiveness of the protection. One
could imagine that such a function would yield a maximum
net present value under certain circumstances (resulting in
a positive or negative t*). Under others, net benefits would
be insensitive to timing or even be unbounded. Equation
(4) suggests several of these possibilities. If, for example,
all growth factors and the discount rate are equivalent,
then t* is undefined. This is because net discounted bene
fits are insensitive to delay; each year the discounted cost
of construction and gross benefits remain unchanged from
the preceding year.

An interior maximum is insured if (1) the growth in
value at risk exceeds the growth in project construction
cost, (2) both of these growth rates exceed the discount
rate, and (3) the exp (r-i)n exceeds unity. Generally speak
ing, this would occur in rapidly growing communities.

In those communities where the growth in value at risk
lags behind escalating construction costs, the optimal time
to invest will occur at a negative t. As a result, the decision
concerning implementation turns on the net present value
at time period zero.

In formulating the problem in this way, the biases in
herent in traditional feasibility studies can be clearly
observed. For example, most benefit-cost studies rely on
current market values and interest rates and compute net
present value as follows:

n
NPV = -CO + IV0 [EXPB-EXPA] e-kt dt (5)

o

This approach implicitly presumes that t* is 0 and that all
rates of growth rp' r1 and r2 exceed the interest rate by K

per cent. If these same rates are instead equal to the interest
rate, then the net present value boils down to:
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Figure 20. Tradeoffs involved in delaying a project one
year

(5) implies that discounting can be ignored if nominal
values grow at the rate of interest. Of course, this is a very
special case, as is equation (6). The general equation is given
by (2) and it in turn can under circumstances stated above
yield on optimal time to invest in flood control measures.

(d) Optimum project sizing

Another common practice employed by consultants is to
limit design criteria to a relatively small set of options - in
many instances just one - the 100-year event. Such an
approach is understandable, given the cost of computing
flood depths for a spectrum of structural improvements.
Securing the additional data may prove to be extremely
valuable despite the cost. The following example illustrates
a situation where consideration of a wider range of options
reduced a community's stonn drainage outlay by more than
SO per cent.

Fort CoUins is a community of 70,000 situated along
Colorado's Front Range. It is located only 8 miles from the
Big Thompson Canyon, the scene of a disastrous flood in
1976. Sensitized by the event and the fact that the city
does not have an adequate stonn drainage system, the
Public Works Department accelerated efforts to complete
a plan for the six major drainages which criss-cross the city.
Although no official figures were ever released, preliminary
design work pointed to a city-wide cost of $40 million, to
be spent over a 20-year period. Many of the proposed pro
jects were sized for the 100-year event.

These preliminary estimates were made available to the
public prior to the 1980 economic downturn. Faced with
a reduced rate of growth in sales tax revenue and bracing

for additional cutbacks at the Federal level, the city council
commissioned an economic appraisal of two drainage
alternatives.

Figure 21 depicts the optimum sizing analysis which
fonned the foundation of the consultant's recommenda·
tions. The preliminary design called for a lOO-year level of
protection costing almost $200,000 annually. The benefit·
cost ratio for that level of protection proved to be greater
than one. l 0 However, it is not the most economical option.
By adding the costs and losses, a more balanced picture can
be obtained. The minimum total cost to the community
is shown in figure 21 to occur at the SO-year return interval.
The reduction in protection results in a 30 per cent decline
in cost, but only an 8 per cent increase in annual loss; and,
as a reSUlt, the benefit-cost ratio is enhanced by the election
of a smaller project. At least in this one instance, the
savings to the community were sufficient to warrant
rerunning the hydraulic simulations for each of the six
drainages.

The cost of generating the flood loss curve shown in
figure 21 can be reduced by employing shortcuts. For
example, in the case of channel improvements, the follow
ing procedure yields a crude but useful approximation. The
level of protection converts into a flow which can be safely
handled by the improvement. By subtracting this capacity
from the discharges stemming from those events exceeding

10 The benefit derived from the project offering protection
against the lOO-year event is computed by subtracting the losses
sustained in the absence of protection from the residual damages
incurred as a result of protection. The costs can be read directly
from figure 22.
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Figure 21. Optimum sizing of structural elements.

the improvement's design limit, a frequency equivalent
can be obtained. This equivalent can then be used to adjust
the loss curve downward, resulting in lower expected
annual damages.!!

The merits of elevating structures can be assessed in a
similar but simpler fashion - the depth damage curves can
be adjusted. For example, if one foot of flooding above the
first floor elevation results in 5 per cent loss of the struc
ture's value, raising the building by one foot should elimi
nate damage. Two feet of water would be required before
damages mount to 5 per cent of the structure's value.

Naturally, care must be exercised in employing such

11
The difference between the discharges safely handled by the

improvement and those stemming from larger events is a measure of
out-of-bank flow. For example, if a channel was improved to carry
the 100-year event (270,000 cfs), then any !lood generating a
greater flow, e.g., the 500-year storm (500,000 cfs) would mean
that low-lying areas would be inundated by a flow of 230,000 cfs.
This would be equivalent to slightly less than a lOO-year flood with
out protection. The losses can thus be estimated. Of course, no
damages result if the event is less than or equal to the level of pro
tection.

methods and they are not a substitute for the more detailed
results that can be obtained from simulation techniques.
However, if used properly, these shortcuts can prove
valuable in formulating preliminary strategies for coping
with the flood hazard.

10. Implementing benefit-cost procedures

(a) Background

Riverton is a small but progressive community situated
on a river in middle United States. As a result of severe
flooding in 1976, the town became interested in the NFIP
and took steps to insure participation in the regular pro
gramme. Despite isolated opposition from several land
developers, the planning and zoning board has not met
significant resistance in their attempt to redirect the city's
growth to less hazardous locations away from the river.

Unfortunately. the FIA has not been as successful in
curbing floodplain encroachment in other nearby reaches.
Riverport represents one such situation. It is located ap
proximately three miles downstream from Riverton just
across the county line. It too experienced some damage
as a result of the 1976 flood, but the port was small then.
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In 1976 the predominant activity for the port area was
towboat manufacturing. The facilities for this consisted
primarily of warehouses and floating docks to which the
boats were moored.

The 1976 event reinforced the company's belief that
their operation was optimally adapted to the hazard. The
docks are designed tu rise and fall with the river's crest.
Management's only concern was that the docks could be
lost if they broke loose. However, in 1976 the flood warn
ing was issued with sufficient lead time to enable them to
take the necessary precautions against such an occurrence.
The 1976 flood did cause minor damage to the warehouses.
However, greater losses were avoided by elevating the
contents as the water level inside the buildings rose. Be
cause of this and similar experiences elsewhere in the
industry, the manufacturer does not anticipate changing
its method of coping with the flood problem.

Moving to higher ground is out of the question because
of the water-dependent nature of the activity and a suitable
alternative site is not available. Instead, they will continue
to cope with flooding by moving parts from the low-lying
warehouses to the towboats under construction whenever
a warning is issued. Because of the company's size, it can
not afford to engage in an extensive programme of flood
proofing. However, it does make adjustments by elevating
sensitive equipment and electrical wiring whenever a flood
is forecast. In this way it can postpone the expenditures,
yet still reap the rewards, a strategy which makes a great
deal of economic sense to the company's management.

Because of the topography, it is virtually impossible for
the operations to be relocated on higher ground. Hence,
land use management is a poor alternative, at least for this
location.

The towboat manufacturer is aware of the NFIP, but has
not opted to purchase a policy. Management's decision
reflects the political mood of the area, Le., stauncWy
conservative. Their impressions may be summarized suc
cinctly as "the less government knows about our operations,
the less likely we will have to contend with what we feel is
a meaningless set of regulations." In any event, manage
ment is convinced that all prudent precautions have already
been taken to deal with the hazard. And, in their opinion,
the additional cost of premiums is not a worthwhile outlay
for the company.

Riverport has expanded substantially since the 1976
flood. The site has potential as an integral component of
the coal export market. In 1977, EntIOn, an energy con
glomerate based in Houston, purchased 150 acres of water
front property. The site is ideally situated in that the
nearest rail link to Entron's midwestern mines is only six
miles from the port.
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Entron's management has had little experience in the
business of port operation and coal transport. Because of
this, much of the planning was performed by an engineering
consultant. By mid-1977 the preliminary design had been
completed. It required the construction of a pier within the
floodway utilizing a Corps of Engineers dredged material
disposal site. Entron was cautioned by the consultant that
appropriate permits would have to be obtained prior to
construction. After a lengthy debate, top management
decided to go ahead with the project and apply for the
necessary permits concurrent with the port's construction.
Management reasoned that since they were self-insuring the
facility, the permits would not be essential.

Unlike the planning and zoning board in Riverton, the
board regulating Riverport had a well-established record of
leniency to the extent that it jeopardized the county's
status as a participant in NFIP's emergency programme.
Their leniency can be partly explained by lack of interest
in the programme and the fact that positions on the board
are nonpaying. Most important, the country is sparsely
populated with only a handful of policies in force. Because
of these factors, the problems of flooding and subsequent
regulations are not foremost on their agenda of priorities.

In any event, EntIOn's decision to locate at Riverport
was greeted with enthusiasm by local businessmen who
saw this as an opportunity to shore up a sagging economy.
It was doubtful that the facility would attract FIA's atten
tion, and if it did, an automatic dismissal from the pro
gramme was not guaranteed. Even if the latter possibility
came to pass, only a few policy-holders would be affected.
Entron itself was not interested in obtaining coverage,
since the fInal design insures that most of the costly loading
facilities are located outside the flood hazard area. The
docks would still be subject to losses; however, Entron has
been assured by the consultant that average annual damages
would be well within an acceptable limit established by top
management. The consultant's analysis also indicates that
an extreme event would decommission the loading opera
tion for a maximum of six weeks, again well within
Entron's acceptable range.

Entron first anticipated fInancing the port through a
combination of loans and internal funds. However, escalat
ing interest rates combined with government's decision to
decontrol oil prices changed this strategy. This windfall as
a result of decontrol enabled the company to erect the
facility solely with internal funds. Such a move preempted
another tool FIA may have wished to employ - limiting
the availability of financing for the development of flood
plain lands.

As of 1981, the coal port was nearly 90 per cent com
plete and fullscale operations were anticipated to begin
within three months. The facility was constructed without
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the full knowledge of the FIA. This occurred despite the
fact that calculations by the engineering consultant indicate
that the facility's existence in the floodway could contri
bute to flooding problems upstream in Riverton, raising
the depths by almost 4 feet for the lOO-year event. River
ton's planning and zoning board is understandably con
cerned about the situation and has notified FIA of the
problem. Publicly, Entron maintains that the facility is a
vital cog in its overseas operations and that the impacts
upstream were not intentional. Entron points to the fact
that the port's construction and subsequent operation are
vital to the region's economic well-being. Privately, the
company has indicated that it wishes to settle the issue if
some equitable means for dealing with Riverton's problems
could be arranged.

The conflict between Riverton and Entron arose at a
fortuitous time as far as FIA was concerned. In searching
for ways to increase the agency's flexibility, the FIA
administrator opted for a pilot programme to determine
whether the lOO-year design criteria could be made more
responsive to site.specific conditions. The Riverton-Entron
case became the Programme's first test.

Data collection and analysis was financed jointly by FIA
and Entron, each contributing $15,000. The software for
performing the assessment was .developed under FIA con
tract; it was partly because of this that Entron was
reluctant at first to be involved in the pilot study. However,
after reviewing the routine's logic with their engineering
consultants, they were assured that the software would not
bias the results in any manner. The real difficulty, they
were told, would revolve around that data used to generate
the results.

The Flood Impact Analysis the name FIA gave to the
pilot programme, took eight weeks to complete. The
engineering consultants were primarily responsible for
collecting the data and rerunning the flood simulations
to compute flood depths in Riverton. Analysis of the losses
was conducted concurrently by both the consultants and
the FIA regional staff.

It took some time before the consultants and FIA staff
could communicate effectively. Perspectives, terminology
and philosophies were sufficiently varied that the first few
meetings produced little but frustration and confusion.
However, several important perceptions developed from
these early attempts to resolve the conflict. First, those
representing the engineering firm began to accept the
philosophy that nonstructural alternatives could play a
valuable role in diminishing flood losses. Secondly, the
FIA representatives became more involved in the ~ay.to.

day problems faced by both the port operator and the
planning and zoning boards. Thirdly, both parties gained
an appreciation for the difficulties in establishing a mutual·
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ly acceptable site-specific rule. The engineers tended to
downplay the problems associated with forecasting the

value at risk and selecting the appropriate loss factors. The
FIA staff tended to place more credence in the flood
frequency figures, floodplain boundaries, and anticipated
depths than did the consultants.

In spite of difficulties, the first flood impact assessment
was completed. It pinpointed a number of mutually agreea
ble options to satisfy Entron's need to continue operating
the port while at the same time assuaging Riverton's and
FIA's concerns. The lessons learned from the pilot study
eventually were documented and disseminated to FIA's
regional offices. A summary of the analyses and conclusions
follows.

(b) Analysis of the benefits and costs ofport development

The input data utilized to generate the results were ob
tained from a number of sources. As indicated above,
Entron's engineering consultant was retained to compute
the flood depths anticipated both in Riverport and River
ton as a result of the expansion. The Federal Insurance
Administration provided estimates ofthe insurance coverage
in force broken down into a mutually agreed upon set of
subregions. The city assessor's staff created an hedonic
price index for housing and commercial structures based
upon multiple listing sales data. (An hedonic index is a
method for determining the value of a structure based
upon its characteristics, Le., number of rooms, age, design
etc.) The index was used to obtain both the value at risk
and the associated rates of appreciation by subregion.

The above tasks were readily accomplished; however,
problems surfaced in relation to selecting depth-damage
curves appropriate to Riverton's structures and adopting
a common loss factor to represent the flooding's adverse
impacts on employment. Lastly, the range of options sui
table to both Riverton and Entron proved to be a stumbling
block.

After considerable debate, a plan to resolve the impasse
emerged. The parties decided to drop discussion of poten
tial solutions until the base case was reviewed. Entron was
especially interested in both the overall magnitude of loss
and in pinpointing those subregions which were most
heavily impacted by its expansion. It was the company's
position that these external damages would prove to be
rninimal. Hence, the base case losses and their disaggrega
tion became the first order of business.

The indirect loss factors became a point of contention.
Entron maintained that the very existence of such seconda
ry losses was in doubt and, therefore, they should not be,
held responsible for something that could not be measured.
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(On this point, Entron referenced the work of Wright and
others at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. The
fmdings did indicate that over the long run such losses
tend to disappear. However, the caveat that secondary
impacts may still exist in the short run was ignored.)
Riverton's financial staff countered with a sununary of road
and facility repair costs incurred as a result of the 1976
flood. The difference was never completely resolved except
that Entron agreed to continue the analysis utilizing a
positive loss factor, only if its inclusion did not substantial
ly change the ultimate strategy for dealing with the
problem. Hence, the losses were computed with and with
out these factors.

After some give and take, an acceptable set of loss curves
.was established. These data along with the other infonna
tion used in the analysis are reported in Section g, Report
of Inputs. Note that Riverton was subdivided into nine
reaches, each of which is comprised of 15 subregions on

the average. In the interest of conserving space, only the
data for reaches 4, 5, and 6 are reported. Data for the re·
maining reaches can be made available ution request.

(c) Results

The programme was flIst utilized to isolate Riverton's
most vulnerable subregions. The results are sununarized in
figure 22. The chart indicates that surprisingly few areas
are anticipated to experience losses worth noting. The
power substation in reach 2, subregion 5 stands out as the
most heavily impacted facility, sustaining annual losses of
almost $100,000. The next most important areas proved
to be two large residences located in a low-lying part of the
floodplain in reach 8 and a mobile home court in reach S•

The appearance of the power substation on the chart
concerned the Riverton staff since the facility is partly
owned by the city and had only recently been constructed.
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Figure 22. Distribution of losses
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Reach 5

nearly $1,000,000. Put in such terms, the current situation
was clearly unacceptable to the administration.
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Figure 23. Riverton optimum protection analysis.
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As could be anticipated, Entron argued for the less
expensive option. They justified their position with the
evidence that the losses expected without their expansion
amounted to nearly $20,000 annually. In constructing a
levee which offered protection against the 5· to IO-year
event, residual losses would be reduced to that level,
leaving the community and FIA at the break-even point.
(A similar conclusion, not documented, was obtained for
reach 8.) The solution appeared to be equitable. FIA was

Several less costly alternatives were then tested. A small
levee was proposed to protect the two homes in reach 8 and
the mobile home court in 5. Separate cost functions were
assembled independently to determine the optimal height
of the levees. The results indicate the effectiveness of this
adjustment in reducing losses (see figure 23). The diagram
illustrates that expected annual damages could be reduced
in reach 5 by almost $50,000 given an annual expenditure
of only $5,000. Note that the levee is economically effi
cient for all levels of protection shown in figure 23. Even
for the 100.year event the benefit-cost ratio is greater than
one. (The benefits are computed by subtracting the losses
sustained with and without protection.) However, if 5-year
protection is afforded, the benefit·cost ratio jumps to 10.

More puzzling yet, Riverton's Power and Light Depart
ment had retained the services of a local engineer to survey
the proposed site. The city had sustained substantial
damage to a smaller relay station as a result of the 1976
flood and had taken steps to insure that such a situation
did not recur. The consultant's report had indicated that
the proposed site was safely outside the city's 500.year
floodplain.

A recommendation made by the FIA staff that the
flood depths be recomputed helped to resolve the con
flict. The city's engineering staff resurveyed the site,
confirming their consultant's results. Apparently the data
used to compute the flood depths were gathered through
aerial photographs which were dated prior to the substa
tion's construction. The combination of error inherent in
their interpretation and the fact that the site's contours
were graded during construction to elevate the structure,
resulted in an erroneous estimate of loss. The water-sensi·
tive control panels were not subject to flood damage, a
conclusion which was greeted with some relief.

As a result of the problems encountered, the flood
depths estimated for the remaining sites depicted in figure
22 were double-checked. Not encountering any significant
discrepancies, the staff turned its attention to the analysis
of alternatives.

The next order of business was to determine how much
each of the sites was affected by Entron's expansion. The
FIA programme was rerun assuming the prior hydrologic
conditions. The results also shown in figure 22 suggest the
magnitude of these impacts. All told, the Riverport expan
sion cost the city of Riverton approximately $240,000 in
additional loss annually, both direct and indirect. Of this
amount, about $110,000 could be attributed to structure
and contents.

These results led FIA's staff to compute the distribu
tional consequences of the expansion. Since reach 8
exhibited the most dramatic increase in loss, it was selected
as a test case. The results displayed in section (g) suggest
the extent of the problem. The entire reach is anticipated
to sustain $191 ,000 in annual damages. This includes
direct loss of structure and contents and the subsequent
indirect economic dislocations and damages to roads and
other public facilities. Of this amount, $66,000 is attribu
table to structural damage. However, of the $66,000, the
homeowner must absorb only $16,000 while receiving
$50,000 in benefits, at a cost of $1 ,000. Clearly the general
taxpayer is underwriting Entron's expansion. (Note that
Entron is not responsible for all these losses since reach 8
was expected to sustain some damage without the expan
sion.) Based on the other losses depicted in figure 22, FIA
concluded that it would have to underwrite a total of
nearly $115,000 in losses annually with a present value of
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able to allow the port's expansion while the company
responsible for the external impacts was able to alleviate
the impacts on Riverton.

It is not yet clear as to the success of the pilot study.
Entron's consultant intends to utilize the FIA programme
in its analysis of other port designs currently on the draw
ing board. They expressed a great deal of interest in the
optimal timing and scale options which they thought would
provide them a competitive edge over their counterparts
who focus on one time period and limited options. '

FIA, on the other hand, is somewhat less enthusiastic
about becoming involved in a large number of similar
studies. The Administration, although encouraged by the
results in Riverton, is not sanguine about the prospects
for continued funding of such projects. However, a poten
tial compromise emerged as a result of the study. If the
agency could utilize the approach a sufficient number of
times to enable them to construct rules of thumb, then the
principles of fostering trade-offs and thereby inducing
greater agency flexibility could be achieved.

(d) Summary

In spite of the problems projected throughout the
Riverton-Entron "case study," an equitable, practical and
realistic solution was obtained. Of course, the conclusions
are based on fabricated inputs and, therefore, a wide range
of endings could have been portrayed. However, the value
of the approach offered here does not lie in the conclu
sions. The chapter was designed to demonstrate a means of
increasing FIA's flexibility in dealing with functionally
dependent activities.

Although the information used to characterize Riverton
was imagined, the types of problems and conflicts described
were real. They reflect a distillation of experiences gained
in preparing benefit-cost analyses in similar settings and
of perceptions developed during the site visit phase of this
study. For that matter, the Flood Impact Assessment
Programme is real as well. Although still in prototype
form, it could be utilized in a fashion similar to that des
cribed in the case or as an aid to part developers in assess
ing the tradeoffs pertinent to their situation. In particular,
it could be used to assess cost, benefits, and tradeoffs in
flood protection for the port itself.

11. Procedures for operating the programme

To provide user interaction, the programme is designed
so that upon turning on the computer and booting the disk
operating system the following menu of options will appear
on the screen:

Enter 1 TO CREATE A FILE
2 TO READ A FILE
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3 TO WRITE A FILE
4 TO EDIT A FILE
5 TO RUN THE PROGRAMME
6 FOR REPORT OF INPUTS

or 7 TO QUIT -

By entering a "1" you will be asked to input information
characterizing the flood events, the capital at risk (type and
value), anticipated growth, insurance coverage, and the
sundry economic factors necessary to perform the com
putations. If a "3" is entered, these data are written to the
floppy disk for subsequent analysis. Once having stored the
information, the data can be read to memory by entering a
"2". Corrections may be made or the data modified to
reflect the impact of candidate damage mitigating measures,
"4". The inputs can be reviewed on the screen or paper,
"6", and most important, an economic appraisal obtained,
"5".

A data me can normally be created in less than an hour
and edited within 10 minutes. The first block of inputs
requested describes the general nature of the problem, the
number of flood events to be considered, the return interval
for each event, the number of reaches and subregions per
reach. The latter represents a means of breaking the flood
plain down into manageable geographical units.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FLOODPLAlN

NUMBER OF REACHES: 1

NUMBER OF FLOOD EVENTS: 4

RETURN INTERVAL FOR EVENT 1: 2

RETURN INTERVAL FOR EVENT 2: 10

RETURN INTERVAL FOR EVENT 3: 50

RETURN INTERVAL FOR EVENT 4: 100

NUMBER OF SUBREGIONS IN REACH A: 24

Next, the current market value for each subregion is
entered by building type. There is room for five different
types, and the meaning attached to each is determined by
the user. For example, these types could represent mobile
homes, single-storey residential, multiple-storey residential,
single-storey commercial and multiple-storey commercial
if the model is being applied to an urban setting. They
could just as easily portray the equipment and facilities of
a port or, for that matter, the crops at risk in an agricul
tural setting. The programme will accept any defInition
the user wishes to employ. However, the categories selected
must be accompanied with a valid depth-damage curve,
entered later. The number of policy holders and growth in
value at risk are entered in a similar fashion.
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MAXIMUM FLOOD HEIGHT FOR ANY REACH AND
SUBREGION: 10 PER CENT DAMAGE TO EACH

CLASS BY FLOOD DEPTH (FT)

VALUE OF BUILDINGS ($1,000) BY CLASS
AND SUBREGION FOR REACH A

Class

Subregion ISa USb Ff Class
NR MH NB DEPTH IS US FI

1> 100 0 30 NR MH NB

2> 0 70 50 0 0 0 0

1 .05 .08 .08

2 .07 .12 .15

a Nonresidential property. single story.

b Mobile homes.

C Single-family residential property.

The flood depths are recorded by subregion and return
interval as follows.

FLOOD DEPTHS (FT) BY RETURN INTERVAL
AND SUBREGION FOR REACH A

NUMBER OF POTENTIAL POLICY HOLDERS IN
EACH SUBREGION FOR REACH A

Subregion

1>

2>

IS
NS

1

o

Class

US
MH

o
1

FI
NB

1

1

Return Interval (Yr)

Subregion 2 10 50 100

1> 0 .2 3.0 7.0

2> 0 0 1.0 4.0

The percentage of those eligible who are insured are
recorded according to the same format used to input build·
ing value, Le., by class and subregion. Lastly, miscellaneous
economic factors must be specified along with the cost of
implementing the adjustments.

12. Simulation results

The programme is capable of performing traditional
benefit-cost analyses, an example of which is provided in
table 7. The residual losses sustained even after protective
measures have been put in place are displayed in colunn
(2). The reduction in losses is computed by subtracting

INITIAL COST OF THE ALTERNATNE IN
REACH A ($1,000): 1000

ANNUAL OPERATION, MAINTENANCE OR
FOLLOW·UP ON COSTS OF THE ALTERNA-
TNE IN REACH A ($1,000): 50

LEVEL OF PROTECTION AFFORDED BY THE
ALTERNATNE IN REACH A (RETURN IN-
rn~~: ~

RATE OF GROWfH IN VALUE AT RISK BY CLASS
AND SUBREGION FOR REACH A

Class

Subregion IS US FI
NS MH NB

1> .12 0 .10

2> 0 .10 .08

The number of potential policy holders along with the
percentage of those eligible who have exercised the option,
entered below, are needed to compute the deductible. The
rate of growth is utilized to determine the average value at
risk over the entire planning horizon.

After specifying the maximum depth of flooding, the
user must enter the percentage of the structure's value lost
for incremental flood depths.

DISCOUNT RATE (%):

PLANNING HORIZON (YEARS) :

RATE OF INFLATION ANTICIPATED OVER
THE PLANNING HORIZON:

12

25

10
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these from the expected annual damage sustained if
"nothing" were done. The present value of costs (both
initial and maintenance) are self-explanatory, as are the
computation of net present value and the benefit cost
ratio.

Table 7. Benefit cost summary (SO-year protection in
A, SO-year protection in B, no protection in C)

Reach
Losses
($1000;

Reduction in losses
($1000)

PVo!costs
($1000)

Such an analysis will also pinpoint areas where land acquisi
tion, or the acquisition of development rights, are attrac
tive alternatives.

The presentation of results would not be complete
without a breakdown of the losses. Table 9 depicts the
distributional impacts of alternative protection measures
on Federal outlays.

Table 9. Sample solution for insurance in all reaches:
no channel improvements

A separate table can be obtained for each adjustment
analyzed, e.g., channel improvements, wet and dry flood
proofing, and land use management. Options could also
be scrutinized in combinations. The task of selecting
appropriate actions is facilitated by the use of a loss disag
gregation routine. Table 8 illustrates the nature of the
results obtainable. Knowledge that certain subregions in
the community or the port facility itself are subject to
sizable losses should guide the user in selecting flood
proofing techniques or in choosing building sites.

Table 8. Losses by subregion
(protection in reaches A and B but not C)

The following are the three highest losses in reach A:

Subregion Losses ($1000)

7 2
5 7

14 86

The following are the three highest losses in reach B:

Subregion Losses ($1000)

15 4
24 5

3 9

The following are the three highest losses in reach C:

Subregion Losses ($1000)

16 25
14 39
20 40

Net present value
($1000)

421
-74
-!!
347 39

64
34

137

(4)(3)

44
15

7

66

(2)

371
116

63

550

(1)

601
209
131

941

A
B
C

Total

Reach

(1) =average annual losses (direct and indirect)
(2) = average annual losses sustained by policy holders
(3) =average annual losses sustained by policy holders

not covered by insurance
(4) =annual payments for insurance coverage

The average annual losses (1) include both direct, in
direct, commercial and residential damages. Column (2)
are insurable losses to structure only. Losses not covered
by insurance represent the effects of deductible and per
centage coverage which could be less than 100 per cent.
Annual payment, column (4), is self-explanatory.

The illustrative results shown in table 9 indicate that
an annual expenditure of $137,000 would reduce pro
perty owners' out-of-pocket losses by approximately
$494,000.12 The substantial subsidy implied by these
figures should serve lis a signal to PIA that the proposal
under consideration is not in the general taxpayer's best
interest. The Treasury must absorb three out of every four
dollars lost Ih such an instance, the port developer should
be encouraged to consider alternatives which exhibit
less dramatic distributional consequences. By utilizing
the loss disaggregation routine, the sources of the problem
could be isolated and more appropriate options encouraged.

13. Report of the inputs

The following is a report of the data utilized to perfonn
the economic analysis discussed above. In order to conserve
space, only the base case conditions are presented for
reaches 4,5, and 6.

12 This figure was obtained by subtracting the total direct losses

not covered by insurance (3) from the total direct losses (2).

Analysis of insurance coverage

(All numbers are in thousands of dollars)
131
262

o
393

4.216
.7208
_0

1.8280

Benefit cost ratio

552
189

o
731

41:
20

131

199

A
B
C

Total

A
B
C

Total

Reach
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BASE CASE VALUE OF BUILDINGS ($1000) BY CLASS
AND SUBREGION FOR REACH B

THE NUMBER OF REACHES = 3 IS 74 IS
THE NUMBER OF FLOOD EVENTS = 4

MH FI

THE NUMBER OF BUILDING GLASSES = 5
OT FR NR US NB

THE MAXIMUM FLOOD HEIGHT FOR ALL 1> 0 0 0 0 0
REGIONS = 10 FEET 2> 0 0 285 0 0

3> 0 0 104 0 0
THE DISCOUNT RATE IS 8 PER CENT 4> 0 0 110 0 0
THE GENERAL RATE OF INFLATION IS 5> 0 0 400 0 0

8 PERCENT 6> 0 0 1300 0 0
THE PLANNING HORIZON IS 25 YEARS 7> 0 0 0 1287 0

8> 0 0 0 0 30

RETURN INTERVAL FOR EVENT 1 2 9> 0 0 0 0 53

RETURN INTERVAL FOR EVENT 2 10 10> 0 0 0 0 54

RETURN INTERVAL FOR EVENT 3 100 11> 0 0 0 0 83

RETURN INTERVAL FOR EVENT 4 500 12> 0 0 0 0 54
13> 0 0 0 0 54

NUMBER OF SUBREGIONS IN REACH A 24 14> 0 0 0 0 54

NUMBER OF SUBREGI0NS IN REACH B 16 15> 0 0 0 0 36

NUMBER OF SUBREGI0NS IN REACH C 6 16> 0 0 0 0 40

VALUE OF BUILDINGS ($1000) BY CLASS

VALUE OF BillLDINGS ($1000) BY CLASS
AND SUBREGION FOR REACH C

AND SUBREGION FOR REACH A IS 74 IS MH FI
aT FR NR US NB

IS 74 IS MH FI
1> 0 0 130 0 0

OT FR NR US NB
2> 0 0 0 0 84

1> 0 0 0 0 70
3> 0 0 15 0 0
4> 0 0 15 0 0

2> 0 0 0 O. 96
5> 0 0 0 0 0

3> 0 0 0 0 104
6> 0 0 0 0 0

4> 0 0 0 0 78

5> 0 0 0 0 42

6> 0 0 0 0 37 RATE OF GROWTH IN VALUE AT RISK BY

7> 0 0 0 0 88 CLASS AND SUBREGI0N FOR REACH A

8> 0 0 0 0 53 IS 74 IS MH FI
9> 0 0 0 0 68 OT FR NR US NB
10> 0 0 0 0 60

11> 0 0 0 0 52 1> .08 .08 .08

12> 0 0 0 0 78 2> .08 .08 .08

13> 0 0 0 0 60 3> .08 .08 .08

14> 0 0 0 0 56 4> .08 .08 .08

15> 0 0 0 0 100 5> .08 .08 .08

16> 0 0 0 0 104 6> .08 .08 .08

17> 0 0 0 0 120 7> .08 .08 .08

18> 0 0 0 0 148 8> .08 .08 .08

19> 0 0 0 0 102 9> .08 .08 .08

20> 0 0 0 0 102 10> .08 .08 .08

21> 0 0 0 0 148 11> .08 .08 .08

22> 0 0 0 0 71 12> .08 .08 .08

23> 0 0 0 0 72 13> .08 .08 .08

24> 0 0 0 0 72 14> .08 .08 .08
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15> .08 .08 .08 4> 0 0 0 0 0
16> .08 .08 .08 5> 0 0 0 0 0
17> .08 .08 .08 6> 0 0 0 0 0
18> .08 .08 .08 7> 0 0 0 0 0
19> .08 .08 .08 8> 0 0 0 0 0
20> .08 .08 .08 9> 0 0 0 0 0
21> .08 .08 .08 10> 0 0 0 0 0
22> .08 .08 .08 11> 0 0 0 0 0
23> .08 .08 .08 12> 0 0 0 0 0
24> .08 .08 .08 13> 0 0 0 0 0

14> 0 0 0 0 0

RATE OF GROWTH IN VALUE AT RISK BY 15> 0 0 0 0 0

CLASS AND SUBREGION FOR REACH B 16> 0 0 0 0 0
17> 0 0 0 0 0

IS 74 IS MH FI 18> 0 0 0 0 0
OT FR NR US NB 19> 0 0 0 0 0

1> .08 .08
20> 0 0 0 0 0

.08
2> .08 .08

21> 0 0 0 0 0
.08 22> 0 0 0 0 0

3> .08 .08 .08 23> 0 0 0 0 0
4> .08 .08 .08 24> 0 0 0 0 0
5> .08 .08 .08
6> .08 .08 .08
7> .08 .08 .08 PER CENT INSURED BY CLASS AND

8> .08 .08 .08 SUBREGION FOR REACH B

9> .08 .08 .08 IS 74 IS MH FI
10> .08 .08 .08 OT FR NR US NB
11> .08 .08 .08
12> .08 . .08 .08 1> 0 0 0 0 0
13> .08 .08 .08 2> 0 0 0 0 0
14> .08 .08 .08 3> 0 0 0 0 0
15> .08 .08 .08 4> 0 0 0 0 0
16> .08 .08 .08 5> 0 0 0 0 0

6> 0 0 0 0 0

RATE OF GROWTH IN VALUE AT RISK BY 7> 0 0 0 0 0

CLASS AND SUBREGION FOR REACH C 8> 0 0 0 0 0
9> 0 0 0 0 0

IS 74 IS MH FI. 10> 0 0 0 0 0
OT FR NR US NB 11> 0 0 0 0 0

1> .08 .08 .08
12> 0 0 0 0 0
13> 0 0 0 0 0

2> .08 .08 .08 14> 0 0 0 0 0
3> .08 .08 .08 15> 0 0 0 0 0
4> .08 .08 .08 16> 0 0 0 0 0
5> .08 .08 .08
6> .08 .08 .08

PER CENT INSURED BY CLASS AND
PER CENT INSURED BY CLASS AND SUBREGION FOR REACH C

SUBREGION FOR REACH A
IS IS74 MH FI

IS 74 IS MH FI OT FR NR US NB

OT FR NR US NB
1> 0 0 0 0 0

1> 0 0 0 0 0 2> 0 0 0 0 0

2> 0 0 0 0 0 3> 0 0 0 0 0

3> 0 0 0 0 0 4> 0 0 0 0 0
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5> 0 0 0 0 0 NUMBER OF BUILDINGS IN EACH SUBREGION
6> 0 0 0 0 0 OFREACHC

NUMBER OF BUILDINGS IN EACH SUBREGION IS 74 IS MH FI

OF REACH A OT FR NR US NB

IS 74 IS MH FI 1> 0 0 1 0 0

OT FR NR US NB 2> 0 0 0 0 1
3> 0 0 1 0 0

1> 0 0 0 0 1 4> 0 0 2 0 0'
2> 0 0 0 0 1 5> 0 0 0 0 0
3> 0 0 0 0 1 6> 0 0 0 0 0
4> 0 0 0 0 1

5> 0 0 0 0 1 PER CENT DAMAGE TO EACH CLASS

6> 0 0 0 0 1 BY FLOOD DEPTH (FT)

7> 0 0 0 0 1 IS 74 IS MH FI
8> 0 0 0 0 1 OT FR NR US NB
9> 0 0 0 0 1

10> 0 0 0 0 1 0> 0 0 0 0 0

11> 0 0 0 0 1 1> 0 0 .04 .02 .08

12> 0 0 0 0 1 2> 0 0 .05 .07 .25

13> 0 0 0 0 1 3> 0 0 .06 .45 .35

14> 0 0 0 0 1 4> 0 0 .066 .68 .42

15> 0 0 0 0 1 5> 0 0 .06 .78 .48

16> 0 0 0 0 1 6> 0 0 .08 .85 .5

17> 0 0 0 0 1 7> 0 0 .11 .88 .53

18> 0 0 0 0 1 8> 0 0 .15 .9 .55

19> 0 0 0 0 1 9> 0 0 .19 .9 .58

20> 0 0 0 0 1 10> 0 0 .25 .9 .59.

21> 0 0 0 0 2 FLOOD DEPTHS (FT) BY FREQUENCY
22> 0 0 0 0 1 AND SUBREGION FOR REACH A
23> 0 0 0 0 1

24> 0 0 0 0 1 2 10 100 500

1> 0 .5 1.2 2.4
NUMBER OF BUILDINGS IN EACH SUBREGION 2> 0 0 3 4.4

OF REACH B 3> 0 0 3 4.8

IS 74 IS MH FI 4> 0 0 1 2.8

OT FR NR US NB 5> 0 0 1 2.8

6> 0 0 0 .1

1> 0 0 1 0 0 7> 0 0 .1 .2

2> 0 0 1 0 0 8> 0 0 1 2.8

3> 0 0 1 0 0 9> 0 0 1 2.8

4> 0 0 1 0 0 10> 0 0 1 2.8

5> 0 0 1 0 0 11> 0 0 1 2.8

6> 0 0 1 0 0 12> 0 0 1 2.8

7> 0 0 0 130 0 13> 0 0 1 2.8

8> 0 0 0 0 1 14> 0 0 1 2.8

9> 0 0 0 0 1 15> 0 0 3 4.8

10> 0 0 0 0 1 16> 0 0 3 4.8

11> 0 0 0 0 1 17> 0 0 3 4.8

12> 0 0 0 0 1 18> 0 0 3 4.8

13> 0 0 0 0 1 19> 0 0 3 4.8

14> 0 0 0 0 1 20> 0 0 3 4.8

15> 0 0 0 0 1 21> 0 0 3 4.8

16> 0 0 0 0 1 22> 0 0 3 4.8
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23> 0 0 0 .1
24> 0 .5 1.2 2.4

FLOOD DEPTHS (FT) BY FREQUENCY
AND SUBREGION FOR REACH B

2 10 100 500

1> 1.2 2 2.8 3.6
2> 0 0 0 0
3> .6 1.6 2.6 2.8
4> 0 0 0 0
5> 0 .5 1.3 1.5
6> 0 .5 1.3 1.5
7> 0 1 1.8 2
8> .2 1.2 1.9 2.1
9> .2 1.2 1.9 2.1
10> 0 .2 .9 1.1
11> 0 0 .7 1
12> 0 0 .3 .5
13> 0 0 .3 .5
14> 0 0 0 .1
15> 0 .4 1.3 1.5
16> .2 1.9 1.9 2.1

FLOOD DEPTHS (FT) BY FREQUENCY
AND SUBREGION FOR REACH C

2 10 100 500

1> 0 .8 4 5.9
2> 0 0 .2 .7
3> 2.7 3.1 3.9 4.1
4> 1 1.6 3 4
5> 0 0 0 0
6> 0 0 0 0

INITIAL COST OF THE ALTERNATIVE
IN REACH A $0
INITIAL COST OF THE ALTERNATIVE
IN REACH B $0
INITIAL COST OF THE ALTERNATIVE
INREACHC $0

OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, OR FOLLOW·ON COSTS
OF THE ALTERNATIVE IN REACH A $0
OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, OR FOLLOW-ON COSTS
OF THE ALTERNATIVE IN REACH B $0
OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, OR FOLLOW-ON COSTS
OF THE ALTERNATIVE IN REACH C $0

LEVEL OF PROTECTION FOR THE ALTERNATIVE IN
REACH A 0
LEVEL OF PROTECTION FOR THE ALTERNATIVE IN
REACH B 0
LEVEL OF PROTECTION FOR THE ALTERNATIVE IN
REACH C 0
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D. Flood hazard mapping

14. A systematic approach

(a) Uses offlood hazard maps

In terms of effective reduction of flood damage, there
is a broad spectrum of uses for flood risk maps. At the very
least, such maps are a means of informing the general public
of areas where there is a risk of flooding. In areas with in
frequent flooding many people either have forgotten or
have never known where flooding occurs; flood risk maps,
therefore, fulfill a useful information role even in the
absence of restrictions on land use. Often, this information
role is considered to be inadequate and so at the other end
of the spectrum, flood risk maps form the basis for imple
menting land use restriction and are incorporated into
zoning bylaws etc. Between these two extremes there is a
variety of other uses. Such maps, if available to regional
planners, would encourage an integrated approach to the
development of river valleys as far as floods are concerned.
Emergency planners can use these maps to defme escape
routes to be used when the inevitable flood event occurs.
Also, these maps are a prerequisite for any study to eva
luate the economic viability of any proposed structural
works to reduce flood damage. As in Canada and the
United States, the maps can be used by government
agencies and departments to prevent flood vulnerable
developments, either direct or indirect, by government
agencies. Finally, towards the upper end of the spectrum,
the maps can be used as part of a flood insurance pro
gramme as in the United States.

(b) Implementation ofland-use restrictions

Perhaps the greatest potential in terms of reducing
future flood damage results from embodying flood risk
maps in land-use restrictions such as floodplain regula
tions and zoning bylaws. In this regard, Kusler and Lee
(1972) have provided an excellent planning guide. Their
report sets out the steps in a floodplain regulatory pro
gramme. However, the indications are that the implemen
tation of such restrictions continues to be slow. Dingman
and Platt (1977) have argued that

"The adoption of floodplain regulations is being
unnecessarily delayed owing to widespread misun
derstanding on the part of the planners, and in some
cases, the courts, as to the degree of precision hydro
logically possible and legally necessary in delineating
flood hazard areas."

They suggest that "shortcut" techniques may be suffi
cient and lead to economy and earlier adoption of land use
restrictions. Many of these "shortcut" techniques preclude
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the determmation of risk. Clearly, this is an area for further
research and consideration. A "shortcut" which is success
fully challenged in a court may not be muchofa "shortcut"
in the long term. On the other hand, such "ftrst genera
tion" maps may be sufftcient for self-regulation of, say,
federal and provincial or state government departments
and agencies.

(c) Preparation offlood risk maps

(i) Acceptable flood risk

The determination of the socially and technically accep
table level of flood risk is extremely complex. The follow
ing comments are intended to set this aspect of the problem
in perspective. As yet, no satisfactory guidelines or techni
ques have been developed and substantial research is
necessary to develop such guidelines. First, it should be
recognized that the acceptable level of flood risk depends
on the use to be made of the maps. For example, if the
maps are going to be used primarily for information and
planning purposes, then a number of flood lines' corres
ponding to several specifted return periods (e.g., T = 25,
100, 500 years) should be identifted on the map. On the
other hand, if the maps are going to be embodied in offtcial
plans, zoning bylaws and other restrictive devices on land
use, then practical considerations will probably dictate the
delineation of preferably one but not more than two lines
and much more deliberation is required to determine the
acceptable risk. Obviously, there are political constraints,
and land use restrictions will be successful only if these can
be accommodated. However, one would hope that a prima
ry input to the decision making process would be location
specific or regionalized economic analyses. These would
show which levels of protection are economically efficient
given various levels of future development and different
weights for intangibles (e.g., Day, 1970), externalities, etc.
Unfortunately, except for isolated studies this has not
been done to date; instead, the level of protection is often
selected arbitrarily.

Mention should also be made here of the possibility of
neither explicitly determining nor identifying the flood risk
on these maps. This has been done by mapping a large
observed flood or a flood resulting from a large storm.
Although both of these approaches were rejected in the
planning of the United States programme, the latter
approach has been used widely in Ontario, Canada. Recent
ly, however, such criteria have been the subject of extensive
criticism and analysis, not so much because the risk is not
determined and that it varies with basin size and location,
but that the resulting floodplains were perceived to be
too large for practical implementation of land use restric
tions. In other words, the risk is too low.
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(ll) Process

The preparation of flood risk maps can be divided into
a number of sequential stages: planning, surveying and map
ping work, hydrologic and hydraulic work, review and
inspection of technical work, printing and distribution of
maps. Each in the process is important and cannot be
neglected. The planning stage involves not only the selec
tion of sites to be mapped but also arranging a schedule
and a budget for the work, development and publication
of technical speciftcations for surveying and mapping work
and for hydrologic and hydraulic studies as well as making
arrangements for review and inspection of the technical
work and printing and distribution of the maps.

(ill) Methodology

Apart from the processes of planning, printing and
distribution, the actual process of map preparation can be
divided into two general categories of work: surveying and
mapping work, and hydrotechnical studies. The degree of
effort and cost of these two categories will depend upon
the criteria and the extent of available mapping. In this
regard, reference can be made to the aforementioned
classification suggested by Kusler and Lee (1970) whereby
flood data were classifted as Class A, Exact flood data based
on hydraulic calculations, Class B, interpreted flood data
based on known highwater marks and Class C, Interpreted
flood data based on non.hydraulic calculations.

A discussion of the surveying and mapping work and the
hydrotechnical studies for each of these three categories
is given in the following sections.

(iv) Surveying and mapping work

(a) Class A maps

For class A maps a scale or a range of scales will be
specified. In the Canadian programme there are two scales:
a legal map of limited distribution with scale 1:2000 and
a public scale of 1:10,000 minimum. If topographic maps
to this scale do not exist for the area in question, then new
maps must be prepared. Occasionally, existing aerial photo
graphy may be acceptable but often a mapping project
must include the whole range of aerial photography and
targeting, vertical ground control, horizontal ground con
trol, aerial triangulation and numerical adjustment,
mapping, cartography and printing. For such projects, the
cost of the surveying and mapping work is at least fifty
per cent of the total cost. Following the hydrotechnical
studies to determine the elevations defining the flood risk
areas and the floodway, the limits of the flood risk area and
the floodway are transferred to the topographic map.
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(b) Class B maps

The specifications for class B maps are much more flexi
ble and quite often an existing map will be acceptable.
There is no regulatory floodway. The flood risk area is
located on existing maps either by interpolation on the map
if it shows topographic detail and/or using information
provided by field surveys.

(c) Class C maps

The specifications for class C maps are very general.
Such maps include actual aerial photos taken during times
of flooding, maps of highwater maps located by talking to
oldtimers who have lived in an area for many years, maps
based on aerial photo interpretation of topography and
soils maps.

(v) Hydrotechnical studies

(a) Class A maps

The hydrotechnical studies required for class A maps are
not inexpensive and can require extensive data. It is im
portant that such studies be properly planned so that
appropriate criteria are specified and appropriate techni·
ques are employed. These studies are discussed in the
following section.

(b) Class B maps

The hydrotechnical studies required for class B maps
are moderate cost and normally do not require extensive
data. The exact situation depends on the amount of in
terpolation required but usually would include the follow
ing tasks:

Determination of flood profiles from highwater
marks, flood photographs, personal interviews etc.;

Determination of the magnitude of the recorded
(regulatory) flood by using recorded or indirectly
calculated flood discharges;

Determination of the elevation of the recorded
(regulatory flood) at each gauging station or dam;

Plotting the regulatory flood profile by drawing a
line that connects the points representing observed
elevations;

Delineation of the flood risk area on the flood risk
map.

(c) Class C maps

No hydrotechnical studies are required for class C maps.
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IS. Systematic hydrotechnical studies
for flood risk mapping

(a) The need for planning

Flood risk mapping is regarded as the most relevant
instrument for long term reduction of flood damages; a
number of mapping projects have been and are being
undertaken in Canada and the United States. These pro
jects are not inexpensive and in order to secure maximum
benefits for a given level of investment in mapping, such
programmes must be properly planned. This section is
concerned with planning the hydrotechnical studies once
the flood prone locations within a region have been tenta
tively identified.

At the commencement of a flood risk mapping pro
gramme the hydrotechnical engineer should decide what
hydrologic and hydraulic techniques are to be applied for
evaluating flood levels at the numerous locations within
the study area. The following systematic approach is
recommended to assist in selecting a combination of
techniques which will result in a minimum cost solution
and remove, as much as possible, the effect of the personal
bias of the engineer.

(b) Gassification ofhydraulic systems

This aspect involves classifying the individual hydraulic
systems in terms of the factors that control flood levels.
Available mapping, water level, discharge data supplemented
by data gleaned from field trips and interviews of local
inhabitants would in most cases provide adequate informa
tion to undertake this classification.

A brief description of typical categories and of the
hydraulic and hydrologic techniques required for dealing
with these categories follows.

(i) One·dimensional river reach

The first category, and the one which includes most
river channel reaches, is the one-dimensional river reach.
Storage within the reach is generally small compared with
the flood volume and during the passage of a flood, quasi
steady-state flow conditions prevail. Such systems have well
defined and unique stage discharge relations and standard
backwater computations can be employed. The only
required hydrologic input is a flood peak.

(ll) Lakes and reservoirs

The second general category includes an those systems
in which storage plays a significant part. Flood levels at
the point of interest are a function of not only the flood
peak, but also the flood volume and the storage state of
the lake or reservoir systems prior to the arrival of the
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flood. Such systems require some sort of storage routing
technique incorporating friction, continuity and occasional
ly even dynamic effects. The hydrologic input must take
the form of a complete design hydrograph or a continuous
trace of hydrologic inputs spanning, say, 30 to 50 years.
When using a design hydrograph, problems are often
encountered with defming the initial storage state of the
system. Very often a median value is used and the assump
tion is made that the probability of the simulated water
level and that of the input flood hydrograph are equal.
However, for complex lake/reservoir systems this approach
is not possible because of the infinite range of individual
lake/reservoir levels which constitute a median storage
state. In this case the latter approach, Le., continuous
simulation, is required. Frequency analyses are then carried
out on the simulated water levels.

(iii) Large lakes and oceans

Special cases arise when the area of interest is at the
mouth of a river entering the ocean or a large lake. Ocean
tides and storm surges in the large body of water may
control the flood levels, particularly if the river gradient is
flat. In this case, statistical analyses of the lake or ocean
water levels must be undertaken to assist in determining
the required flood levels. Often, time series simulation
techniques must be used because of persistence in the series
of maximum lake levels. In some cases it may be necessary
to undertake joint.probability analyses to combine the
effects of river flood discharge and ocean or lake levels. The
state-of·the-art in this area is not well developed and in
practice this approach is seldom used. Instead lake/ocean
level conditions can be prescribed in an arbitrary and
usually conservative manner. In such cases, it is essential
that a sensitivity analysis be carried out to assess the effect
of changes in these prescribed levels.

(iv) River junctions

Similar problems arise at the junctions of rivers, particu.
larly where a small stream enters a large river. Here also,
joint-probability analyses are difficult and, therefore, seldom
applied. This problem can be overcome by utiliZing a con·
tinuous simulation approach applied to both the tributary
and main river systems. However, this is an expensive and
time-consuming exercise and hence not always feasible. As
with large lakes and oceans, arbitrary boundary conditions
can be prescribed provided that sensitivity analyses are
carried out.

(v) Debris blockages

Apart from the above considerations, a major problem,
and one that receives scant attention, is the effect of either
debris blockages or ice jams on flood levels. In areas where
there is a known potential for blockage, some attempt
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should be made to determine the likely extent and nature
of a severe blockage and to calculate flood levels associated
with this blockage and a flood event of a recurrence interval
somewhat less than the design event.

(vi) Non-stationary systems

In some systems the geometry may be changing due to
natural degredation or aggredation or man·induced changes
(dredging, filling, etc.). Under these conditions measured
water levels have little or no value in assessing design flood
levels and hydraulic procedures must be applied to calculate
the response of the current or some proposed future
developed level of the system to the hydrologic input.

In addition to the possibility of a non-stationary hydrau·
lic system, the hydrologic system may be non-stationary
due to either natural or man·made effects. Common natural
effects are urbanization in the case of small basins and
deforestation in the case of large bodies.

(c) Types of design floods used for protection and/or
regulation

In addition to categorizing the hydraulic systems, consi·
deration should be given to the appropriate type of design
flood. This flood could be based on probability, a specified
input or a large recorded flood. Also, it is possible that
various other floods, smaller in magnitude than the design
flood, will be mapped or that the hydrologic and hydraulic
analysis may be required even if the floodlines are not
actually shown. The various types of design floods are
discussed below.

(i) Floods based on probability

A flood based on probability must be determined by a
frequency analysis and should be the best estimate for the
required probability of occurrence. Although the design
flood may be the lOO-year event or greater, lesser events
(20·year, 50-year etc.) may also be required for economic
analyses or simply for information purposes.

The primary advantages of such a criterion for a design
flood are that it is consistent and that it can be incorporated
into an economic analysis. The state-of-the art in flood
frequency analysis is well established. Difficulties in
analysis arise when the period of record is short or when
the time series is non-stationary or where there is extensive
development to control flows. A not insignificant consi·
deration is that such a criterion is not well understood by
the public.

(ii) Floods produced by a specified input

This type of flood is that resulting from either the effects
of a large storm over the basin or the runoff from a
specified combination of snowmelt and rainfall. A specific
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probability is not attached to such a flood.

The major disadvantage of floods produced by a speci
fied input is that they cannot be incorporated directly in
to an economic analysis. However, the techniques of hy
drologic event models are well·known and documented
basin event models such as HEC·I , HYMO and TR 20 are
available. This criterion is particularly appropriate in the
following cases: where no record or regional flood
frequency analysis exists, where the recorded senes is non·
stationary due to urbanization, for example, where storage
and some level of control is being introduced, etc.

(ill) Large recorded flood

In North American practice, a large recorded flood is
seldom the regulatory flood for floodplain management
purposes. The primary disadvantage of such a criterion is
that it is inconsistent; the flood of record could be the 200
year flood or it could be the ID-year flood. However, the
primaI)' advantage of such a criterion is its low direct cost
and for this reason it should not be rejected out of hand.
In areas where the flood frequency relation is veI)' flat
and where channel cross sections are such that the flood
plain width is relatively insensitive to flow, the flood·
of·record criterion may be particularly appropriate. In
addition to regulatory purposes, such a flood can be
mapped for information purposes. If residents of an area
can remember such a flood, it becomes easier for them to
enYisage the possible problems which would be caused by
the design flood.

(d) Delineation ofaf/oodway

Where a two-zone regulatoI)' approach has been adopted
and a floodway is to be delineated, additional criteria are
required. Any of the criteria set out above can be used to
specify the design flood. In addition, a maximum
permissible increase in water level must be prescribed to de·
fine the width of the floodway; one foot or 30 cm is
common although smaller values might be specified in cer·
tain circumstances. Also, some guidance must be given
regarding the location of the floodway within the flood·
plain. A common specification is that the loss on convey·
ance on the two sides of the floodway must be equal. Fi·
nally, it should be noted that the delineation of a flood·
way carries with it a higher cost for surveying and mapping
in that the boundaries of the floodway must be described
by horizontal co-ordinates tied into local horizontal con·
trol whereas floodplain boundaries are described by ground
surface elevations.

(e) Selection ofhydrologic and hydraulic techniques

Having categorized flow conditions for each of the sites
requiring flood risk mapping and given the specification of
the design flood, the hydrotechnical engineer can set up an
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inventory of hydrologic and hydraulic techniques required.
A critical review of this inventoI)' would then facilitate the
selection of a least cost study to meet the objectives. For
example, consider the case in which most of the sites re.
quiring attention are not located near hydrometric stations
and fall into the first general category of one-dimensional
channel reaches. Assume that the design flood and all other
floods of be determined are floods based on probability.
The appropriate approach would be to undertake a
regional flood frequency analysis to provide the required
design flood peaks at the sites and couple these with steady
state backwater computations to calculate the desired flood
levels. The areas not amenable to such treatment could be
tackled on an individual project basis.

Alternatively, assume that storage type systems
dominate. In this case, it might be more apporpriate to
develop regional synthetic unit-graphs and use these to
derive the design hydrographs. Storage and friction routing
techniques would be required to calculate corresponding
water levels. An alternative approach to the hydrologic
analyses would be to undertake a regional flood volume
analysis.

16. Uncertainty considerations

(a) General comments

(i) Sources of uncertainty

Each of the steps in the production of a flood risk map
has associated with it a certain degree of uncertainty. For
present purposes, it is convenient to classify these sources
of uncertainty as hydrologic, hydraulic and mapping,
referring respectively to the determination of the design dis·
charge, the determination of corresponding water levels and
the determination of the actual line on a map where these
water levels intersect the land surface. Obviously, within
each of these three categories, there are a number of
separate sources of uncertainty. This will be discussed
briefly in this section.

(H) The relevance of uncertainty

Before discussing uncertainty it may be appropriate to
speculate as to why uncertainty in the location of floodlines
should be considered and whether or not all categories of
uncertainty are equally relevant. If they are not, then clear·
ly the common practice of adding relative squared errors is
not only incorrect but is also misleading.

first of all, the case for consideration of uncertainty on
technical grounds has been stated a number of times and
need not be repeated here. For the most part, hydrotechni.
cal engineers accept this proposition, compute, standard
errors of estimate and establish confidence intervals. These
standard errors are then compared with what might be ex·
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pected from standard practice and appropriate inferences
made. In addition, the relative standard error of estimate
may be used as a primary decision variable in selecting one
technique over another. For example, in the New Bruns
wick study referred to earlier, this approach was employed
to compare two methods of regionalization - the regression
method and the index flood method (Hutchison and
others, 1977).

However, to date, uncertainty has not been incorporated
into a model of total risk in order to determine the
optimum location of the floodlines. Moreover, standard
practice to date has been to not compute standard errors
or confidence limits for the floodline locations. Indeed, as
will be shown in the following)arge inaccuracies may be in
volved when establishing the uncertainty.

(iii) Direct cost of uncertainty

Assume, for example, that an economic analysis indi
cated that for a minimum total cost (future damages, devel
opment foregone, etc.) the optimum floodplain should be
defined in terms of the lOO-year flood. If, due to the three
sources of uncertainty listed above, the estimated location
of the lOO-year floodline were lower than the "true" 100
year floodline and if all of the economic variables (interest
rate, inflation rate, damages, etc.) were estimated without
error, then the actual total cost to society would exceed the
minimum or optimum value. The difference is the cost of
uncertainty. Under these conditions, the three aforemen
tioned sources of uncertainty should be given equal weight
but, of course, the uncertainty in the economic variables
would have to be considered as well. The actual strategy
under uncertainty would depend on the shape of the loss
function (cost of uncertainty versus design return period).
Watt and Wilson (1972) have shown that for hydraulic
structures, sucn as culverts, the optimum strategy, under
conditions of uncertainty, is to increase the design return
period. That is to say, if the lOO-year flood is the optimum
under perfect knowlege conditions, the ISO-year flood
would be the optimum for a specified degree of unscer
tainty. However, as indicated earlier, floodplains for zoning
purposes are seldom defined in terms of and economic opti
mum. Therefore, consideration of uncertainties in the man
ner described above is not often relevant.

(iv) Indirect cost of uncertainty

There is the possibiloity of an indirect co~ of uncertain
ty even where floodplains are not defined in terms of an
economic optimum. If land use restrictions, such as zoning
bylaws are successfully challenged as a result of uncertainty,
then additional encroachment on the floodplain could
result and cause an increase in damages. Moreover, such a
successful challenge might be taken as a precedent and jeop
ardize an entire flood risk m:rpping programme. If it is this
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type of cost due to uncertainty that is of concern, then
clearly the three sources of uncertainty mentioned above
should not be given equal weight. A more appropriate
method of combining these uncertainties is discussed below.

(v) Unequal weights for different uncertainties

In order for a challenge to be successful in a judicial or
quasi-judicial situation, the uncertainty would have to be
shown to exist. In the simplest situation, there would have
to be a defference between the actual extent of inundation
and the forecast extent of inundation. For example, assume
that the design flood of say 10,000 m3/s actually occurred.
If a property owner whose land had been designated flood·
plain observed that this same land was well above maximum
water level he might have cause to be concerned. Also, a
property owner who had just built outside the floodplain
and whose new home was flooded out might be expected to
be concerned. In these cases, the discrepancy between fore·
cast and observed inundations would be due to hydraulic
and/or mapping uncertainty.

As a second example, consider the case where the flood
plain is defined as the area inundated by a specified rain
fall input and suppose that this rainfall actually occurs.
Then, discrepancies as described above could also occur. In
this case, an additional cause of this discrepancy would be
the hydrologic uncertainty associated with the technique
use to convert rainfall to discharge.

Finally, consider the case where the floodplain is dermed
as the area inundated by the lOO-year flood, the best esti
mate of which is 10,000 m3 /s+20 per cent. As time goes on
and more data become available the relative standard error
may decrease and the best estimate may change slightly
but the precise value of the lOO-year flood will never be
known. Therefore, it seems unlikely that, if appropriate fre
quency analysis techniques are employed, the magnitude
of the lOO-year flood would be successfully challenged.
What is more likely to be challenged is the hydraulic and
mapping techniques if a flood at 10,000 m3 /s actually
occurs and results in a significantly different level of inun
dation than is indicated on the map. These discussions
would imply that to ensure a more balanced approach, dif·
ferent weights should be attributed to hydrologic, hydraulic
and mapping uncertainties. In particular, it should not be
argued that because of the high level of uncertainty in
determining the 1aa-year flood, precise hydraulic and
mapping techniques are not required.

In summary, unless an economic optimization study is
being used to define the floodplain, hydrologic uncertainty
in terms of estimating the T-year event is not as critical as
hydraulic and mapping uncertainty. It should be used, how
ever, in comparing various methods of estimating the T-year
event.
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(b) Hydrologic uncertainty

This category can be divided conveniently into the
uncertainty in determining the T-year flood (Le., the statis
tical uncertainty) and the uncertainty in applying a deter
ministic model to a specified input (Le., the modelling un
certainty). As indicated above, these two levels of uncer
tainty are not comparable.

(i) Statistical uncertainty

For a single site frequency analysis, the symptotic stan
dard error of estimate can be computed for any distribution
and any return period. This sampling error varies inversely
as the square root of the period of record. Recent studies
carried out for rivers in the United Kingdom (National
Environment Research Council, 1975) and in New
Brunswich (Hutchison and others, 1977) indicate that for
the lOO-year flood and 25 years of record, such errors vary
from 10 to 20 percent. It should be noted that, if the as
sumed distribution does not apply, an additional error is
introduced.

For an ungauged river within a region, the T-year event
must be obtained from a regional analysis. Regional analy
ses are not as well developed as the single site case but
indications are that the relative standard errors for an
ungauged site are generally about 25 or 30 per cent.

(ll) Modelling uncertainty

In general, confidence limits are not applied to the out
put from a deterministic model. In many cases, the model is
not calibrated or it may be calibrated for storm events
much less intense than the specified input. Because the
uncertainties associated with these models are seldom eval
uated, the models are often regarded as being accurate and
the need for calibration is often not realized.

(c) Hydraulic uncertainty

(i) Model uncertainty

This is due to inaccurate representation of the flow
mechanisms by the analytical technique applied. The state
of-the-art is relatively well developed and normally,
appropriate and accurate techniques are easily selected and
applied. In borderline cases it may be necessary to apply
two different techniques to assess the sensitivity of the
water level to the assumptions made in the computations.

Uncertainty also results from inaccurate representation
of the systems geometry in the model being applied. In this
case, it can be reduced by obtaining more survey data and
increasing the spatial resolution in the model.
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(ii) Parameter uncertainty

This occurs when there is insufficient data with which
to calibrate or when calibration is not undertaken. Ideally,
the model should be calibrated for flow magnitudes simi
lar to the design event, and split sampling should be used to
verify the calibration achieved.

It is difficult to report an estimate of typical hydraulic
uncertainty as very little attention is usually paid to eval
uating and reporting such uncertainty. In addition, it varies
considerably from case to case, depending on local condi
tions and availability of data.

(d) Mapping uncertainty

Mapping uncertainty manifests itself in two ways. First,
river cross sections and longitudinal slopes are required for
the hydraulic analyses. These can be obtained from field
surveys, air photos or topographic maps in decreasing order

of precision. For example, if the cross sections are taken
from topographic maps, considerable hydraulic uncertainty
might result. Secondly, after the water levels corresponding
to the design flood have been determined, they must be
indicated on a contour map and this also results in uncer
tainty. However, error analysis in the field of topographic
mapping is well developed and the maps normally will have
beens prepared to a specification that 90 per cent of the
points that a contour line passes through have a true eleva
tion within one-half the contour interval of the elevation of
the contour. Knowing the local land slope, this can be
transferred to a confidence interval in the horizontal or
along the land surface.

17. Summary

Floods have been and continue to be one of the most
consistently destructive natural hazards and increasing
development in floodplains results in a continuous upward
trend in damages as the effect of floods is aggravated, if not
actually caused, by man's unwise activities and occupation
of floodplains. This upward trend occurs in spite of increaSe
ing investment in structural solutions to control flooding.

Experience indicates that a comprehensive approach to
the problem of flooding is required. First, the problem
must be placed in perspective, in economic, social and polio
tical terms, with other hazards. Then, a comprehensive pro·
gramme must be planned. It should incorrporate elements,
such as flood forecasting and warning and structural works
to reduce damages and loss of life for existing floodplain
development and elements, such as flood risk mapping and
land use restriction to reduce damage to future floodplain
development. The mapping element or programme must
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also be planned; it must be planned in relation to other
related programmes, such as land use restriction, acquisition,
flood insurance, structural works, etc. Although, these
programmes may be administered by different government
departments and agencies, liaison and coordination is essen
tial so that an optimum solution is attained. The importance
of government's role in a comprehensive programme
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cannot be underestimated. In the end, the comprehensive
programme must be 'delivered' by a government agency or
agencies and here it could fail. A mistake in mapping or
hydrology or hydraulics would affect one part of a particu
lar project or at most one project. However, a mistake in
administrative policy or procedure could affect an entire
national programme.
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Part Two

SEMINAR ON THE PRINCIPLES OF FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT
FOR FLOOD LOSS PREVENTION

I. REPORT OF THE SEMINAR

A. Organization of the Seminar

1. The Seminar on the Principles of Flood Plain Manage·
ment for Flood Loss Prevention was held at Bangkok from
18 to 22 October 1983.

Attendance

2. The Seminar was attended by participants from China,
Japan, Malaysia, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Viet
Nam.

3. Representatives of the Office of the United Nations
Disaster Relief Co-ordinator (UNDRO) and the World Met
eorological Organization (WMO) also attended the seminar.

Officers of the Seminar

4. The Director of the Seminar was Mr. A.S. Manalac,
Chief, Water Resources Section, Natural Resources Division,
ESCAP.

Opening of the Seminar

5. The Executive Secretary of ESCAP opened the Seminar
with a warm welcome to the participants. He pointed out
that floods which caused enormous annual damage remained
one of the scourges of the developing countries in the
ESCAP region. In spite of the fact that floodplains were
subject to recurrent floods, mankind had obstinately and
persistently chosen them as the site of his economic activi·
ties because of their important attributes as sites for devel·
opment. Bearing in mind, however, that any development
subject to flood problems was likely to leave a legacy of
flood·related costs which would continue indefinitely, the
Executive Secretary expressed the view that it was time
countries gave serious consideration to the application of
the principles of floodplain management to prevent the
continuous escalation of flood damage.

6. In addressing the Seminar on behalf of the Secretary
General of WMO, Mr. J.B. Miller drew attention to the role
of operational hydrology to floodplain management which
required a careful hydrological and hydraulic analysis of
data on river levels and flows.

Seminar Programme

7. The Seminar programme covered the following topics:

1 . Objectives of floodplain management

2. Policies and practices in the United States of
America, Canada and Australia

3. Characteristics and identification of floodplains

4. Measures to mitigate potential flood damage

5. Economic considerations

6. Flood hazard and risk assessment and zoning as
preventive tools in floodplain management

7 . Legal aspects

8. Institutional arrangements

9. Case studies on Sydney Metropolitan area, New
South Wales and Turumi river basin

10. Experience in floodplain management in the
region (country reports)

11. Applicability of principles in the ESCAP region.

Working methods

8. The Seminar started with an overview of the principles
of floodplain management. Most of the topics were present
ed by Mr. George Whitehouse, Principal Engineer, Water
Resources Commission of New South Wales, Australia, an
ESCAP consultant. Professor T. Nakano of Tokyo Metropo
litan University also presented lectures on the flood situation
in Japan while Mr. A. Samoilenko, representative of
UNDRO, lectured on flood hazard and risk assessment and
zoning. The lectures were followed by discussions. During
the Seminar, country reports on floodplain management
practices in their respective countries were presented by the
participants. The Seminar also discussed the applicability
of the principles to the developing countries of the ESCAP
region.

9. The resource persons distributed the following texts and
materials to the participants:

(a) Lecture notes on principles of floodplain manage·
ment, prepared by Mr. G. Whitehouse;

(b) "The development and implementation of floodplain
management in New South Wales", prepared by Mr. G.
Whitehouse and Mr. M.N. Clarke;

(c) "Flood hazard and risk assessment and zoning as
preventive tools in floodplain management", prepared by
Mr. A. Samoilenko;

(d) "Flood disaster in Japan", compiled by Professor T.
Nakano.
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B. Principles of floodplain management for flood
loss prevention

1. Objectives of floodplain management

10. Flood plain management meant different things to
different groups of people depending upon their objectives.
The comprehensive concept of floodplain management in
clued the analysis and integration of the entire range of
possible measures that could be used to prevent or mitigate
flood damage in a given area and to protect and preserve
the natural, environmental, historical and cultural values of
the floodplain. For the purposes of the Seminar, however,
the definition was limited to those measures which could be
adopted to prevent or mitigate flood losses or damage.

11. Under that limited definition, the objectives of flood
plain management were: (a) to alleviate the hazard and
damage potential of existing properties at flood risk; and
(b) to ensure that there would be no increase in future
hazard and damage potential from new property develop
ments at unsuitable locations on the floodplain.

12. It was stressed that different sets of measures were
required to achieve each of the above objectives. The first
was more difficult to achieve in view of possible resistance
by affected property owners to some of the measures. It
was, therefore, agreed by the Seminar that it was important
for the government to clearly state its objective concerning
its policy on floodplain management.

13. A review of floodplain management policies and prac
tices in Australia, Canada and the United States of America
showed that the initial heavy reliance on structural measures
had been recently replaced by a mix of structural and non
structural measures which was found to be more effective.

2. Characteristics and identification of floodplains

14. Floodplains had several important attributes. Gener
ally, they contained fertile and highly productive soils.
They were relatively flat and suitable for construction of
large buildings, urban subdivisions and communication links.
They were adjacent to water supplies and water transport
routes. However, such advantages were partly offset by
losses due to periodic flooding to which they were subjected.

15. Strictly speaking, the floodplain included all land
subject to flooding by the maximum probable flood. For
flood hazard management, however, it would not be practi
cal nor economically viable to include such a total area for
floodplain management. For that purpose, the extent of the
floodplain was usually defined statistically by the probabil
ity of occurrence of inundation by a large flood event
(called a designated flood), such as, for example, that haVing
a 1 per cent chance of being exceeded in any given year.

16. On the basis of that designated flood, the limit of the
floodplain which contained the flood-prone areas for plan
ning and emergency warning purposes could be identified
through the preparation of flood inundation maps.

17. There was considerable discussion on how to deter
mine the probability of occurrence of the designated flood
which was 1 per cent in Australia, Canada, the United King
dom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the United
States. Although theoretically, the designated flood should
be determined on the basis of economic analysis to ensure
that the cost of flood prevention and control measures did
not exceed estimated expected losses, in practice, that was
difficult to carry out in view of the many intangible costs
and benefits involved in the flood-cost equation. Neverthe
less, the technique of flood hazard and risk assessment was
a very useful tool in that regard and was strongly recom
mended for consideration by the countries.

18. The application of remote sensing techniques, and in
particular satellite imagery, was suggested as a useful tool
in the delineation of flood-prone areas. One major disadvan
tage of that technique, however, was that it was weather
dependent since it could not penetrate through cloud cover.
The application of infra-red aerial photography was also
suggested. Micro-wave sensing, such as radar, could also be
used as a viable remote-sensing technique.

3. Measures to mitigate flood damage

19. Measures to mitigate flood damage could be classified
as either structural or non-structural. Structural measures
were those involving the construction of engineering facili
ties, such as reservoirs, dams, retarding basins, levees and
flood walls, channel improvements, catchment modifications
and by·pass floodways. The purpose of such measures were
to control the water through storage, modifying the rate of
flow, improving river flow conditions and confming the flow
within certain boundaries.

20. Non-structural measures comprised all other means
which did not require the construction of engineering faci
lities. They included flood-forecasting and warning systems,
planning controls, such as zoning and building regulations,
acquisition of land and relocation, flood insurance, public
information and education, disaster preparedness and flood
adaptation. While flood-proofmg required some engineering
construction, it was usually a flood-adaptation measure and
therefore was considered non-structural.

21. As the use of structural measures was the usual
approach to flood mitigation by the countries in the region,
the Seminar focused its deliberation on the non-structural
measures.
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22. Effective flood forecasting and warning systems could
enable a community to prepare for a possible flood, thereby
minmizing damage and averting death or injury. Such a
measure, however, was generally effective in large river
basins where sufficient advance and timely warning could
be provided; but that might be difficult or even impossible
to do in small catchments. The measure had already been
adopted in a number of countries in the region, such as
Australia, Bangladesh, China, India, Japan, Malaysia,
Pakistan, the Philippines and the Republic of Korea.

23. Planning controls, such as building codes and zonign
regulations, could minimize public expenditure and avoid
environmental and social problems by compelling prospec
tive homeowners to comply with and meet certain stan·
dards or regulate development in certain areas subject to
serious periodic flooding. The Seminar recognized that
there could be inappropriate applications of building codes
and, therefore, care should be exercised in that regard.

24. Acquisition of land within the floodplain for the pur
pose of controlling the development of an area, while an
attractive proposition, could probably be carried out only
in very rare cases because of the very high cost involved.
Relocation of buildings and communications could have
long-term economic, environmental and social advantages
but suffered the disadvantages of very high costs and local
objections to disruption of communities, loss of business
and interruption to normal social life.

25. Flood insurance was useful in spreading flood loss over
time and area but could do nothing to reduce directly the
severity of the flood or susceptibility to flood damage and
disruption from the flood. Its major role was to ensure that
the insured bore the full cost of the decision to develop a
particular area. For that measure to be a practical option,
the risks and hence the premium must be low. The partici.
pants noted that flooding would find it difficult to meet
the criteria for insurability in several ways, viz:

(a) The full cost of insurance in high risk areas would
be beyond the capacity to pay of many homeowners;

(b) There was a lack of an assessment of risks on whcih
to base premiums since most countries had not prepared
any flood hazard maps for their flood·prone areas;

(c) There was a lack of widespread demand, and thus
the opportunity to average costs over area or time was
limited;

(d) It was difficult to control unwise development in
high.risk areas; and

(e) It was difficult to accumulate reserves for major ca
tastrophes.
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26. Disaster preparedness was a non·structural measure to
mitigate flood losses by enabling the community to take
appropriate and timely action in case of floods. Such action
was prescribed in disaster preparedness plans which inclu·
ded flood-fighting and evacuation procedures. Major com
ponents of those plans included timely and effective warn
ing systems. Many countries of the region, fortunately, had
already formulated national disaster preparedness plans
which included actions to be taken in case of serious flood
ing.

27. The development and dissemination of flood hazard in
formation and education of the public concerning the
meaning and implications of such information were pre
requisites to sound floodplain management. Such informa
tion should be readily accessible, easily interpreted and of
uniform quality and should contain information on proper·
ty at risk and the probabilities of various levels of loss. The
information should also include the meanings of flood
warnings and corresponding precautions or actions
required to be taken by those concerned. That would pre
vent some sections of the public from taking inapproprate
and selfish action which would aggravate the danger for
other people.

28. The term "flood adaptation" referred to those activi
ties taken by communities before or during flood events to
mitigate flood losses based on acceptance of the fact that
flooding was an inevitable and unavoidable event. Such ac
tivities included flood-proofing,raising houses, and the con
struction of stock refuges.

29. In the discussions, the use of economic instruments,
such as taxation and subsidies,was also raised. It was sug
gested that the levying of taxes to contribute to the cost of
flood protection structures, such as levees, could be a possi
ble disincentive for prospective developers to select flood
prone areas for their activities. Subsidies could encourage
homeowners to flood·proof their houses and thus reduce
potential flood damage.

30. In the brief discussion of structural measures, the use·
fulness of multiple-purpose reservoirs which had provisions
for flood storage space was mentioned. There was also a
suggestion that consideration be given to the utilization of
public open spaces, such as parks and athletic field, as tem·
porary flood detention basins.

31. The participants agreed, however, that although non
structural measures could be effective in reducing potential
flood losses, if properly selected and applied, the reality of
the existing situation dictated that structural solutions
would be required in a large number of cases.
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4. Economic considerations

32. The adoption of non-structural measures to reduce
potential flood losses had been applied by the developed
countries in an attempt to reduce their future flood disas
ter relief payments. Only the United States was providing
indirect compensation by way of subsidized flood insurance
premium. Other governments were transferring the cost to
the residents of flood-prone areas without any obvious
form of compensation.

33. The choice of a specific level of acceptable flood risk
should reflect the interests and values of the total commu
nity. Those aspects should include desirable standards of
health, safety and convenience as well as attitudes to the
use of land resources and economic issues. If treated as an
economic and financial problem, there were several alterna
tive approaches to setting the level of protection to reduce
flood losses.

34. The participants expressed the view that if benefit-cost
analyses were conducted then they should consider only di
rect flood damage as the quantification of indirect damage
involved a high degree of subjectivity. A need for uniform
assessment was seen as desirable.

5. Flood hazard and risk assessment

35. The participants noted the usefulness of flood hazard
mapping and risk assessment as a tool in floodplain man
agement. Such a tool was an essential step in developing a
floodplain management programme. The objective of such a
assessment was to prepare flood hazard maps which deline
ated areas subject to inundation by floods of various fre
quencise. Such maps could be utilized for floodplain regu
lation and flood insurance as well as the calculation of
flood risks which were-the expected annual damage from
floods of different magnitudes in a given locality.

36. The need for large-scale topographical maps for the
preparation of flood hazard maps was stressed. In that con
nection, the possibility of using remote sensing techniques
was suggested. The procedures also included hydrologic an
alyses to determine flood probabilities. The importance of
a thorough evaluation of flood damage to various elements
(housing, transportation, crops, infrastructure etc.) for as
sessment of their vulnerability was emphasized.

37. In discussing the accuracy of the value of the expected
annual damage, it was agreed that only direct damage
should be used in view of the difficulties of expressing indi
rect costs and benefits in monetary terms. Moreover, while
there were sophisticated methods, such as modelling avail
able for estimating the value of expected damage, those
methods although mathematically precise did not yield re
sults which were significantly different from the simple
method explained by the UNDRO representative.

6. Legal aspects

38. Any floodplain management programme must be car
ried out within the framework of existing or new laws. Be
cause the non-structural floodplain management measures
involved regulatory controls on land use, they must con
sider the legal requirements relating to land zoning, building
regulations, health standards, environmental issues etc. The
legal issues involved in floodplain management varied from
country to country throughout the region depending on its
constitution and governmental framework. Special legisla
tion might need to be enacted in those countries having a
system of common law to provide protection against darn
age claims for negligence by government agencies under
"duty of care".

39. The participants noted that significant differences ex
isted among the ESCAP member countries and that flood·
plain management activities would need to be authorized
by appropriate legislation. The need for variations in exist
ing legislation would depend on the nature of floodplain
management principles adopted.

7. Institutional arrangements

40. Governments had major responsibilities in floodplain
management, including co-ordination and funding activities.
The extent of involvement and distribution of responsibili
ties would depend on the nature and strength of the vari
ous tiers of government. It was noted that there were
significant constitutional differences in the developed coun
tries which affected the nature of flood mitigation measures
adopted.

41. The participants noted that modified floodplain man
agement programmes would require a review of existing
institutional arrangements to improve the implementation
of amended or new programmes.

42. Programme monitoring and public participation were
seen by the participants as being important issues for con
sideration in an improved flood mitigation programme.

C. Case studies

43. Case studies in Australia were presented for an urban
area in the Sydney Metropolitan Area and a rural area in
New South Wales to illustrate the application of structural
and non-structural flood mitigation measures. It was appar
ent that structural measures were the principal form of
flood mitigation strategies currently being employed to
alleviate flood problems.

44. The participants confirmed that because of the nature
of existing development, land pressures and social con
straints, it was likely that structural measures would be
employed as the principal strategy.
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45. A third case study concerning the Turumi river basin
was also presented to illustrate the principles of flood plain
management currently being applied in Japan.

D. Country reports

46. Country reports on arrangements for flood loss mitiga
tion were presented by the participants.

1. China

47. In China, many river basins were subject to recurrent
floods. Owing to the influence of cold fronts, depressions
and typhoons, rainstorms frequently occurred during the
rainy season from May to October.

48. After liberation, China constructed a number of multi
purpose dams, gates, canals and levees. Those measures had
been so effective that no overtopping of flood water in
main levees of the Yellow, Yangtze, Huaihe and Haihe ri
vers had been reported since 1954.

49. Inadequate management of floodplains, however, re·
sulted in the rapid increase of population in detention and
diversion areas causing many problems in flood loss miti
gation. To overcome such a situation the Government was
planning to establish a flood protection law. Many flood
loss mitigation facilities, such as dwelling platforms and
pump station among others, would be constructed.

50. As regards non-structural measures, a flood forecasting
and management project was going to be designed and es
tablished in the Huaihe river basin. A flood insurance
scheme was also being carried out on a trial basis in a diver
sion area.

2. Japan

51. FIoodplain management was receiving great attention
in Japan. Comprehensive flood control plans were under
implementation in 14 river basins of urban areas.

52. The main components of the plan could be assigned to
one of two systems . A long-term system would involve
flood control and floodplain management. Under flood
control would come improvement of river channels and
construction of discharge channels. There would also be
control of run-off and construction of dams and other res
ervoirs to reserve rainwater. Floodplain management would
cover land-use management, water proof facilities and insu·
ranee for flood disasters. The second system was a real-time
system or operational system and involved flood fighting
and warning and evacuation systems. Both warning and
evacuation systems were becoming relatively important, be
cause of their roles in flood fighting.
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53. The guiding principles for flood control or floodplain
management in Japan were as follows:

(a) Energetic promotion of integrated flood prevention;

(b) Promotion of the following items and establishment
of necessary system:

(i) Water reservoirs and other necessary facilities
should be provided;

(ii) Establishment of flood risk zones and debris
risk zones and the announcement of the results;

(iii) Long-term and short·term plans to construct
flood prevention facilities;

(iv) Better land-use system and building code to
avoid flood risk;

(v) Enforcement of warning system and evacuation
system;

(vi) Establishment of risk zone for debris avalanche;

(vii) Enforcement of flood fighting systems;

(viii) Efforts to get the understanding of the people
of area.

3. Malaysia

54. Malaysia suffered from widespread and prolonged
flooding due to the north-east monsoon and localized flash
floods due to thunderstorms during the inter-monsoon pe
riod. Based on past flood records, annual flood damage for
Peninsular Malaysia was about $M88 million and about $M9
million for Sabah and Sarawak. About 10 per cent of the
total land area was subjected to flooding.

55. Flood mitigation works in Malaysia had been mainly
confined to structural measures, such as canalization, diver
sion, construction of storage dams and construction of
levees. There was no special legislation for floodplain man
agement and any activity involving flood plain areas were
subjected to the same laws and building codes as any other
area.

56. Under the current system of government, state and
local governments were solely responsible for land and mat
ters with minimal involvement by the Federal Government.
As such, proposals on a National Policy on Flood Plain.
Management were being made to the Federal Government
for consideration and acceptance.

57. Comprehensive floodpIain management, Le. involving
both structural and non-structural measures and not yet
been practised in Malaysia.
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4. Pakistan

58. Pakistan had been frequently subjected to floods. Flood
in the Indus basin were generated in the upper mountainous
catchment areas where heavy rainfall, snowmelt, steep gra
dients and limited valley storage caused rapid build-up of
floods. Floods were most severe during the monsoon period
of July to September.

59. Since 1900, flood protective bunds (river embank
ments) had been breached periodically. However, 1973 and
1976 were the two exceptional years during the last three
decades when the country suffered severe damage from
floods. During 1973, the population affected was 4.8

million and 474 lives were lost. The area inundated was
over 10 million acres, including a cropped area of 4 million
acres. Apart from that, a large number of health and educa
tional institutions were also damaged or destroyed. Damage
caused in the housing, industrial and agicultural sectors was
also tremendous. The total loss caused by those floods was
estimated to be in the proximity of Rs.6,550 million. Simi
larly, the damages caused by 1976 floods were also great.

60. Under the national policy on a flood mitigation pro
gramme, the Federal Gvoernment and the respective pro
vincial governments provided finances for flood restoration
work. Foreign aid-giving agencies also assisted in completion
of these programmes. Disaster relief plans existed at the
federal, provincial and district levels which, inter alia, pro
vided standard operating instructions and procedures, use
of all available resources, direction, control and co-ordina
tion of floods and other disaster mitigation programmes.

61. As regards the institutional arrangements for floodplain
management, the Federal Government operated through
the Emergency Relief Cell of the Cabinet Division at the
federal level and relief commissioners at the provincial level.
The flood management pyramid was set up with the deputy
commissioner at district level, relief commissioner at the
provincial level and Emergency Cell of the Cabinet Divi
sion at the federal level. The direction, control and co-ordi
nation of the operation in the field was the responsibility of
the deputy commissioner of the district who was also desig
nated as district flood disaster manager.

62. A legal enactment, known as the National Calamities
(prevention and Relief) Act of 1958, provided for the main
tenance and restoration of order in flood affected areas and
for the prevention and control of floods and other calamities
in the country. Standing orders providing the basic guide
lines for utilization of government grants and other relief
had also been issued. The Act dealt with the measures re
quired to maintain order, prevent, check or control the
calamity or reduce the extent and severity thereof. It also
contained provisions relating to the evacuation of the popu
lation from affected areas, the requisition of vehicles, boats

buildings or building material, the demolition of any struc
ture or building, the collection of labour etc.

5. Sri Lanka

63. The central and the adjoining south-western parts of
Sri Lanka were called the wet zone as it was affected by
heavy rainfall throughout the year. Annual rainfall in the
area ranged between 20 and 200 inches. Out of six major
river basins in Sri Lanka, four basins, namely Kelani, Kalu,
Gin and Nilwala basins, were subjected to flooding every
year. The floods caused considerable damage to land and
properties and indirectly affected the economic and social
activities of the country.

64. Out of four river basins which were vulnerable to floods,
only the Ginganga basin was protected from floods. Flood
control work had been commenced in the Nilwalaganga
basin. Although studies on the other two river basins had
been completed, implementation of the project was held up
by lack of funds.

65. No policy had yet been established, with regard to
floodplain management. The Irrigation Department of Sri
Lanka was responsible for floodplain management but there
were no legal arrangements for land registration, building
houses etc.

6. Thailand

66. In the rural areas of Thailand, the worst flood during
the period 1980 to 1982, affected 800,000 people. Damage
to crops and livestock amounted to Baht 1,500 million
which was about 1.5 per cent of the gross national product.
In recent years, flooding in rural areas had been alleviated
by provision of structural flood control facilities, particu
larly reservoirs.

67. Although loss of life on account of floods was minimal
in urban areas, social and economic activities in those areas
had been disrupted extensively by submergence of roads
and damage to public utilities. Flooding in urban areas
(Bangkok and Samutprakarn, for example) had been caused
by overflowing rivers, inadequate drainage capacity, ground
subsidence due to extraction of groundwater and by spring
tides which affected drainage.

68. A study on flood damage in Bangkok Metropolitan
Area, which was carried out in 1982 by means of question
naires to the inhabitants, revealed that during the 1980
flood damage to private properties in residential areas was
Baht 1,370 per capita or about Baht 7,000 per family which
was eqUivalent to the monthly income of the upper middle
class. The study also showed that damage in the commercial
areas, where urban facilities were integrated, was Baht 2.1
million per square kilometre or 15 per cent of the value of
the damage in residential areas.
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69. While flood mitigation had been successful in the rural
. areas due to inadequate development planning, flood miti
gation was less successful in' urban areas. Although public
clamour for flood mitigation was growing, it was not strong
enough to attract sufficient public investment for more
active flood mitigation measures in urban areas.

70. While the National Research Council of Thailand was
conducting research which could lead to planning for flood
plain zoning, no specific agency had been designated to
assume overall responsibility for flood plain management.
Insurance fIrms did not provide coverage for flood insurance.

7. VietNam

71. Viet Nam, located in the tropical monsoon zone, was
frequently affected by every type of storm and typhoon.
The niean annual rainfall in Viet Nam was 1,800 mm, which,
however, could be as high as 5,000 mm in some areas. Some
70 to 80 per cent of the total annual rainfall was concentrated
during two to three months of the rainy season.

72. Water logging and flash floods were major causes of
damage. However, the country was also vulnerable to huge
sea waves which caused floods in coastal lowland areas.

73. To protect people and property, the Government had
initiated a comprehensive six-point campaign comprising
afforestation of the upper basins, construction of storage
reservoirs, timely flood control diversion at proper sites,
reinforcement of dike systems, cleaning and scouring of
riverbeds, organization of efficient dike protection and a
flood control campaign.

74. The Central Storm and Flood Control Committee was
an executive office for flood loss mitigation at the national
level. Similar bodies had been established at provincial and
district levels.

E. Applicability to the ESCAP region

75. The Seminar considered the applicability of the various
measures for floodplain management. The discussion con
centrated on non-structural measures since most countries
were already employing structural measures for flood
damage mitigation.

76. The non structural measures considered applicable to
the countries of the ESCAP region were flood forecasting
and warning systems, planning controls, public information
and education, disaster preparedness, flood adaptation and
economic instruments. Such measures were already em
ployed to a varying degree by a number of countries in the
ESCAP region. It was expected that as countries began to
formulate and implement a comprehensive approach to
flood loss prevention and management, those non-structural
measures would be employed more extensively.
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77. Measures which were not considered applicable to the
region were the acquisition of land and relocation. The
acquisition of land and relocation involved enormous costs
which rendered the measure economically impossible.

78. Although flood insurance would be diffIcult to imple
ment as the full cost of insurance in high risk areas was
usually beyond the capacity to pay of many homeowners it
was being considered and studied in some countries of the
region. It was reported that some private insurance com
panies were prepared to issue policies covering flood damage.

F. Conclusions and recommendations

79. It was considered by all the participants that the Semi
nar had been useful. The participants considered that the
lectures of the consultants had been informative. The coun
try reports which were presented by the participants, were
considered invaluable, since they provided useful informa
tion on floodplain management practices in the various
countries in the region. The Seminar made the following
conclusions and recommendations.

(1) Some non-structural measures were being applied in
most countries principally for flood-proofing, e.g. China.

(2) In countries where the average annual flood damage
was significant, the government should adopt a national
policy of floodplain management for flood loss prevention
and mitigation.

(3) Appropriate legal provisions should be enacted to
provide the legal framework for the implementation of the
national policy and formulation of plans for floodplain
management.

(4) Appropriate institutional arrangements should be
established to implement in an efficient and effective
manner the national policy as well as to enforce the legal
provisions pertaining to floodplain management. In that
connection, the Seminar recommended that, if possible, the
principal responsibility for floodplain management should
be vested in a planning body.

(5) There was an urgent need for those responsible for
planning to consider the floodplain as a. whole and to
determine which actions were needed to optimize its appro
priate use while minimizing the adverse effects of future
floods.

(6) Countries should consider taking the necessary steps,
as soon as possible, for the preparation of flood hazard
maps and assessment of risk as an essential step in develop
ing a flood plain management programme.

(7) All proposed flood plain management measures
should be compatible with water and land resource develop
ment plans.
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(8) Governments should henceforth consider both
structural and non·structural measures and decide on an ap
propriate mix in the solution to flood related problems
rather than to continue relying solely on structural measures.

(9) In general, governments should adopt measures
which sought to control floodwaters in floodplains with
high density development or high productivity per unit area.

(lO)In less developed areas where rapid development
was imminent, the governments should adopt measures
which sought to control the conditions of f100dplain
occupancy.

(11 )Public education and information activities should
be carried out as a component of a complete mitigation
strategy.

(l2)Economic criteria should be given priority for flood
mitigation management but intangible benefits and social
and environmental considerations must not be overlooked.

(13)Developers who enjoyed monetary gains through
altered land zoning should contribute towards flood miti
gation measures.

(l4)Flood adaptation had already played a major role in
reducing flood damages in many of the region's countries.
Those strategies should not be overlooked and should be
expanded, if appropriate.

(15)International organizations concerned should sup
port national governments in their efforts to implement
programmes on flood plain management and to foster an
exchange of experience among countries of the region.

G. Adoption of the report

80. The report was adopted at the closing session of the
Seminar on 22 October 1983 during which the participants
expressed their thanks to ESCAP, UNDRO, WMO and the
consultants for their respective roles in the seminar.
Appreciation was also expressed to UNDP for providing
funds for the seminar.

11. LECTURE NOTES

This chapter contains the texts of lectures prepared by
a consultant and the secretariat of UNDRO.

A. Principles of flood plain management
- Mr. G. Whitehouse, consultant of ESCAP

B. Flood hazard and risk assessment and zoning as
preventive tools in flood plain management

- Mr. A. Samoilenko, UNDRO

The compilation and editing of this chapter was carried
out by ESCAP.

A. Principles of flood plain management

1. Objectives of flood plain management

"Flood Plain Management" is sometimes interpreted to
include only particular solutions to flooding problems, such
as the regulation of land use to prevent hazardous future
use of the flood plain or the protection of flood plain occu
pancy through the control and prevention of floods. The
more comprehensive definition includes the analysis and in
tegration of the entire range of possible measures that can
be used to prevent or mitigate flood damage in a given loca
tion, that can protect and preserve the natural, environmen
tal, historical and cultural values of the flood plain.

This broader approach involves the activities of flood
plain mapping, preparation of flood mitigation schemes, ri
ver improvement works, control of gravel and sand extrac
tion and the destruction of riverine vegetation and the con
struction of works on the flood plain.

The objectives of flood plain management are to:

• ensure that through appropriate zoning, the usage of
flood prone land is compatible with the degree of the
flood hazard;

• implement for each flood plain a management plan
aimed at:-

containing the problem by development and build·
ing controls and by rezoning;

reducing the extent and severity of the hazard by
structural works, flood proofmg and removal of de
velopment from the flood plain;

creating public awareness of the flood hazard;

ensuring adequate flood warning and evacuation
procedures;

defining and facilitating the protection of environ
mentally sensitive areas.

There is a positive need for those responsible for plan·
ning or those contributing to the planning process to con·
sider the flood plain as a whole, and to determine which ac
tions are needed to optimise its appropriate use whilst mi·
nimising the adverse effects of the future floods which will
surely occur. However, there are a variety of factors to be
considered in flood plain land use decisions. Many of these
factors can be in conflict. Thus the defmition of an opti.
mum use involves trade-offs which require value judgements.
The adopted course of action should encourage the wisest
land use appropriate to the flooding situation.

The two major aims of flood plain management should
be to alleviate the hazard and damage potential of existing
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properties at flood risk and to ensure that there is no
growth in future hazard and damage potential from new
property development at unsuitable locations on the flood
plain. A mix. of structural and non-structural management
measures will be required to achieve these aims. The man·
agement of existing properties at risk is potentially the
more difficult problem in terms of the social and economic
consequences to affected property owners. A good and
sound rapport needs to be established between manage

ment authorities and local communities if the social and
economic consequences resulting from the imposition of
flood plain management controls are to be dealt with in
rational and equitable fashion. The successful resolution of
existing flooding problems within a community will require
imagination and innovation. Additional structural mitiga
tion measures will provide part of the answer, but residual
flooding problems will still remain for a smaller segment of
the community. Management authorities should adopt a
sympathetic approach to these residual problem areas and
recall that affected property owners are in their present
predicament largely because of ineffective government and
community controls in the past. If adverse public reaction
and social disruption are to be minimised, each case should
be dealt with on its merits rather than by the strict applica
tion of policy. The broad objectives of flood plain manage
ment needs to be considered when assessing residual problem
areas.

DEFINITIONS

FLOOD PLAIN:

FLOOD PRONE:

FLOOD PRONE
LAND MAP AND
FLOOD INUNDATION
MAP:

FLOOD
PROOFING:

FLOODWAY:

INFILL:
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Flood liable land.

Covered by the designated flood
(usually adopted as the 1 in 100
year flood or flood that has a 1
percent chance ofbeing exceeded
in anyone year).

A map shOWing land covered by
the designated flood (1 in 100
year flood as well as land co·
vered by a 1 in 20 year flood).

Use of structural works to re·
duce or eliminate the risk of flood
damage, e.g. site filling,elevating,
leveeing, use of flood resistant
doors, windows and the like.

Flood prone area which must be
kept open to accommodate the
main flow or volume of flood·
water so that no unacceptable
increase in water surface velocity
occurs.

The development of vacant land
or the carrying out of additions
or extensions to existing develop
ment.

AFFLUX:

DESIGNATED
FLOOD:

DEVELOPMENT:

FLOOD FREE:

FLOOD FRINGE:

FLOOD LIABLE:

The rise in level of a designated
flood which would result at a
particular location from specific
works or structures.

A flood specified for the defmi
tion of flood prone or flood free
land, or for the design of a
structure or flood mitigation
work.

(a) The erection of a building
or the carrying out of a
work;

(b) The use of land or ofa build·
ing or work; or

(c) The subdivision of land.

Not covered by maximum pro·
bable flood.

Flood prone area not within a
floodway.

Covered by maximum probable
flood

MAINSTREAM
FLOODING:

MAXIMUM
PROBABLE FLOOD:

STRUCTURAL
FLOOD
MITIGATION
WORKS:

NON-STRUCTURAL
FLOOD
MITIGATION
MEASURES:

RNER
CHANNEL:

Inundation of normally dry land
occurring when water conveyed
to the locality from further up
stream, overflows the natural or
artificial banks of the principal
watercourse in the catchment.

Greatest flood to be expected as
suming complete coincidence of
all factors that would produce
heaviest rainfall and maximum
runoff.

Levees, floodway schemes,drains,
flood gates, river bank stabilisa
tion, pumping facilities, flood
proofmg, flood free mounds.

Zoning, land acquisition, land
exchange, relocation, provision
of flood free land, notification
of flood hazard, flood warnings
and the like.

Course of a river in periods of
low or normal flow.
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2. Overseas policies and practices

The damages and social and economic consequences of
large floods over the last two decades made a number of
the developed countries realise that their traditional
methods of flood control were largely ineffective. The cur
rent flood plain management policies and practices of
these countries are characterised by a greater reliance being
placed on non-structural controls. Non-structural measures
widely adopted include land use and development controls
and building regulations for flood prone areas. Three
countries which have revised their flood management
policies in response to mounting flood damage bills are
the United States of America, Canada and Australia. A
brief review of the structure and aims of flood plain man
agement policies in these countries is presented in the
following sections.

RURAL AREAS; Areas of land or localities where
the principal land uses relate to
rural occupations, agriculture,
forestry, land and wetlands con
servation, major special uses and
other non-urban activities.

emphasis has been towards having communities adopt a
broader range of non-structural controls.

The responsibilities of the various tiers of Government
are as follows. The Federal Government finances the
subsidised insurance scheme, provides technical advice
through its various agencies, and defines minimum regula
tory requirements for flood plains; State agencies play a
co-ordinating and administrative role, although some
provide technical advice; municipal government is respon
sible for day-to-day implementation with control exercised
through zoning ordinances, subdivision regulations and
building codes. Two problems that have emerged with the
NFIP are the lack of monitoring to determine whether or
not communities are meeting the minimum regulatory
standards of the Federal Government, and the lack of
expertise in the implementation and management of these
controls at the local government level. Moreover, there
appear to be potential shortcomings with flood studies
made under the NFIP: some studies are made on the basis
of political rather than watershed boundaries, and the
effects of future development on flood levels, zoning
requirements and flood premiums is not being taken into
account in some studies.

a) United states

Flood plain management in the United States has
developed in 3 major phases. The first phase, which lasted
until 1935, was characterised by the provision of structural
measures on an ad hoc basis in response to specific prob
lems as they arose. The passage of the Federal Flood
Control Act of 1936 issued in a new era of greater and
more coordinated Federal involvement. However, the
emphasis was still on structural measures of control. By
1960, it was becoming increasingly apparent that structural
measures - by themselves - were ineffective in limiting, let
alone reducing, the annual flood loss in the United States.
Despite the expenditure of some $7 billion over the
previous three decades, the annual flood loss bill in 1966
was estimated to be $1 billion. Two Task Forces enquired
into flood plain management matters in the 1960's and
found that a mix of structural and non·structural measures
was likely to be more successful than structural measures
alone. Non·structural measures that were recommended
included land use development controls and flood insurance.
These findings culminated in the establishment of the
National Flood Insurance Programme (NFIP) in 1968. This
programme provides subsidised insurance for existing
properties at risk and was used as an instrument to enforce
the adoption by state and local governments of land use
development controls and regulations for flood prone areas.
The NFIP defines a series of minimum land use and devel
opment controls for flood prone areas. The NFIP is but one
tool for flood plain management. In recent years, the

In the United States, the lOO-year flood event, which
is the flood used to delineate an area as being flood prone,
has been adopted on a nationwide basis by the NFIP as the
appropriate flood event for insurance purposes under the
'emergency' subsidised insurance scheme. Moreover, most
states have adopted this event as the appropriate flood for
planning purposes. The dual zone concept of Floodway
and Flood Fringe Areas has been widely adopted in the
United States. Typically, the limits of the floodway area
are defined on the basis of an allowable increase in water
levels (150 mm to 300 mm) for the 100 year flood assum
ing complete loss of flood storage and conveyance in the
fringe area.

b) Canada

Canada revised its approach to flood plain management
with the introduction of the National Flood Damage Re
duction Programme in 1975. This programme recognises
the ineffectiveness of past structural measures to control
flood losses and fosters the adoption of non-structural
measures (land use controls) through a series of formal
agreements made between the Federal and Provincial
(State) governments. In effect, the Federal Government
defines policy directions and provides finances - the
state governments decide on the details of their individual
programmes.

Up until the mid 1970's, structural measures were
almost the sole means of flood damage abatement in
Canada. Some provinces, such as Ontario, had made earlier
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tentative moves towards non-structural measures. Hurricane
Hazel, which caused enormous damage to Ontario in
1954, resulted in the establishment in that province of a
disaster relief fund, improvements to flood forecasting,
the introduction of flood plain regulations and the acquisi
tion of flood prone property. However, the overall Cana
dian reliance on structural methods of flood control proved
ineffective. Despite an expenditure of over $70 million on
mitigation works between 1958 and 1970, flood loss con
tinued to increase and exceeded $70 million in 1974.

The National Flood Damage Reduction Programme,
(NFDRP) established by the Canadian Government in 1975,
recognised that too much reliance had been placed upon a
narrow range of structural measures, and that a greater mix
of structural and non-structural measures was required if
damage abatement was to be effective. The NFDRP is based
upon a series of agreements between the Federal and
provincial governments that encompass, amongst other
things, the delineation and mapping of flood risk areas,
the encouragement of provinces and municipalities to
institute appropriate flood plain development controls, and
the refusal of Federal housing loans and other grants for
development in flood prone areas, or the making of this
financial assistance conditional upon adequate flood proof
ing or other damage reduction measures. A reduction in
Federal funding of structural mitigation measures in 1975
reduced the financial attractiveness of this method of
control. The production of flood hazard maps is seen as a
vital component of the National Flood Damage Reduction
Programme.

The relationship and flood plain management responsibi
lities of the three tiers of government in Canada is broadly
similar to Australia; the Canadian Federal Government
defines broad policies and provides financial assistance, the
provincial governments define details of their individual
flood plain management programmes; responsibilities for
the implementation of these programmes are shared be
tween provincial and local governments.

Jurisdiction for flood plain management remains frag
mented between various agencies and the different levels of
government. The effectiveness of the devolution of more
responsibility for flood plain management matters to local
municipalities is questioned. Lack of co-operation by
municipalities in the past has resulted in ineffective flood
warning programmes. Existing financial arrangements
still favour structural solutions of flood control. Where

flood plain zoning and regulation controls have been
instituted, they have not been effectively enforced.

c) Australia

The heavy flood damages experienced by many Austra
lian communities during the 1950's resulted in flood miti-
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gation programmes, based mainly on structural works, for
many river valleys and communities. In the main, the struc
tural works suggested or implemented, involved the
construction of levees, flood gates, river bank protection
and channel improvements.

Despite the expenditure of many millions of dollars on
these works heavy flood damages and loss of life were
experienced during the 1970's. Much of the damage was a
result of the benefits of structural works being offset by
new developments on the flood plain and by protective
works not being suitable to all situations. This promoted a
serious review of previous flood plain management practice
and consideration of a wide range of non-structural
approaches by the Federal and state governments.

The shift in emphasis in flood damage reduction pro
grammes, from structural works towards non-structural
measures of essentially land use management, improved
preparedness and public education, has been part of a
change occurring in the Australian approach to flood plain
management. Federal Government pressure and other
factors also promoted a number of ongoing government
reviews. Reasons underlying this change, which are com
mon to flood damage reduction, include: the escalating
cost of structural works, increasing concern over issues
of environmental quality, and the influence of trends in
overseas practice. Additional reasons included issues of legal
liability, and the fact that nationally, the flood damage and
the consequent relief payouts had not abated despite the
expenditure of millions of dollars on flood control pro
grammes.

This last factor, the funding role of the Federal Govern
ment in both flood mitigation and disaster relief, is a major
reason for the increasing Federal Government's interest in
flood damage reduction programmes - even though control
of water resources is primarily a state responsibility under
the Australian constitution. Significant Federal initiatives
have been the application of pressure on the states through
the Australian Water Resources Council committees and the
Federal funding power to conduct thorough flood plain
management evaluations which consider non-structural
measures; the funding of research into non-structural
alternatives; and the announcement of a national flood
policy in 1979. The policy seeks to "minimise losses and
disruption caused by flood. Basic to this objective is the
development of comprehensive flood plain management
strategies which take account of structural works and
non-structural measures".

During the late 1970's the New South Wales and Vic
torian State Governments also announced flood damage
reduction policies which emphasised land use management.
Unlike earlier periods these policies have the support of
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strong legislation which itself is generally a reflection of
broader community environmental concerns.

More recently, the other States have adopted, or are
considering the adoption of, flood plain management
policies with an emphasis on non-structural measures.
Amongst the Australian States which have adopted flood
plain management policies, there is widespread acceptance
of the I per cent probability flood (or the 100 year return
frequency flood) as being the appropriate designated event
to define flood prone land.

Local government plays a major role in the application
of flood plain management in Australia, especially through
the control of development of flood prone land. Up to the
present time, the experience with non-structural regulatory
measures applied by local government varies but on the
whole' they have not been implemented effectively. En
forcement of regulatory processes on development has been
permissive and reflected local politics and limited fmancial
and technical resources at the State and Local level. As
well, financial responsibility for flood disasters does not
rest with local government but with the broader commu
nity through State and Federal Government.

On the basis of available information, it is estimated that
there are 61 ,000 buildings located within the 100 year
flood plain in urban areas. The potential average annual
flood damage in these areas has been set at $A19 million.
It is estimated that an investment of the order of SA300
million would be required in flood plain works and
measures to reduce flood risk and damage to acceptable
k~b. .

3. Characteristics of flood plains

Losses and inconvenicence from floods have always been
accepted as part of the way of life. Floods are natural,
inevitable and occur in well defined areas. Flooding disasters
are not inevitable; they result from man's inappropriate
occupation of flood plains.

Adjustment to floods is complicated by the fact that
floods confer benefits as well as costs. The flat land, the
fertile soil, the proximity to water both for water supply
and transportation, make flood plains everywhere attrac
tive. To the settlers of flood plains this attraction proved
irresistible, especially when they are relatively ignorant of
the risks involved. To some extent this is understandable
when they have been forced to make decisions without
long-term or even short term data on a water environment
whose variability is well outside of their previous ex
perience. Unfortunately, the pace of geographic spread of
.jevelopment has allowed only a slow improvement in
this situation.

Despite inconvenience and tragedy, people continue to
inhabit flood plains, and for varying reasons are occupying
such regions in increasing numbers. This is despite repeated
advice from responsible authorities of the dangers of living
or flood plains. Thus, the pattern of unwise development
continues, making flooding disasters inevitable.

a) Nature and causes offlooding

Flooding is usually defined as the inundation of land
which is not normally covered by water and generally
results from one or a combination of the following pheno
mena:

• Overflowing of inland waters from:

riverine systems
urban drainage systems

• inundation from the sea from:

storm tides
tsunamis.

Floods are natural and inevitable and cocur in well
defmed areas. In this context a stream bed and the lands
immediately adjacent to it are integral parts of every
natural watercourse. At frequent intervals, in times of
high river flow, these alluvial flood plains serve to store
and/or to pass flood waters in excess of river channel
capacity. Low-lying coastal lands occupy a position relative
to the sea that flood plains do to rivers.

Flooding events only become a problem requiring inter
vention by various means because of man's activities in the
natural flood plains. This is not to say that every human
activity on flood plains is inappropriate. Farming communi
ties throughout the world in regions susceptible to floods
have usually taken the risk into account when deciding the
type and intensity of agricultural enterprise. As well, flood·
ing may be exacerbated by man's activities.

Some of the more significant characteristicsoffloods are:

• depth of water - the maximum depth of inundation
affects the damage to buildings and crops and the cost
and practicability of structural mitigation measures;

• duration - the period of inundation is an important
factor in the degree ofdamage and inconvenience caused;

• rate of rise - the time to flood stage governs the prac
ticability of such approaches as emergency evacuation
and flood warnings;

velocity - high velocity floodwaters create erosive
forces and hydrodynamic pressures which affect the
design of levees and flood proofmg;
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• recurrence - floods of a reasonable recurrence interval,
such as 5 to 10 years, are well remembered by people
and precautions often take account of such occurrence.
Floods at intervals of 30 to 50 years and longer tend to
encourage complacency and carelessness;

• silt and debris - these not only increase urban losses but
can, when deposited, reduce channel capacity, degrade
agricultural lands, and choke flood-passing structures,
thus exacerbating flooding;

• wave action - waves developed by winds blowing over
long fetches can be exceedingly destructive. In inland
Australia with vast "inland seas" during flooding the
effects of wave action must be specifically recognised.
Also, large waves generated by cyclonic winds make
storm surge uniquely destructive; and

• seasonality - inundation during the growing season can
have a devastating effect on cropping enterprises where
as at other times flooding and the deposition of sedi
ment may enhance production.

b) Relevance ofcatchment conditions

Whilst major changes in land usage within a given catch
ment will have relatively little effect on the peak flow of
the extreme flood event, such changes considerably in
fluence the peaks of lesser flood flows. The effect of land
use on flood characteristies varies with the magnitude of
the flood; the effect being less for the rarer events because
the magnitude of a flood resulting from a particular storm
is a function of initial losses, inflltration, storage and
direct runoff. During a storm, runoff will commence after
initial losses have been satisfied, then as the ground surface
becomes saturated, the rate of infiltration decreases rapidly,
ponding occurs at the ground surface, and virtually all
subsequent rainfall is discharged as runoff. In these cir
cumstances, land use may be of relatively little significance.
Since the maximum probable flood is a concept based on a
meteorological maximisation of storm activity, it would be
realistic not to adopt this flood for the purpose of defming
land liable to flooding, but rather to adopt some more
reasonable flooding magnitude. Reference to flooding
here-under is in the context of this more reasonable flood
magnitude.

Thus, in order to define areas it will usually be necessary
to consider past, present and sometimes future catchment
conditions.

Present Conditions

The first essential requirement is to identify and collate
information on the conditions existing within a catchment
which will have a bearing on the extent of flooding. This
will require the assembly of all available information con-
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cerning soils, topography, geology, geomorphology, vegetal
cover, constructed drainage systems and land uses existing
at the relevant date. Detailed ground and aerial surveys with
field inspections, particularly of the river channels and
associated flood plains, will often be necessary to supple
ment available information and enable an assessment to be
made of the hydraulic characteristics which will affect
flood flows.

Past Conditions

Past river and catchment conditions are of importance
when past flood events are used to determine, or to assist in
the determination of areas liable to flood, as it is necessary
to relate such events to existing conditions. All relevant
available information on conditions at or about the times
of these events should be collated, including that in plan
form or on photographs or satellite imagery.

Future Conditions

Changes in land usage, particularly urban development
of the smaller catchments, may cause considerable changes
in runoff characteristics. Construction of roads, paths,
drainage channels, roofed structures and the like will in
crease the potential flood response of the catchment, and
may appreciably affect the extent of land liable to flood
ing unless appropriate compensatory measures are taken to
control the increased runoff and time of concentration.

It is, therefore, essential that the possibilities and effects
of increased flooding should be taken into account in both
the future land use and drainage planning processes. In the
drainage planning process, it will be necessary to take into
account all available information on existing and proposed
land use zonings, and desirably determine at an early stage
the most appropriate drainage solutions for the likely ulti
mate development of the catchment.

It is desirable to have a long-term flood mitigation or
drainage development strategy which defines the size of
the designated flood, the structural means reasonably ex
pected to accompany such development, and the extent
and land use of the expected flood prone land. This would
be expected to cover details relating to the preparation of
plans in liaison with planning and other authorities, defining
areas likely to be affected by future proposals and establish
ing arrangements for implementation of works and/or
acqUisition of lands, as required.

4. Identification of flood plains

a) Definition ofdesignated flood

The choice of a specific flood magnitude to determine
areas liable to flooding is influenced by considerations of
overall community interests. These will include desirable
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standards of health safety and convenience; the wise use of
land resources; and overall economics. It should also be
recognised that because of the restrictions on uses that the
flood plain authority may impose, there is a duty, in the
overall community interest, not be excessively conserva
tive in the adoption of a specific flood magnitude.

The flood having a 1 per cent chance of occurrence in
any year has been generally adopted as appropriate in the

United States, various parts of the United kingdom, Canada
and Australia.

In considering adoption of the specific flood magnitude,
it is recognised that for many river valleys the difference in
elevation between floods with a 2 per cent and a 0.5 per
cent chance of occurrence is not very large. In flatter
regions, of course, the relevant areas involved may, however,
be substantially different. There is some justification for
the adoption of the I per cent flood in these circumstances.

However, it should be clearly understood that exceedan·
ces of the 100 year flood occur irregularly and not at
regular 100 year intervals, and there could be, for example,
two exceedances in successive years or none in 200 years.

Although there are instances where long period rainfall
and flood records exist for the last century, in most in·
stances the period of record is much shorter. Given these
limitations, in general the 1per cent probability flood can be
prediCted with a reasonable degree of accuracy. However,
where the largest recorded flood is of a magnitude greater
than the statistically determined 1 per cent probability
flood, it could be umealistic and uneconomic to adopt the
largest recorded flood.

The adopted designated flood level determines the
trade-off between short-term costs and long-term benefits.
A lower standard will lower the short·term costs, but with
the penalty of reduced long-term benefits.

In the case of rivers with a pronounced natural levee, the
difference between a 1 per cent probability flood and a
flow just slightly higher may be the difference between no
flooding of land away from the river, and a catastrophe. In
some instances, therefore, a probability of less than 1 per
cent may warrant adoption for planning purposes.

In regard to urban development, it is considered reasona·
ble on the basis of present community standards for a per·
son living on the edge of a flood plain to accept a 1 per cent
risk in anyone year of being inconvenienced or suffering
some damage from flooding (obviously, properties located
within the flood plain closer to the river have higher at
tendant risks). It is important to emphasise, however,that
the chance of experiencing a 1 per cent probability flood
(100 year flood) within a given period of consecutive years
increases as the period increases. The following table shows
the relevant figures. It might reasonably be said therefore
that for a person living within the influence of a 1 per cent
probability flood, there is an even money chance that such
a flood or greater will be experienced within that person's
lifetime.

Table 1. Magnitude of flood and chance of occurrence

Period

1 Year
2 Years
5 Years

10 Years
20 Years
50 Years
75 Years

100 Years

Approx. Chance of 100 Year Flood
Occurring or being Exceeded in

Period

1 in 100
1 in 50
1 in 20
1 in 10
1 in 5
2 in 5
1 in 2
2 in 3

b) Preparation offlood inundation maps

Essential to the formulation and implementation of
appropriate strategies, in particular land use planning and
regulation, is the development of flood inundation maps at
appropriate scale indicating the extent, intensity and
frequency of flooding.

Flood maps are an essential tool of effective flood plain
management. It is necessary to know the limits of flood !

prone areas for planning and emergency warning purposes. '
Flood map information can be used to acquaint the public
with the level offlood risk and can also be used by insurance
companies to help determine flood insurance premiums.
But first and foremost, flood maps enable the delineation '
of areas when land use and development planning controls
are required. It is important to realise that flood maps are
not an end in themselves. They are a tool in the flood plain
management process and a means to an end. The fundamen·
tal object of flood plain management is to reduce to accep
table levels the risk to life and property caused by flooding.
The ultimate object of management is not to defme this
risk, but to limit the potential hazard and damage arising
from the risk.

Most areas which have a flood problem are well kno"n,
but the extent and severity of the problems may not ~~ :
known, particularly if a major flood event has not occurreJ :
in recent history. Flood plain mapping is the technique I

usually used to quantify the problem. !

In determining the priority for mapping, consideratic" ,
is given to:

the observed severity of the flood problem;

• the pressures for development of flood prone land;
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• the needs of planning authorities.

Mapping in urban areas generally involves two stages.
The first stage is inundation mapping, which identifies the
areas which would be inundated by floods having return
periods of 1 in 20, 1 in 50 and 1 in 100 years. The biggest
flood on record may also be shown, where it exceeds the 1
in 100. The second stage involves careful modelling of the
flood plain in order to closely delineate floodways and
areas where special controls should be imposed on buildings
and development.

In rural areas, mapping is done to a large scale and shows
the extent of major flooding, usually by drawing an en
velope around the inundation patterns of historical floods.
These maps serve to provide a general impression of the
extent of the flood problem and its effects on transporta
tion routes.

An alternative to the delineation of actual flood bound
aries is the proclamation of an area on a map, which includes
the area inundated by the designated flood. An area pro
claimed in this way is usually protected by legislation. Far
reaching powers are conferred on the flood plain manage
ment authority in controlling development and imposing
land use controls. If there are no appeal rights, it is an
effective way of preventing development in important
sections of flood plains. This approach has not been applied
widely for obvious reasons.

Acceptance of the accuracy of defined flood prone areas
is directly related to the community's experience and
perception of flooding. Areas of inundation based on an
assessment of a potential flood is likely to be challenged by
a community lacking recent flood experience, especially if
property values are adversely affected by publication of the
flood plain map.

The techniques used for the preparation of flood inunda
tion maps is presented in Appendix A.

c) Categories offlood prone lands

A general characteristic of flood plains is that all areas
are not exposed to the same degree of risk in terms of flood
depth or high velocity floodwater. As one moves across the
flood plain from the river channel towards higher land the
average frequency of inundation and the risk of damage in a
given year both diminish. In recognition of this fact, many
flood plain management authorities employ definitions or
special zonings to partition the flood plain into high and
low risk areas.

Most authorities hold the view that urban development
is generally undesirable on any flood prone land if there are
alternative flood free sites available. Their policy is to pro- .
mote the long-term removal of urban development from
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flood prone areas (where practicable and appropriate) and
to clear the floodway of unnecessary obstructions to the
free flow of floodwater.

Flood prone areas are defined as the areas covered by
the designated flood. A floodway is nothing more than a
waterway of defined limits consisting of the stream channel
and the necessary portion of the adjoining flood plain, if
any, that is reqUired to reasonably provide for the passage
of the designated flood. Where levees have been constructed
on the flood plain, it is the area between such levees.

Delineation of the floodway can be established either on
the basis of flood frequency or encroachment limits. Some
authorities arbitrarily define floodways as the area covered
by a specific probability flood (say 5 per cent flood). This
is usually done as an interim measure until the location and
extent of the floodway is determined on a known hydraulic
basis using numerical or physical modelling procedures.

Other authorities have defined floodways as those areas
on either side of a river into which encroachment cannot be
permitted if it causes an afflux in the designated flood
which would exceed some specified amount, commonly
adopted as 300 mm.

The concept of a floodway as a main flow path for over
bank flooding is well understood in the community. An
essential feature of the floodway is that it is subject to
inundation by floodwaters having a considerable velocity.
Backwater areas, although subject to frequent inundation,
are generally excluded from the floodway provided that the
depth of inundation is not excessive.

In the absence of hydraulic analyses, some authorities
have tended to define floodwayson the basisoffloodhazard.
This approach identifies different flood velocities, flood
depths and combinations of these, which constitute a risk
to personal safety. An example of this type of gUideline is
shown in Figure 1.

The concept of defining floodways on this basis of risk
to personal safety is to set a maximum limit on the product
of velocity and depth.

However, flood hazard criteria promotes the idea that all
that is needed to delineate the floodways are the flood
depths and velocities. This disregards the need for proper
numerical or physical modelling to accurately define the
hydraulic floodway limits. In the absence of modelling, it is
unlikely that spot velocities could be determined to the
required accuracy.

The area between the floodway and the outer limits of
flood prone land is known as a flood fringe area. In this
area continued occupation and some new development may
be acceptable dependent upon circumstances, and subject
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Development

the basis of flood hazard. This approach identifies different

flood velocities, flood depths and combinations of these,

which constitute a risk to personal safety. An example of

this type of guideline is shown in Figure 1.
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to the application of appropriate controls, such as flood
proofing.

It should be noted that under the definition of flood
prone land the flood free zone is not immune from flood·
ing. Floods larger than the designated flood can occur. Thus
land outside the defined flood prone area will be inundated
by rare floods. However, it is generally accepted that if the
probability of occurrence of the designated flood is realistic
then for practical purposes, this zone can be considered
flood free.

d) Economic aspects

Flood plain management involves the use and manage·
ment of land resources under conditions of risk. Perhaps
the most important and yet vexing issue that a flood plain
management programme has to resolve concerns the role
that the land should play in the economy of the area. By
and large, the land in the flood plain is economically valu
able for agriculture, recreation, industry, housing, or other
uses. Where the land use is compatible with existing flood
ing conditions and environmental values, there is no special
problem; however, this is often not the case. More typically,
flood plain management must deal with a conflict of values.
Land use is a function of the social, political, economic and
environmental forces in the area, and there is a need to ana·
lyse the interaction of these forces on present or proposed
land use.

Historically, in communities located along a stream, the
flood prone areas as a general rule were developed fIrst for
their economic desirability: rivers offered transportation
convenience, flat lands were more readily available, and
water was easily come by for domestic and industrial use
and to carry away waste.

As communities grew, they tended to remain centred
around the initial development. As a consequence, the
flood plain land often continued to serve as the economic
centre of the community. Even where earlier economic de
velopment in the flood plain has deteriorated, the land is
still valuable to the community and in recent years many
areas of this kind have been reclaimed and redeveloped.

Thus, one of the first issues that arises in areas identified
as flood prone is the need to evaluate the affected land in
terms of the economic health of the community, both cur·
rently and for the future. One of the first steps in the deve
lopment of a flood plain management plan is to evaluate
the impact of flooding on existing economic activity, and
then to develop a preliminary set of values to estimate the
costs and benefits of measures that may be necessary to
manage the flood prone lands. Further, an attempt should
be made to evaluate alternative economic uses of the flood
plain that may be compatible with the anticipated flooding
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threat and the environmental values of the flood plain. In
many cases it will be necessary also to evaluate the impact
on alternative sites of activities displaced from the flood
plain. An adequate analysis of these issues is necessary to
develop the objectives of the plan, which must in turn be
related to the community's overall planning and develop
ment goals.

In some cases rezoning and relocation of highly flood
prone communities may be a more appropriate solution
than structural works. While it is recognised that some dis
benefits may be experienced in the short·term, the long
term prospect of restricting development in such areas could
be beneficial in alleviating fmancialloss. It is often the poor
and underprivileged who are forced to live in flood affected
properties. Discouragement of further development and
adoption of relocation schemes, provided that suitable
alternative accommodation is available, will lead to better
liVing conditions and less disruption and expense when
floods occur.

However, relocation should only occur as a strategy of a
formally drawn and adopted flood plain management plan,
and be identified and developed early in the design phase
with public participation. It may be categorised as either

imperative or desirable, that is:

• imperative relocation dictated by technical requirements
of the flood plain management plan, such as obstruction
to flood flows or threat to the life of the occupier or
rescuer. In such cases adequate statutory controls are
required to enable the relocation; and

• desirable relocation where identified in a flood plain
management plan as perceived to be in the long-term
general interest of the landholder and the overall plan,
but not essential to its performance. In such cases, the
relocation should proceed voluntarily by the mutual co
operation and authorityof the landholder.

Different considerations apply to these categories of re
location both in relation to implementation, timing, the
principles of compensation and choice of relocation.

There is a consensus of opinion that the costs of reloca
tion should be a charge against the implementation of the
plan in the same way as the capital costs of capital works.

Designating an area as flood prone invariably results in
an immediate lowering of property values in real terms.
However, the value of the property will increase in time,
towards comparable values of adjacent flood free proper
ties, if flooding is not experienced in the meantime. The
occurrence of an actual flood will have a dramatic effect on
redUcing property values.
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Other economic problems associated with flood prone
areas relate to the attitudes of lending institutions and
insurance companies. The ability of flood prone residents
to attract loans or insurance is greatly diminished following
the declaration that an area is flood liable.

e) Social aspects

As with the economic aspects, social well-being effects
will to some extent be dependent upon the flood mitigation
alternatives proposed and their detailed identification
becomes part of the formulation of the overall flood plain
management plan. Most of the non-structural flood mitiga
tion measures have specific social objectives, especially
zoning and relocation. Some of the social consequences of
flooding which the selected flood mitigation measures should
attempt to overcome include the following:

• Safety aspects. Each flood mitigation measure will inevi
tably seek to reduce the flood hazards of death, injury
and sickness.

• Public health aspects. Potential improvements in public
health due to the reduction of likelihood of breakdown
of water treatment plants or sewage disposal systems will
be included in this category, together with such aspects
as the potential disease hazards following prolonged
urban flooding, heavy stock losses or the housing of
evacuees in cramped unsanitary quarters.

• Emergency preparedness. Beneficial effects relate to the
provision of emergency food and water supplies, emer
gency medical services, maintenance of critical power
supplies, improved emergency transportation, etc.

Other factors to be considered under social well-being
include the provision of evacuation accommodation, the
problems of specially disadvantaged social groups, and a va
riety of other problems relating to the discomforts, incon
venience, fmancial hardships and general trauma of flooding.

Economic activity in the flood plain may be compatible
with the flood threat and yet pose a problem of loss of live
lihood if flooding occurs. For example, flood plains are
ideally suited for irrigated crops, such as rice, because of
their soils, suitable topography and proximity to a water
supply. However, the potential yield of rice crops can be
greatly reduced, not only by physical damage of high velo
city floodwater but also by inundation of silt laden water.
This could result in loss of income and employment during
and after flooding, without doing serious damage to the irri·
gation infrastructure or the long-term economic viability of
the enterprise.

The effect on employment is one of the most important
of the social impacts of flood plain use. There are two major
concerns here. First, if comparable alternative sites are not

readily available in or near the community, restriction of
economic expansion in the flood plain will mean jobs fore
gone or loss of existing jobs. Secondly, when economic ac
tivity in the flood plain is damaged or destroyed by a flood,
jobs are lost if the activity is not replaced, or unemploy
ment is extended until the activity goes back into operation.

Actions taken to reduce or eliminate damage in the flood
plain may not be limited in their effects to the community
taking actions of this kind. There may be important em
ployment effects outside the flood plain and even outside
the community.

Studies of the removal of residents from flood prone
land indicate that in many cases the primary objective of
the relocation exercise was to minimise the acquisition
costs. Accommodation situated on flood prone land is often
of poorer quality and occupied by people on low incomes.
These groups often develop strong local patterns of activity
and interaction and experience a feeling attachment to their
area. These groups are also most vulnerable to disruption of
their community - both emotionally and financially.

Unless relocation exercises are handled in an enlightened
manner which involves community participation and ade
quate compensation provisions, the exercise will produce
substantial negative effects.

f) Environmental considerations

Flood plain developments, in their many forms, have
caused, and will continue to cause, impacts on the environ
ment. These impacts can alter various components of the
flood plain environment in both the short and long-tenn
which may prove to be beneficial in some cases and adverse
in others.

The existing environment will be modified by normal
wear and tear, and have superimposed upon it the effects of
development which are allowed to occur. If flood plains are
not to be degraded unnecessarily, it is important for future
development to be managed through environmental plan
ning and control.

For this purpose an inventory of the community's prin
cipal environmental values should be developed. The inven
tory should include wetlands, open space, recreation, fish
and wildlife habitat, parks, natural and scenic beauty, water
quality, and historic places, among other values. A general
assessment should be made of probable impact of land use
changes on existing environmental values in terms of en
hancement or deterioration. Such an assessment may be
necessary both for the flood plain and for alternative sites
that may be affected by activities displaced from the flood
plain.

Wetlands in particular should be given close attention in
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as much as they may be a part of the same area as the flood
plain, or adjacent to it, and may be subject to special restric
tions by Government agencies.

Apart from the potential impact of flood plain manage
ment activities on the biological communities, including
wildlife and vegetation, other factors, such as soil erosion
are of important environmental concern.

Environmental values are integral to flood plain manage·
ment and must be examined early in the process. Early
attention to environmental evaluation will also have proce·
dural advantages. First, preliminary analysis and evaluation
can provide a beginning step in the development of envi·
ronmental impact studies. These studies involve a survey of
the environment of the area to determine the capacity for
change or the need for conservation.

Secondly, it is of particular value to have a preliminary
understanding of the environmental concerns early in the
development of a flood plain management plan; when such
concerns are raised after the plan has been developed, they
are most likely to be approached from an adversary posi·
tion.

Environmental concerns may include some, or all of the
following:

a reduction in the incidence, extent and severity of
flooding;

• a reduction in the extent of soil erosion on agricultural
lands of the flood plain;

• a reduction in the extent of river bank erosion;

• a reduction in the rates of stream sedimentation;

• the management of water quality standards;

• the management of suitable habitat for water bird and
fish populations.

It must be emphasised that environmental management,
rather than environmental protection is the desirable objec.
tive. In other words, the flood plain should be considered as
a valuable resource and that it should not be sterilised from
development unnecessarily. This requires that specific envi
ronmental management and enhancement goals be decided
upon from the outset; it will not be sufficient to undertake
piecemeal environmental impact assessments for individual
flood mitigation measures if comprehensive flood plain
management is to be achieved.

S. Measures to mitigate potential flood damage

Floods are natural phenomena, and human communities
must accept their inevitability. However, there are measures
which can be used to mitigate flooding or its effects and
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Because this strategy involves works of protection against floods
it is considered as a structural measure

Figure 2. Available measures to mitigate flooding and its
effects

thereby reduce the loss of life and damage to property.
Figure 2 illustrates most of the means available to mitigate
flooding and/or its effects, together with their inter·relation
ships.

Water Control Measures:

By these measures flood waters are either controlled or
flood water resistant materials and products are used to
minimise or reduce damage to facilities.

Land Use Control Measures:

The development of land liable to flooding is restricted
by either direct regulation or by indirect inducements to
develop elsewhere. This may include removal of existing
development.

Financial Measures:

These measures may involve a redistribution of the costs
of flood damage from those directly affected to other sec
tors of the commumity. Grants and loans to flood damage
victims are an obvious example of community aid. In addi·
tion, affected landholders may spread their losses over a
period of time by insurance if such is available to them.

Flood mitigation is man's attempt to lessen the impact

/
{

\
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of flooding on the social and economic conditions he has
created by his habitation of the catchment, and particu
larly his use of the flood plains. The term "mitigation"
is used to describe both structural flood measures, such
as channel modifications, flood storages and levee banks,
which are designed to reduce the incidence or extent of
flooding, and non-structural measures, such as flood insu
rance, zoning restrictions and flood warning schemes, or
combinations of these measures.

It should be emphasised that important benefits can be
achieved on flood plains by constructing works for a lesser,
or "nuisance", flood where the resources or engineering
practicability would not have permitted the mitigation of a
larger flood.

Also, significant flood mitigation works to allow the ex
tension of an existing developed area may prove less costly
to the community than would servicing future developments
some distance away in a flood free area.

a) Structural measures

The conventional engineering approach for mitigating
floods adopts one or more of the following methods:
• storing water in reservoirs for release at controlled rates

during the passage of a flood or after the threat of flood
ing has passed;

• improving flow conditions by channel improvements so
flood stages can be reduced;

• reducing the rate of runoff from lands by catchment
treatment;

• confining the river to a definite course by building levees.

It is emphasised that some structural measures may
reduce the value of natural flood plain storage in modifying
the peak flow rate. Any loss of flow unless compensated for
by other measures, such as the provision of artificial storage.
Where streams of steep gradient generally there will be re
latively little natural storage. Each catchment requires indi
vidual consideration, and development of a plan of manage
ment.

Structural works include:

Flood Mitigation Storages

In appropriate cirecumstances storages can be constructed
to control major flood flows arising from existing catchment
conditions, or to offset the impact of proposed land use
changes or for a combination of both purposes. These stor
ages must be located upstream of the area which they are
intended to protect. However, these storages only provide a
limited degree of protection which is restricted to the area
immediately downstream of the storage.

Channel Modij"ications

Most natural watercourses have a river channel of limited
capacity, which may even be exceeded annually, with excess
flood waters being carried along a flood plain. Hydraulic
improvements to the watercourse or to the flood plain, and/
or flood channels within the flood plain, may enable flood
waters to be passed at a lower level than would occur natu
rally. Such works in urban areas may also enable optimisa
tion of land use through improved residual drainage.

In general channel modification measures are usually
more appropriate to the smaller streams but may also re
sult in minor improvements in the passage of flood flows
in major watercourses. They may also have value in enable
ing better agricultural use to be made of the flood plain,
but care must be exercised in their execution in respect to
environmental effects and in disturbance of river beds or
banks.

Levees and Floodwalls

Levees act as barriers between a stream and the area to
be protected by confining flood water to the part of the
flood plain where its passage causes little or no damage.

Flood Proofing ofBuildings

Some of the damages from flooding may be minimised
by appropriate measures to prevent flood waters from en
tering properties. Such measures can include the provision
of shutters to secure the building against the entry of flood
waters, construction of buildings on elevated piers, construc
tion of retaining walls around individuel buildings, or the
use of flood water resistant materials.

Other than by elevating the buildings above flood level,
effective flood proofing is usually difficult to achieve and
maintain, and thus this technique is more applicable to in·
dustrial buildings than residential.

Modification ofCatchment Conditions

Within smaller catchments changes to catchment condi
tions, such as urbanisation, cause substantial changes to
runoff characteristics in respect to peak rates of flow, total
volume of runoff and water quality. Apart from the provi
sion of flood storages there is relatively little scope for
other protective measures to offset the impact of this effect,
although subdividing in a manner which maximises the
length of flow paths and minimises the loss of natural
storage can be of assistance.

In larger catchments, which will generally inculde major
sections of forested or rural land, reafforestation opera
tions, contour ploughing and channelling, together with an
increase in fertility of the soil, have the effect of reducing
runoff by increasing innItration.
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Schemes ofDrainage and Flood Protection

Particularly in the smaller catchments it is possible to de
velop schemes of drainage and flood protection which take
into account the possible future developments within the
catchment. Instances may arise where the most appropriate
solution in such cases includes the preservation of the

flood plain to the extent necessary to cope with the uncon
trolled runoff from the catchment's ultimate future develop
ment.

By-Pass Floodways

These serve two functions in flood mitigation. First,
they create large, shallow reservoirs which store a portion
of the flood water and hence decrease the flow in the main
channel below the diversion.

Secondly, they provide an additional outlet for water
from upstream, by improving flow characteristics and de
creasing water levels for some distance above the point of
diversion. Opportunities for the construction of floodways
are limited by the topography of the area and the availabi
lity of low value land which can be used for the floodway.

OffRiver Storages

These storages utilise the natural flood plain storage for
modifying the peak flow and level of minor to moderate
floods. The volume of storage can be increased artificially by
additional works.

b) Non-structural measures

Flood Forecasting and Flood Warning Systems

Effective flood forecasting can enable the community to
prepare for a possible flood, thereby minimising damage
and averting death or injury. Sufficient advance warning is
generally possible in the larger river systems, but presents
great difficulties, and may even be impossible, in smaller
catchments with very short response times, where the flood
wave may rapidly follow heavy rain.

Whilst it is difficult to be precise in forecasting the levels
which a flood will reach, it is nearly always possible in the
case of catchments with longer response times, to issue ge
neral flood warnings aimed at alerting the public to take
appropriate action.

It is more likely that combined flood warning and fore·
casting systems can be justified where urban development is
involved. The effective use of storage reservoirs and other
river regulation works in providing flood mitigation is
enhanced by the availability of accurate flood forecasting
systems.

It is also useful to define for specific regions the height
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at which flooding begins and to define the flood classes for
various areas.

The following terms are currently in use to describe
flooding:

Minor Flooding: Causes inconvenience, such as clos
ing of minor roads and submergence
of low level bridges. The lower li
mit of this class of flooding, on the
reference gauge, is the initial flood
level and the upper limit is deter
mined by local conditions.

Moderate Flooding: Low-lying areas are flooded, re
quiring removal of stock or evacua
tion of some houses. Main traffic
bridges may be covered. The range
on the reference gauge is determined
by local conditions.

Major Flooding: Extensive rural areas are flooded
with properties and towns isolated,
or appreciable urban areas are
flooded. The threshold for this class
of flooding is the upper limit of
moderate flooding. Note that in
most areas major flooding will have
occurred well before the designated
flood level is reached.

It is difficult to effectively warn people that they are in
danger from flood if they have not experienced floods in re
cent years, and particularly if they cannot directly perceive
danger signs.

To be effective, an official warning must penetrate the
predicted impact area, be clear so that it is easily understood,
be strong enough to be heard and be impressive so that
people will take notice of it. If the warning is ambiguous,
people will ignore it because they prefer to believe that they
are safe; consequently, they will delay taking protective ac
tion. Official flood warnings often give general information
about the rising height of the river, but many people have
difficulty in determining from these statements how the
flood will affect them. The effectiveness of the message will
increase if it includes details of what is likely to happen at
a specific place at a specific time.

People expect some formal community agency to issue
warnings in case of flood, but they may take more notice of
one agency than another. The Bureau of Meteorology is the
primary flood warning agency in Australia, and has encou
raged a co-ordinated approach between local authorities,
water management authorities, police and the State Emer·
gency Service. The most successful systems occur where
local disaster action groups are formed within this frame-
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work. In the absence of specific arrangements, warnings are
sometimes delayed because of uncertainty about who has the
responsibility and authority to initiate the warning. Official
warnings are usually transmitted through the mass media;
this increases their chance of reaching the predicted impact
area but, unless care is taken, they may become distorted.
There is, therefore, a need for well thought out disaster
plans and liaison and close co-operation between the various
bodies likely to be involved.

Ideally, the source issuing the warning message should
receive feedback from the impact area so that warnings can
be altered if people do not respond appropriately.

Planning Controls

The proclamation of flood prone areas is in effect a form
of planning control. Other planning controls by way of re
gional strategy plans and town plan wnings may similarly
identify and preserve flood plains. If identified early enough,
these measures can minimise public expenditures and envi
ronmental and social problems are avoided.

Building codes may be considered to be an extension of
planning control in that actions are taken to ensure that
any building in such areas meet certain standards. Building
codes in presenting appropriate general solutions must be
related to the specific characteristics of an area, and thus
require as a pre-requisite sufficient background knowledge.

Acquisition ofLands and Relocation

Acquisition of all flood plain lands, even in areas pro
posed for future urban development, is unnecessary and
economically impossible. There are extensive acceptable
uses for flood plains which can contribute significantly to
all aspects of life. There are cases where acquisition of some
lands is in the public interest, and these may be associated
with open space development for urban centres, or critical
areas of a river system for capacity, environmental or ero
sion control reasons.

Relocation of buildings and communities within the
floodplain may have long-term economic, ecological and
social advantages, but suffer disadvantages of very high
costs and local objections to disruption of communities,
loss of business, and interruption to normal social life.
However, in some areas it may be justified to have contin·
gent plans for public acquisition following ,disastrous flood
ing to ensure that unwarranted expense is not incurred in
restoring buildings.

Flood Insurance

Most insurance policies in Australia exclude loss or da
mage by the sea, tidal wave, high water, flood, erosion, or
earth movement.

National Flood Insurance Schemes are extensively used
in the D.S.A., with the aim of identifying flood hazards and
recognise the responsibility of persons located in the flood
plain accepting the costs of living in such an area. A similar
scheme has been envisaged for Australia, but not yet adopted.
Success of such a scheme would rely on the appropriate
authorities identifying flood plains and the degrees of hazard

. associated with their occupation, and would probably re
quire that each property owner mandatorily be insured.

In the absence of a National Flood Insurance Scheme,
there would be insufficient premium income to spread the
risk. Because the flood hazard is limited in its area of con·
centration, a single event could cause a loss of such magni·
tude that it could eliminate the premium pool and its
reserves.

It should be noted that insurance can do nothing to di·
rectly reduce the severity of the natural hazards or to reduce
the susceptibility to damage and disruption from the hazard;
it merely spreads the loss over time and area. Its major role
is in ensuring that, provided premiums are based on full
actuarial rates, the insured bears the full cost of his loca
tional decision. Thus, insurance provides an efficient and
equitable way for individuals to bear losses.

However, flooding fails to meet the criteria for insurabi·
lity in several ways, viz:

• full cost of insurance in high risk areas is beyond the ca
pacity of many homeowners to pay;

• lack of an assessment of risks on which to base pre
miums;

• lack of widespread demand, thus limited opportunity to
average costs over area or time;

• inability to control continued unwiae development in
high risk area, and

• difficulty in accumulating reserves for major catastro·
phies.

For insurance to be a practical option, the risk and hence
the premium must be small. For many existing develop·
ments in hazard prone area, mitigation or other preventative
measures will be reqUired before this condition is met. In
fact, insurance is a near-perfect strategy to cover the small
residual risk remaining after mitigation measures have been
adopted.

Irrespective of the level of protection provided in hazard
prone areas, there will always be a residual risk, for example,
flood control levees can be overtopped. While this may be
an infrequent occurrence it can have a devastating impact
on those affected.
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Public Information and Education

Flood hazard information is a pre-requisite to sound
flood plain management. The development of needed tech
nical information and public education, especially of the
officials and planners who will have the major task of inter
preting and applying it, is essential in an effective flood plain

management programme. The development of readily ac
cessible information, easily interpreted and of uniform
quality, is one of the aims of flood plain mapping. Vital in
formation includes the hydrology and hydraulics of small,
large, and very large floods on the areas subject to inunda
tion, on the flood plain's resource attributes, on the role of
the flood plain within its region, and on the potential
impact of land use decisions on flood potential. From this
information, alternative approaches can be formulated by
the responsible decision maker. Better information on pro
perty at risk and probabilities of various levels of loss can
help to translate the hazard into terms that stimulate appro
priate local action.

Flood Adaption

The term "flood adaption" relates to the need to devel
op community activities based on acceptance of the fact
that living in a major flood plain must ineVitably bring the
consequences of periodical flooding. Informing the public
of the possible extent of the flood hazard in areas where
they work or live, of heights reached in past floods, how to
organise their home, farm, shop or factory in preparedness
for floods and of procedures in flood emergencies, are mat
ters which require attention. Flood plain residents then
undertake flood protection measures on their own initiative.

Practical examples of flood adaption include the con
struction of private levees, stock refuges, and flood proofmg
of private dwellings.

6. Economic considerations

a) Flood damage assessment

A pre-requisite to the development of strategies for flood
plain management is detailed data on the actual or poten
tial losses due to flooding. That is, an assessment of the
impact of flooding on life, property and community services.

Types ofDamages

In general, total flood damages are usually referred to as
tangible and intangible costs of flooding. It is then custom·
ary to further divide tangible into direct and indirect cate
gories. The former results from the contact of flood waters
with properties and contents; the latter refers to the cost of
disruption to factories, and loss of revenue and wages that
occurs during the post-flood phase. Direct damages include
structural damage to buildings including repairs, painting,
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etc., damage to contents and cleanup costs. Intangible costs
include such losses as ill-health, both physical and psycholo
gical and inconvenience, etc.

Damage estimates based on surveys of costs, arising from
actual flood events are called actual flood damages. Estima
tes of damage based on an assessment of what would occur
in the event of a certain flood are known as potential dam
ages. Usually this is assessed via a stage/damage curve which
shows the value of damage against the flood stage. It should
be noted that potential damage estimates tend to be a max
imum estimate, because in reality, individuals and commu
nities undertake a variety of actions to reduce damage.

Of particular value to flood plain managers is potential
average annual losses. This is obtained by combining the
stage/damage data with the flood probability/stage data.

The categories of flood damage are described in detail
in the following sections.

Direct Damage

This covers all damages which result from physical con·
tact of goods, property and/or structures with floodwater,
including damage from sediment, debris or other floating
objects.

Direct urban damages are those occurring to structures,
contents and other appurtenances of buildings (residences,
commercial and industrial enterprises having household
durables, food and other peri~hable commodities, fittings,
plant (including vehicles) and equipment as well as public
buildings and public utilities.

Direct rural damage includes:

• losses of agricultural production, including the loss of
livestock, cost of fodder reqUired to maintain livestock
production, the cost of replanting pasture destroyed and
the loss of cash crops, extensive weed control following
the spread of floodwaters over normally weed-free land,
rectifying scour or siltation, supplemental feed for stock,
resowing improved pastures;

• losses to capital equipment including fences, plant and
equipment, levees, roadways and buildings.

Indirect Damage

This covers all damages which result indirectly from the
flood and may occur either during the flood or in the weeks
or months following.

Indirect urban damage includes loss of sales and produc
tion for flood-affected, commercial and industrial enterpris
es; lost wages; disrupted transport and communications
systems; the costs of removing goods and services from
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flooded areas and returning them after the flood; monetary
expenditure for cleaning up; constructing or establishing
temporary facilities for families made homeless by the
flood; and erecting temporary levees.

Indirect rural damage includes the costs of disrupted
transport and communication system and moving plant,
equipment and stock onto higher ground.

Intangible Damages

Intangible damages cover those which might be classed
more as social than economic and which can be evaluated in
financial terms only with some difficulty. The main intan
gible effects from floods are:

• disruption to personal activities

cleaning up (where there are no cash transactions)

disruption to personal travel

disruption to communication

• loss of health

physical sickness

psychological sickness

• risk to life

b) Economic evaluation off/ood mitigation projects

There are two basic questions facing flood plain mana
gers; what level of protection is appropriate and what is the
optimal combination of measures. While in response to
flood problems humanitarian and social issues are para
mount, the reality is that the allocation of scarce public
resources to provide flood protection is an economic issue.

Level ofProtection

While it is not feasible to prohibit development from all
land liable to flooding, it is also not possible to protect indi
viduals and communities against the most extreme flood
events. However, there is a duty on the part of the flood
plain managers not to err on the side of excessive conserva
tism in land use planning which restricts development.

Ideally, the choice of a specific level of acceptable risk
should reflect the interests and values of the total commu
nity. These aspects would include desirable standards of
health, safety and covenience as well as attitudes to the use
of land resources and economic issues.

Treated purely as an economic and financial problem
there are several alternative approaches to the setting of the
level of protection.

Benefit/Cost Approach

In this approach, the level of protection for each project
would be determined by a benefit/cost appraisal. Wide
spread misuse of this technique has been identified, particu
larly the tendency to select a discount rate to yield the
desired benefit/cost ratio. Similarly, difficulties exist with
the quantification of certain types of benefits. With flood
plain management projects these short-comings are more
pronounced because of the difficulties in adequately quan
tifying risks and benefits which affect different groups of
the population in different ways and include such intangi
bles as ill-health, both physical and psychological.

In theory, such an approach, whilst determining the
most economic level of protection for each project, would
result in quite different levels of protection being provided
for projects in different regions and, in fact, for different
parts of the same river valley. Such an approach poses dif
ficulties in urban areas but does have an application in rural
areas.

Traditionally, benefit/cost analysis has been used to
determine whether or not the potential benefits of a given
measure are likely to exceed its costs.

In theory, this allows not only competition between
other flood plain management projects but also with other
calls on public funds and should not only limit support to
the more worthwhile projects but should also determine for
each project the most appropriate level of protection.

Mitigating against this approach is the set of problems
outlined earlier which hamper benefit/cost appraisals. Also,
because all projects are not completed at the same time,
strict comparison is not possible. In effect, the decision will
be made on the basis of whether the benefit/cost ratio ex
ceeds an accepted figure - usually unity.

If a designated flood is universally accepted, then benefit/
cost analysis only has value in ranking competing projects.
Given that other non-economic considerations can be more
important there seems little value in undertaking
benefit/cost analyses.

Fixed-Cost Approach

In this approach the maximum amount of capital that
governments are prepared to allocate to a given purpose is
specified. This effectively sets the standard that can be
adopted.

This requires a detailed survey of the entire flooding
problem and full cost of various solutions to be completed
before any projects can be started. In a programme potenti
ally involving many thousands of projects, such an approach
is not practical.
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Equal Flood Risks

The selection of an arbitrary level of protection, usually
the 1 per cent flood level, is often thought to confer equal
benefits to all inhabitants in flood liable areas. This is not
so! Irrespective of the level of adjustment adopted, there is
a residual risk larger floods can occur and cause losses. For
example, flood control levees can be overtopped. .

When levees are constructed development inside the levee
is more intensive and furnishings, carpet, etc. are more
lavish. The potential for damage when the levee is overtopp
ed can be far higher than for a comparable flood without a
levee. However, savings are made for smaller more frequent
flood events.

The extent of damge depends, to a large extent, on the
increase in flood height for rarer events. This stage/Frequ
ency relationship is dependent on such factors as bed slope,
river cross section and differences in flows. Thus the stage/
frequency relationships can vary not only between streams
but also between reaches of a stream. Wide variation in
stage/frequency result in substantial differences in damage
potential. For example, the height of the maximum proba
ble flood in some narrow valleys may be some metres higher
than the 100 year flood whereas for streams in very wide
valleys the difference may be only a few centimetres.

This phenomenon has led to the concept of a Variable
Flood Hazard, or perhaps more appropriately called Equal
Residual Risk. This concept is based on providing each area
(or individual) with a level of adjustment such that the resi
dual risk is equal. With the use of insurance to cover residual
risk this means that each inhabitant would have a similar
insurance rate.

The political and social problems inherent in such an
approach would prevent its adoption.

Cost-Effectiveness Approach

This approach specifies a goal and then examines the
most cost-effective way ofattaining that goal. If a designated
flood is adopted, then investigations should seek to find the
most cost-effective methods to proVide protection against
that flood.

Multi-Objective Planning Approach (MOP)

In an effort to overcome the deficiencies of the strict
benefit/cost analyses, this approach requires consideration
of social and environmental objectives. The MOP technique
purports to allow non-quantifiable factors to be weighted in
the analysis. Although the method allows for evaluation of
indirect and intangible damages, there still remains subjec
tive decisions to be made in quantifying the intangible ob
jectives.
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Non-Economic Assessment

If the decision-maker is convinced that a flood plain
management project is required, it may be simply formulated
according to technical constraints (such as level of protec
tion, velocity depth, etc.), social constraints, (e.g. aesthetics,
zoning, etc.) and environmental constraints (e.g. threat to
wetlands, groundwater recharge etc.).

c) Disaster relief

Most countries provide some form of post-impact
relief follOWing the occurrence of all forms of natural disas
ter. These disasters include serious floods, cyclones, bush
fires and earthquakes.

In the United States, numerous Federal, state, local
and private organisations participate in flood disaster relief
programmes. These aid programmes cover emergency assis
tance and recovery assistance.

Emergency assistance embraces two functions. plan
ning and developing the system for the emergency, and put
ting the plans into action when the flood comes. It includes
grants to develop flood warning systems, evacuation plans
and training programmes for emergency services. It also pro
vides assistance for flood fighting and assistance for the
victims of the disaster.

Assistance is also available for recovery from a disastrous
flood. Recovery falls into categories: short-term recovery
and long-term recovery. Short-term assistance recovery pro
grammes cover emergency shelter, food, medical care, unem
ployment benefits, and restoration of essential services, such
as communications, hospitals, water supply, electricity and
transportation.

Long-term recovery consists primarily of assistance in
the form of low interest loans to businesses and individuals,
assistance for the reconstruction and rehabilitation of public
facilties, relocation of assistance for flood victims and some
form of tax relief.

In Australia, Federal Government assistance for
natural disaster relief is provided under the natural disaster
relief arrangements. These long standing arrangements pro
vide for financial assistance to help the states meet the
unpredictable and sometimes large costs of providing natu
ral disaster relief. The arrangements recognise the State's
primary responsibility for the administration, provision and
funding of relief measures, in line with their constitutional
responsibilities in this area.

The Federal Government's role is confmed to providing
financial support when a state's expenditure on approved
relief measures in a financial year goes beyond its fmancial
capacity. Natural disasters covered by the arrangements
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are of a weather-related kind - cyclones, floods, storms,
bushfires and droughts.

The standard items covered under the arrangements for
flood disasters are:

• grants for relief of personal hardship and distress;

• grants for restoration of public assets and emergency
protection and repair works by state, local and semi
governmental authorities;

• concessionalloans to small businesses;

• concessional loans to charity organisations, sporting
associations and other voluntary non-profit organisa
tions;

concessional loans to primary producers for carry
on, restocking and restoration purposes;

• freight subsidies for primary producers;

• assistance to state, local and semi-government autho
rities for disposal of helpless and unsaleable stock.

The Federal Government also provides matching funds
for the cost of assistance provided by the states on approved
measures for the immediate relief of personal hardship and
distress. Approved measures for the relief of personal
hardship and distress comprise, the provision of emergency
food, clothing and accommodation, essential repairs to
houses to make them habitable and secure, and the repair
and replacement of essential items of furniture and personal
effects. These measures are restricted to people in needy
circumstances as a result of a disaster. In practice, the cost
of assistance provided for the immediate relief of personal
hardship and distress is minor compared with assistance
provided under the other part of the arrangements.

In addition to government assistance.there are a number
of voluntary organisations who contribute to the disaster
relief operation. The principal organisations involved are
the Red Cross and charitable bodies. Their function usually
relates to the disbursement of money in various ways to aid
flood stricken communities.

In big disasters public subscription funds are likely to be
established. Such funds often raise large sums of money for
distribution to the disaster victims. Disaster relief payments
and emergency assistance should have broader objectives
than merely the relief of personal hardship. Unless a com
ponent of risk reduction is also built into the measures they
will tend to encourage persistent occupation of flood plains
and reluctance of the inhabitants to accept more rational
adjustments. In this regard, the Canadian Government,
under its National Flood Damage Reduction Programme,
will not provide disaster assistance to anything constructed

in flood liable areas after it has been formally designated.
The programme was initiated in 1975 and since then over
150 communities throughout Canada have been designated.

d) Acquisition

For some areas where high velocity flows can occur
during flooding there may be no alternative but to acquire
properties to allow the flood plain to be cleared. To achieve
proper flood plain management, it has been necessary in
some cases to rezone an area of development and imple
ment a voluntary acquisition scheme. While this is prefera
ble to compulsory acquisition this approach still poses
substantial social and financial problems for both the resi
dents and the authorities.

Most countries which have adopted flood plain manage
ment policies employ property acquisition as a flood
mitigation strategy to some extent. Although acquisition
followed by building demolition is a very positive and
certain means of flood plain management, these program
mes are expensive and would take a long period of time to
implement. It is unlikely that any community can bear the
cost of large·scale acquisition programmes, although it is
not uncommon to hear it suggested as a feasible strategy.
Only a few isolated cases of permanent evacuation of small
communities have occurred in the United States.

Apart from a few cases of community relocation which
occurred last century, Australian authorities practice pro
perty acquisition on a very limited scale. Nevertheless, most
Australian flood authorities have adopted it as part of their
overall flood plain management policy. For practical
reasons, the acquisition of property is restricted to the
floodway zone.

One effective measure in guiding development away
from flood hazard areas of the flood plain, is to impose
mandatory controls on government or semi-government
funded flood developments even though the authority may
have ownership of flood prone land. Many governments
have adopted this approach in order to be seen as giving
a lead in the application of their flood prone land policy.
Local government is also encouraged to exchange suitable
flood free sites for flood prone land as an inducement to
attract existing and proposed developments away from
floodways.

e) Compensation

It is recognised that land use and development regula
tions are the key element in the successful management and
control of future flood hazard and damage problems. In
essence, existing problems have resulted from the establish
ment of inappropriate activities at unsuitable locations on
the flood plain. The most direct and effective way to ensure
that this process does not continue into the future is to
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impose land use and developments regulations through
town plans, local environment plans, etc.

In many areas, communities have developed over a long
period of time on land liable to flooding, with little regard
to the likelihood and effects of such flooding. However, it
must .be appreciated that the development decisions which
permitted this situation to occur were based on different
flood criteria and lower policy standards. Higher standards
for development proposals can disadvantage owners of
flood prone land.

Landholders expect advice on flooding to be formulated

and be made readily available by governments to assist

them in their day to day activities as well as to protect

them from risk to life and property. The provision of such
information after their investment in land, building and

commercial enterprise, has often given rise to claims that

compensation should be paid, when these activities are
adversely affected by the advice.

Although the publication of information on likely flood·
ing does not cause floods, the question of compensation for

the owners of flood prone property is a vexed one. If flood

plain management measures were not undertaken, the

owners of flood prone property would continue to be

flooded and the community would continue to meet the

costs of flood relief, evacuation measures, etc.

The imposition of flood management measures is to the

benefit of the community, but affected property owners

will be disadvantaged by development and building rest

rictions and a perceived drop in the value of their property.

Equitably, if the community benefits and the individual is

disadvantaged, compensation should be paid. Often, the

individual finds himself unwittingly in his flood prone pre

dicament through no real fault of his own. If the land was

unsuitable for development, why did 'Government' and the

community allow development to proceed? However, if

compensation is to be mad:: available, it should be on the

basis of its use by affected property owners to further re·

duce their potential flood damage and reliance on corn·
munity subsidised relief and recovery measures. Thus, com

pensation payments should be directed towards property

acquisition or flood proofing, if this expenditure is to be
effective. According to this reasoning, property acquisition

programmes should be based on pre-flood values.

No compensation payments have been made in Australia

or overseas for the effects of flood plain management pro
grammes on property values unless it can be demonstrated
that governments have acted negligently in their dealing

with owners. This attitude is supported by the position
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which has existed for many years that the introduction of

land use zones and development controls which restrict the

development potential of land does not in itself give rise to

the payment of compensation. These restrictions relate to

the orderly and economic use and development of land,

having regard to its natural and man·made attributes and
deficiencies.

One indirect form of relief to landholders whose pro·

perties are affected by flood zoning, can be in the form of

reduced rates and land taxes. If these charges are based on

the economic value of the land, any reduction in the assess·

ed value of the land should be reflected in lower future

taxes.

f) Flood insurance

As previously mentioned, private insurance companies

do not readily provide flood cover for a number of reasons

that include an unacceptably high risk of a major payout

following widespread flooding and the relatively small

number of properties at flood risk which would contribute

to the premium pool. Because of its localised nature only
people with flood prone properties seek flood insurance. In
flood prone locations, the likelihood of flooding is not
random-it is certain-it is the degree of flooding which is
random.

The introduction of a natural disaster insurance scheme

is seen as the best way of overcoming difficulties in pro

viding insurance for all natural disasters, including flooding.

The National Flood Insurance Programme which has been

operating in the D.S.A. for about 15 years, provides subsi·

dised insurance to communities that institute minimum

land use and development controls in flood prone areas.

Subsidised insurance is only made available to existing

flood prone properties. New properties can obtain insu

rance through the scheme, but only at full actuarial rates

which reflect flood risk. The scheme has been used as a

tool to exert development controls over flood prone land.

The provision of subsidised rates to existing flood prone

properties can be viewed as a compensatory measure to
reimburse affected property owners for the more strin

gent building and development controls imposed on their

properties.

Considerable effort has been made to establish a sub
sidised National Disaster Insurance Scheme in Australia

which would include flooding. However, these efforts have

been unsuccessful. The scheme was rejected by the Federal

Government in 1979 for a number of reasons, including the

risk of large payouts by the Government which could dis-
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rupt sound budgetary planning. However, the Government

is being urged to reconsider this proposal.

g) Funding arrangements

There is a tendency for individuals and communities to
seek public funds to rescue them from the consequences of
their unwise decisions. Because governments exercise a re
gulatory role, to a greater or lesser extent, over the mana
gement of flood prone lands it is traditional that they pro
vide funds for minimising losses and disruption caused by
floods.

In countries, which have adopted flood plain manage
ment policies, such as the United States, Canada and
Australia, the three tiers of Government-Federal, State and
Local - all contribute to current flood plain management
measu~es. However, the United States financial assistance
programme is largely financed directly as grants by the
Federal Government. The pattern of available assistance
varies from state to state. A few states have developed
very active flood plain management programmes, while
others have virtually ignored the problem.

Under the Australian constitution, except for meteor
logy, the responsibility for water resources and activities
involved in flood plain management lies with the states.
However, provision does exist under Section 96 of the Con
stitution for the Federal Government to grant fmancial as
sistance to any state on such terms and conditions it thinks
fit.

In the past the Federal Government has prOVided finan
cial assistance to the states for flood mitigation. Increasing
ly involved in disaster relief, particularly for losses due to
floods, the Federal Government saw merit in providing
financial assistance to the states for flood mitigation works
to lessen its contingent liability. These programmes con
centrated on structural works.

In 1974, the scope of Federal Government involvement
in flood mitigation was expanded. Financial assistance was
provided to additional states undertaking flood mitigation
programmes. However, there were several other more im
portant changes. First, the activities eligible for assistance
were changed to include acquisition of properties to allow
clearance of flood plains. Secondly, the Federal Government
required the adoption of land use planning controls and
building regulations to prevent the future growth of risk in
areas liable to flooding. Thirdly, and perhaps most import
antly, the Federal Government took an active role in the
projects and required the preparation of a comprehensive
flood plain management plan for each catchment. Most of
the grants are provided on the basis of a 40:40:20: split be
tween Federal, state and local governments. However, no
Federal Government contributions are made towards the
maintenance of works.

Although most flood plain activities are carried out with
the support of Federal Government funds, the individual
state governments also provide funds directly to local
government. The funding formulae adopted relate to the
nature of the project, the financial circumstances of the
Council and whether it relates to an urban or rural area.
The majority of flood plain management activities are
currently being carried out with Federal Government assis
tance.

7. Legal aspects

Any flood plain management programme must be carri
ed out within the framework of existing or new laws.
Because the non-structural flood plain management measur
es involve regulatory controls on land use, they must con
sider the legal requirements relating to land zoning, build
ing regulations, health standards, environmental issues, etc.
The legal issues involved in flood plain management will
vary from country to country depending on its constitution
and governmental framework. However, most countries
have some statutes governing aspects of community plan
ning and development, such as zoning, subdivision controls,
environmental issues etc., which pertain to flood plain
management.

The main issues to be covered by legal powers to under
taking a flood plain management programme, include:

definition of flood prone land and floodways;

implementation of flood mitigation works and
other measures;

control of the future use of land and development
within these areas, with special provisions where
they are already substantially developed;

liability of local government and others where
approvals are given or other actions are taken.

The common law (that is, law developed through court
decisions as contrasted with legislative enactments) of some
western countries includes rules governing the legal liability
for flood plain management decisions. All public authorities
throughout Australia have common law obligations under
"The Duty of Care" principle. 'Duty of Care' responsibility
of public authorities is a relatively recent development in
Common Law, several precedents being established in
England during the 1970's. Under this law, consent authorit
ies may be liable in negligence for approving development
in flood prone areas. In other words, the consent authority
may be held liable for damage and personal injury caused to
or by a building erected on flood prone land or to adjacent
buildings, if the consent authority was aware the site could
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be flooded. Consent authorities cannot avoid liability by
issuing warnings to landholders and others that land is
flood prone. This law has had a major influence on the
type of legislative backing given to flood plain management
programmes in Australia over recent years.

Implementation of flood plain management programmes
by the Australian states have followed two separate legal
systems. In one system (Victorian) a formal legislative pro
cess is provided for planning, development and building
control matters within flood liable areas, which is superim
posed on normal procedures that already cover these mat
ters for all other land.

In summary, this legislative system provides for:

• State flood plain management authorities to oversight
flood plain management matters;

• flood liable areas to be proclaimed by Government de
cree, which areas are subject to a limited appeal process;

• designation of flood levels which are the best estimate of
the 1 in 100 year flood, which are subject to limited
appeal;

• designation of flood fringe areas within existing or pro

posed proclaimed flood liable areas where development
may occur without significant adverse effects on flood
flows;

• approval by local government of building applications
where floor levels are at least 300 mm above designated
flood levels, or as otherwise agreed to by the Flood
Plain Management Authority;

• non- approval of building applications where there is
likely to be danger to life, health, or safety of occupants
during floods;

• the exclusion from flood plain management controls of
certain minor classes of development having no major
consequences on flooding;

• the issue of certificates indicating flood levels and de
tails of approvals issued; and

• the protection of Authorities, Local Government and
their officers against any Common Law claims for dam

ages arising from subsequent floods.

The other system (New South Wales) considers that spe
ciallegislative controls to cover flood prone land causes un
necessary problems of inter-pretation and duplication as
there are, in effect, two planning/development/building
control systems operating within the state. It sees no
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special reasons for dealing with flooding matters differently
from other land characteristics, such as bushfire risk, sub
sidence or slip hazards, location, slopes, soils, access ser
vices and the like. Flood plain management should form an
integral part of the overall environmental planning process.

Under existing environmental and planning legislation,
Local Government Authorities are required to prepare local
environmental plans. These plans cover all environmental is
sues relating to development, including flood prone land,
with adequate information on how development might be
accommodated in accordance with the Government's policy.
These plans are reviewed and approved by the relevant en
vironment and planning authority. The legal system to em
power flood plain management authorities to formulate
programmes is already contained in existing legislation.

However, it is essential that the Government, through
its flood plain management authority, provide the basic in
formation on flooding and assume a co-ordinating role in all
flood plain management matters.

If public authorities are fettered by the possibility of
damages arising from their actions they may be reluctant to
implement flood plain management programmes or to
approve any development in flood prone areas. For this rea
son, it is considered that legislation should be enacted to
indemnify public authorities against damages for issuing
advice or granting approvals on flood plain matters.

8. Institutional arrangements

a) Responsibilities ofgovernment

The three tiers of government-Federal, State and Local
are involved with the application of flood plain managment
policies in Australia. At the Federal level, the concern is
with broader issues, such as the equitable disbursement of
funds amongst the states for the construction of mitigation
works and for flood studies. The day-to-day implementation
of flood plain management policies in the states is under·
taken by various state and local authorities. A similar di
vision of responsibilities exists between the Federal, State
and Local levels of government in the U.S.A. However, the
U.S. Federal Government has adopted a much more aggres
sive role than its Australian counterpart in attempting to
impose on state and municipal governments a nationwide
set of uniform standards for minimum zoning provisions,
development controls and building regulations.

The Constitution of the U.S.A. enables such an approach,
which is precluded in Australia by the Australian Constitu
tion.

For the purpose of describing the relationship which exists
among the tiers of government in countries which have
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adopted comprehensive flood plain management pro
grammes, the Australian situation will be described.

In Australia, the scheme of flood plain management ty
pically involves local councils, a state drainage or rural
water supply authority, such as a Water Resources Commis
sion or a Public Works Department (called the 'Flood Au
thority') and the state planning authority responsible for
'sealing' town plans and planning schemes, such as a Depart
ment of Local Government or a Planning Commission. The
Flood Authority is responsible for undertaking and super
vising flood studies, for the preparation of flood maps, and
for the delineation of Floodway and Flood Fringe Zones.
The core of government flooding experience, expertise and
technical advice resides with the Flood Authority. The local
Council is responsible for implementing flood plain manage
ment measures.

The Flood Authority also provides hydrologic and hy
draulic advice. The Plannmg Authority is responsible for en
suring that flood prone areas are appropriately zoned on
planning instruments so that effective land use development
controls can be exercised through town plans.

The common features of the flood plain management
practices of the different states are:

(i) Flood plain management responsibilities are generally
clearly divided and allocated on an integrated basis be
tween state and local authorities; and

(ii) Land use and development controls are recognised as a
major and fundamental means of preventing the growth
of the existing flood risk and damage problem.

Federal Government Responsibilities

Under the Australian Constitution, the responsibility for
water resources development and management is vested
with the states. However, under Section 96 of the Consti·
tution, the Commonwealth can grant financial assistance to
any state on terms and conditions it thinks fit. The Com
monwealth has used this provision to grant financial assis
tance to the states for flood mitigation works and for
flood studies. Most of these grants are provided on the basis
of a 40:40:20 split between Federal, state and local gov
ernments. It also assumes responsibility for flood forecasting
and warning through the Commonwealth Bureau of Meteo
rology.

Another important function of the Federal Government
is the fostering of research and the exchange of information
on flood plain management matters.

State Government Responsibilities

Flood Authority

The 'Flood Authority' in most States is either a Water
Commission or a Public Works Department. The core of
government flooding knowledge and expertise resides with
the 'Flood Authority'. Typically, these authorities are res
ponsible for the collection and collation of flood data, for
initiating and supervising flood investigations, for the pre
paration of flood maps, and for defining flood prone land,
designating floodway and flood fringe areas. In essence, the
major responsibility of a Flood Authority is the provision
of technical advice. In some cases, the Flooding Authority
is also responsible for the approval of development applica
tions in flood prone areas.

Planning Authority

The other State authority involved in flood plain man
agement procedures in Australia is a Planning Authority. In
some instances the role of the Planning Authority has been
regarded as less important, often significantly so, than the
Flood Authority. The role of planning is vital if the growth
of future flood risk and potential damage is to be con
trolled. Moreover, effective planning controls will be es
sential to regulate development and redevelopment in ex
isting flood prone areas, and to achieve the most from mi
tigation schemes.

It is generally acknowledged that flooding is part of the
land in the same context as bushfire, slip and subsidence
and as such flood plain management should form an integral
part of the environmental planning process. This view is be
coming more widely accepted by planning authorities.
However, attempts to control development on flood plains
through the planning process have not yet been entirely
successful in all cases. Further improvements to existing
planning instruments are required to Unify flood plain man
agement and the planning processes.

Local Council Responsibility

Local councils play a major role in the application of
flood plain management policies. As the role of the Flood
Authority is largely supervisory, the basic management of
the flood plain must be undertaken by the local council.
Typically, local council responsibilities include the perusal
and approval of development applications of all types, and
the implementation of building regulations to ensure that
floor levels are the reqUired height above designated flood
levels, etc. Once designated flood levels have been defined
by the Flood Authority, the flood management aspects of
the building regulations are administered by council.

The assessment of many development applications will
also be straightforward, provided an appropriately zoned
Town Plan and set of development guidelines are available.
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However, experienced hydraulic knowledge is necessary to
assess a number of the more difficult development applica
tions. In these circumstances, the local authority seeks the
advice from the Flood Authority.

b) Programme monitoring

In order to ensure that effective implementation of flood
plain management measures are achieved, it will be neces
sary to undertake periodic reviews of the programme. A very
close cO-<:lrdination between individuals, Government and
institutions is required if existing flooding problems are to
be resolved through sound management principles. It is also
necessary to take account of new planning concepts and to
resolve legal and administrative difficulties which arise in
the practical application of flood prone land policies.

Most countries which have adopted non-structural mea
sures as a basic component of flood plain management
encounter difficulties following the plan implementation
stage. Some of the issues which have arisen after the desig
nation of flood prone areas have included:

• compensation for depressed values of property in flood
designated areas;

• requests for reduced rates and land taxes of flood affect
ed properties;

• attitudes of financial and insurance institutions to flood
prone properties;

• appropriate legislation to protect flood plain manage
ment authorities against court actions for damages.

To resolve these issues committees with representation
from public authorities having an involvement in flood plain
management have been established. An important task un
dertaken by these committees has been the formulation of
flood plain management guidelines which establish the res
ponsibilities of government and authorities to enable effi
cient and uniform implementation of the programme. These
guidelines specify the manner of plan implementation, the
nature of permissible development and conditions to be ap
plied to that development.

The Committee also considers the necessary government
action required to reduce the impact of flood plain manage
ment on land rates and taxes, finance, insurance, assistance
in raising or relocating flood affected properties and pur
chase of properties in floodways.

c) Public participation

Current American water resources planning practice ac
knowledges the need to encourage public involvement in
the planning exercise. This is seen to be desirable for two
reasons. First, it can be argued that the community,
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which in the final analysis provides the funds used for pub
lic works projects, is entitled to some participation in the
decision as to how those funds should be expended on what
is alleged to be the public interest. Secondly, the complex
nature of modern water resource development projects in
evitably means that they impinge upon public interests in a
variety of ways not easily recognised by the planner. Planned
feedback from these interests can provide valuable guidance
to the planner and assist him to avoid unexpected adverse
sociological and environmental impacts.

In recent years, some American water resource develop
ment agencies have developed public involvement procedures
in the decision-making process. Notable amongst these has
been the V.S. Corps of Engineers, which has developed and
tested an innovative approach to public involvement.

This approach set out to achieve the following ends:

• allow the public to establish its own goals and priorities
early in the study;

• let the public clarify and define the problem;

permit public participation in the development and in
vestigation of alternatives;

allow open public debate of conflicting views;

• encourage two-way communication between the plan
ner and the citizenry;

• demonstrate that public comment had an effect on the
proposed action;

• above all, keep the public involved from beginning to
end.

The practice of involving public participation in the for
mulation of flood plain management plans has been generally
adopted in Australia. However, the formal standing of
Steering or Consultative Committees varies among the dif
ferent states.

In some cases, legislation empowers the flood plain
management authority to appoint a Consultative Commit
tee. The representation and functions of such Committees
takes the following form:

(i) Every Consultative Committee consists of representa
tives of the flood plain management authority or public
authorities and persons appointed as representing re
levant interests in the area;

(H) the functions of every Consultative Committee is to
advise the flood plain management authority on matters
arising in connection with the drainage, flood mitiga
tion or river management proposals in the area and to
report to the authority upon any matters relating to
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drainage, flood mitigation and river management refer
red to it by the authority.

In addition, the legislation specifically requires the au
thority to consult with other authorities responsible for soil
conservation, fisheries and wildlife in regard to any such
proposals. In practical terms,this is achieved by inviting these
agencies to be represented on the Consultative Committee.

The essential features of the Consultative Committee are
thus:

• it is appointed by the Flood Plain Management Authori
ty to give advice on specific matters;

• it provides a means for effective representation of inter
ested and responsible groups;

• it has formal recognition.

In respect to specific investigations, the Committee does
not itself undertake investigations but is the focal point for
consideration of the outcome of studies. In summary, the
basic functions of each Committee for a particular study
are:

• to expose to all interested groups the relevant issues of
the study;

• to provide an effective means for input of local know
ledge as well as the view of appropriate agencies;

• to provide a means for all interested groups to be in
formed as to the progress and results of the study;

• consider and comment to the flood plain management
authority on the conclusions and recommendations of
the study;

• make sueh other recommendations in relation to the
Study Area as the Committee considers appropriate.

Experience to date indicates that an effective process of
consultation is essential during the course of studies and
also up to the point of implementation of the preferred
strategy by the various agencies involved. The advantage of
consultation during the course of investigation is that rele
vant information on flooding characteristics is available at
the time of development of alleviation strategies.

In those States, which have not enacted legislation to
provide for consultative committees, a Steering Committee
is usually appointed to undertake the functions of the more
formal Consultative Committee. These Committees direct
the flood plain management study and comprise technical
representatives from the constructing authority, the envir
onment and planning authority and the flood plain manage-,
ment authority. Local representation on the Steering
Committee is actively encouraged. Like the Consultative

Conunittee the Steering Committee serves to ensure that a
balanced plan is developed; it also facilitates decision making
and communication between the interested authorities. The
Steering Conunittee recommends proposals to the Con
structing Authority (local government) which having
decided on a course of action, would seek any necessary
government fmancial assistance through the flood plain
management authority.

In all cases where Consultative or Steering Committees
have been formed, it has been found that clarification of
issues involved in the preparation of a flood plain manage
ment plan leads to a more ready acceptance and smoother
implementation of that plan.
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9. Case studies

1) URBAN AREA (Sydney Metropolitan Area - City
of Fairfield - Non-Tidal Creeks)

a) Nqture offlooding

The City of Fairfield is a major growth area on the
south-western edge of the Sydney Metropolitan area. It is
bounded to the north-east by Prospect Creek, to the south
west by Cabramatta Creek and to the east by Georges
River. A number of small creeks flow toward the Georges
River, joining Prospect Creek which flows into the Georges
River. Cabramatta Creek enters the Georges River separa
tely.
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The lower reaches of the creeks are affected by backwa
ter from the Georges River during major floods. In these
tidal reaches, backwater flooding produces higher flood
levels than those caused by local runoff coming down the
creeks. There is a minor area in which backwater flood
levels are increased by local runoff. Upstream of the
western railway line the creeks are non-tidal and flood
levels are unaffected by flood levels in the Georges River.

The Prospect and Cabramatta Creek catchments are
located on the Bringelly Shale formation of the Triassic
Wianamata Group sediments. The predominant soil types
in the area are red and yellow podzolic soils which have
clay-loam topsoils overlying clay subsoils. Consequently,
streams in the area are characteristically narrow and rela
tively deep with a high sinuosity. This stream morphology
in combination with the low relief facilitates extensive
flooding.

The Fairfield area was one of the earliest settled regions
on the outskirts of Sydney. The first land grants were made
in 1804. In the following years the dominant activities
were market gardening, dairying and orcharding, with
produce finding a ready market in the growing metropolis
of Sydney.

The three hirgest floods observed in the Fairfield
area occurred in the period 1860-1889; with the fifth
ranking flood occurring in 1898. At this time the catch
ment was essentially rural in character. The largest flood
this century occurred in February 1956 and is the fourth
ranking event. The peak stage of the 1956 flood in the
Georges River at the Prospect Creek junction was over 2
metres lower than the peak stage of the record 1873 flood.

Most urban development in Fairfield has taken place
since 1960. During the 1960's and early 1970's little regard
was paid to the possibility of flooding. Many areas which
were inundated during the February 1956 flood and the
comparable flood of November 1961 were subject to urban
development. Housing sites were relatively inexpensive and
were eagerly sought by the less affluent sector of the
society. Most buyers moved to the area from older estab
lished suburbs of Sydney and were unaware of the history
of flooding.

A comparison of the extent of flooding problems on
either sides of the creeks which form the municipal bounda
ries shows a stark contrast. On the Fairfield City Council
sides there are many hundreds of flood prone properties,
whereas on the opposite sides the number of affected pro
perties is much less.

On all of the non-tidal Fairfield creeks the relatively
recent historical floods of 1956 and 1961 closely approxi
mate the statistical 1 in 100 years flood.
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Current State Government policy defines as flood prone
those lands subject to inundation during the 1 in 100 years
flood. As adequate flood level information from these large
recent floods was held by Fairfield City Council, the
present flooding problems are mainly the result of Coun
cil's less stringent policy towards urban development on
land known to be flood prone.

b) Preparation o/flood inundation maps

In 1977, the New South Wales Government released
a policy on the development of flood prone lands. This
policy seeks to minimise future flood damages by restrict
ing further development on flood prone land and attempt
ing to clear the floodways of unnecessary obstructions to
the free flow of flood waters. As part of the policy the
Department of Public Works and the Water Resources
Commission commenced a flood mapping programme to
delineate the extent of flood prone land throughout the
State. The Department deals with flooding from the tidal
reaches of rivers, whilst the Commission deals with non
tidal areas.

After the release of the Government's flood policy in
1977, but prior to release of the official flood maps,
Fairfield City Council used their own large-scale map
showing the extent of inundation during the February
1956 flood.

As mentioned above, the lower reaches of Prospect and
Cabramatta Creeks are tidal with major flooding being
caused by backwater flooding from the Georges River. In
April 1978 the Department released an atlas of preliminary
flood inundation maps covering the tidal reaches of the
Georges River and the lower reaches of the tributary
creeks.

In May 1980, Fairfield City Council wrote to the Com
mission requesting that it prepare flood inundation maps
covering the non-tidal creeks within the municipality
Council emphasised the need for contour base maps suffi
ciently accurate to allow an assessment of flood depths on
individual allotments.

At a meeting in June 1980 between Council and Com
mission engineers the general outline of the Fairfield flood
mapping study was developed. To obtain contour maps of
the required accuracy it was agreed that Council and the
Commission would share the costs of preparation. Council
agreed to pay for the aerial photography and to undertake
the surveying of ground control points. For its part, the
Commission agreed to supervise the preparation and to pay
for the stereo-plotting of contours. This amounted to about
two thirds of the total mapping cost. The contour base
maps consisted of 28 1:2000 scale plans with contours at
0.5 metre intervals.
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At the same meeting the upstream mapping limits were
determined. These were located at major road crossings
close to the present limit of urban development. In accor-·
dance with current urban drainage practice, it was agreed
that further urban development would incorporate flood
retarding basins to prevent any increase in flood runoff
rates above those applicable prior to urbanisation. There
were considerable difficulties to be overcome. There
were no stream gauging stations within the study area and

initially, there were few historical flood levels. Furthermore
there had been considerable urbanisation of the catchment
since the last significant floods in 1956 and 1961. With
this in mind it was decided to estimate peak discharges of
various frequencies at various locations using a computer
based rainfall-runoff model. The adopted model explicitly
accounts for the effects of urbanisation and produces flood
hydrographs at nominated locations throughout the study
area.

In November 1982, the Commission put on public dis
play its draft Fairfield Flood Inundation Map Series.

The Commission's map series consisted of a key map and
28 larger scale flood inundation maps. It showed areas
within the City of Fairfield and adjoining areas of the
City of Liverpool and the Municipality of Holroyd which
are presently subject to inundation by floods of various
frequencies from Prospect, Orphan School and Cabramatta
Creeks, and minor tributaries of these creeks. The series
extended downstream to the mapping limits of the Depart
ment's Lower Georges River Flood Plain Atlas. It did not
deal with flooding which could occur in small watercourses
as a result of local heavy rain.

That seri~ of maps were prepared in accordance with
accepted engineering practice. The information shown was
based on a combination of hydraulic calculations, hydrolo
gic analyses and flood levels observed at various locations
in the area. The effect of retarding basins and concrete
channels constructed as of October 1982 were taken into
account.

Flood frequencies and corresponding flood levels were
derived using statistical rainfall data, a rainfall-runoff model
and a computer-based hydraulic analysis.

Although no streamgauges have been installed on the
Prospect Creek system, a large number of historical flood
levels were collected from residents of the Fairfield area.
Much of the flood information was obtained from families
who have lived in the area for several generations. This
information was used to evaluate the results of the compu·
ter modelling.

Estimated flood limits were shown on the maps for a
large flood with an average recurrence interval of 100 years,

and for a smaller flood having a recurrence interval of 20
years. The limit of the 100 years flood is not a boundary
between flood prone and flood free land. It must always
be recognised that areas outside that limit could well be
inundated by larger floods.

The Commission's flood investigation showed that, in
the non-tidal reaches, flooding results primarily from the
inadequate carrying capacity of the creek channels. Where
the creeks remain in their original course, they follow a
very tortuous path. The creek channels are generally full
of thick vegetation. At some locations, increased sedimen
tation resulting from urban development has caused the
channel to silt up, reducing the channel waterway area
available to convey the floodwaters. In the three ways the
ability of the creek channel to convey floodwaters has
been diminished. At the same time, urbanisation has in
creased the magnitude of flood discharges in the creeks.
The excess floodwaters spill over the banks inundating
many properties.

The flood study also revealed that, at many road cross·
ings, floodwaters spill out of the channel immediately
upstream of a waterway opening which is not large enough
to pass the 100 year flood flow. Often the bridge or culvert
itself is large enough, but the heavily vegetated or obstruc
ted channel immediately upstream and downstream does
not allow the opening to operate at its full capacity. At
some crossings the effective waterway area has been
reduced by silting in the channel, whereas at other locations
the opening is simply too small.

Comparisons with historical floods are of limited value
in the upper catchment because of the changes to the flood
ing behaviour brought about by url'anisation. At the time
of the 1956 flood only about 24 per cent of the catchment
was urbanised. Today the proportion urbanised is approxi
mately 60 per cent. Urbanisation generally increases flood
levels above those which would occur on an equivalent rural
catchment; whilst improvements to the creek channel
will generally reduce the flood levels.

Nevertheless rainfall records do indicate that the rainfall
intensities during the February 1956 flood were similar to
those of a once in 100 years flood event. The November
1961 flood was also a large flood.

In the tidal reaches, the computed 100 year flood levels
are above the observed 1956 flood levels because a number
of floods greater than the 1956 flood occurred during last
century. But in the unimproved creek reaches in the upper
catchment the computed 100 year flood levels are very
similar to levels observed during the 1956 and 1961 floods.
In those reaches where channel inlprovement works have
recently been undertaken, the 100 year flood levels have
been reduced below the observed 1956 and 1961 flood
levels.
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Table 2. Public reaction to flood hazard maps

At the public display, submissions were invited on any
inaccuracies, errors or omissions in the draft maps. In the
following three months approximately 300 submissions
were received. Whilst most submissions deal with the

consequences of release of the maps on apparent property
values an resale opportunities, some have questioned the
accuracy of the maps on the basis of historical flood
levels or ground levels.

(c) Public response

Display of the draft Fairfield Flood Inundation Map
Series generated considerable public concern. A high
degree of public awareness was assured when Fairfield City
Council wrote to approximately 3,500 owners of properties
in areas covered by both the Commission's and the Depart
ment's draft maps advising each that at least part of their
property appeared to be flood liable. Of this number,
approximately 1,400 are in the non-tidal areas for which
the Commission is the responsible flood mapping authority.

When claimed inaccuracies in the map were investigated,
it became apparent that the contour base maps, prepared
at considerable expense, were not sufficiently accurate to
delineate the flood inundation limit on individual allot
ments. Survey traverses from points of known level were
undertaken to check the ground levels on about fifty
allotments. The surveyed levels were compared with the
mapped contours. In all cases, the levels indicated by the
contour maps were within half a contour interval in height
(0.25 metre) of the surveyed levels which is the Australian
mapping accuracy standard. However, because of the low
relief, an elevation discrepancy of even 0.25 metre will
move the flood inundation limit up to 100 metres from its
correct position. As a result it has been decided not to
include contours on future flood maps.

Assertions 1, 2 and 3 reflect a common attitude of
disbelief in the flood inundation patterns shown on the
flood maps. This was understandable because most resi·
dents have moved into the area in the past 20 years, since
no serious flooding has occurred in that time and there was
no appreciation that extensive areas are subject to flooding.

Potential buyers were quickly made aware of the flood
affectation of the property they were about to purchase.
Under State law, the local council is obliged to disclose to
the intending purchaser any restrictions or encumbrances
on the subject property of which it is aware. At the time
lending authorities, such as banks and building societies,
were very reluctant to finance the purchase of flood prone
properties. Furthermore, flood insurance is not available in
Australia. Consequently most solicitors advised their
clients not to proceed with the purchase when it became
known that the property was flood prone.

Instead, creek cross sections required for the hydraulic
analyses will be measured by field survey, and the location
of the inundation limit found by undertaking a flood fringe
survey.

An analysis of the public submission received is shown in
Table 2. It should be noted that some submissions raised
several matters.

Public display of the flood maps occurred at a time of
a depressed real estate market and falling property values.
It was difficult to sell any property, but especially difficult
to sell a flood prone property. Owners forced to sell were
obliged to reduce their asking price by up to 30 per cent,
although the reduction for average and below average priced
properties was much less. Nevertheless the 30 per cent
reduction in property values came to be accepted as the
normal reduction for flood prone properties.

It was commonly believed that the February 1956 flood
was the greatest that could possibly occur. This event has
an estimated return period of about 40 years and, in the
lower catchment, the 100 year flood levels are over 2
metres higher. Nor was it appreciated that urban develop
ment since 1956 has increased the flood potential of areas
in the lower catchment.

However, the most significant concern of affected resi
dents is reflected in assertions 7, 8, 9 and 10 which relate
to the perceived reduction in property values and the loss
of resale opportunities arising from public display of the
flood maps. Home ownership is a source of great personal
pride and owners are well aware that their home is their
principal asset. Even if residents have no immediate wish to
sell their home, there is great satisfaction in the knowledge
that it has a considerable value.

8
11
37
12
10
8

18
15

7
18

14

Percentage of
Submissions

Assertions

1. Flood levels incorrect
2. Historical data inaccurate
3. Property never flooded
4. Ground levels incorrect
5. Channelisation work not considered
6. Flooding due to obstructed channels
7. Property values reduced
8. Demand compensation for reduced

values
9. Difficult to sell property

10. Not told of flood liability at time
property was purchased

11. Demand flood mitigation works
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AREA PROTECTED BY PRopa;eD FLOOD

MITAGATlON WORKS

FAIRFIELD FLOOD MITIGATION STUDY

Figure 3. Flood hazard map (Fairfield, Australia)
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As previously mentioned, the owners of flood prone
properties were made aware of their predicament when
Fairfield City Council wrote to 3,500 owners of property
which the draft maps showed may be affected to some
extent. Stimulated mainly by the perceived loss of proper
ty values, affected property owners formed neighbourhood
organisations known as flood action groups to lobby on
their behalf. Nine such groups formed within the study
area, and later united with five similar groups from other
metropolitan areas under a co-ordinating committee to
form the South West Flood Zone Action Group.

The principal claim of the flood action groups was that
as residents had not been told of the flood affectation when
they purchased their home, they should receive fmancial
compensation for any loss of property values resulting from
public display of the flood maps. The flood action groups
generated a great deal of media attention publicising the
plight of flood affected property owners. In April 1983
the action group co-ordinating committee held a protest
meeting which was attended by approximately 1,000 peo
ple and was addressed by the State Government Opposition
Leader.

Prior to that meeting, engineers from the Commission
had addressed smaller informal meetings of the local flood
action groups to explain the technical basis of the flood
maps. Residents were impressed by the thoroughness of the
flood investigation and there was a general acceptance that
the flood levels were correct. In this way a lot of initial
hostility to the flood maps was dissipated, although the
flood action groups remained determined to seek fmancial
compensation or flood protection works.

(d) Preliminary flood mitigation measures

The Commission's activities under the Government
flood policy has two elements. The first is the flood map
ping programme to determine the extent of the flood
problem and promote community awareness. The second
is a flood mitigation programme to reduce the extent and
degree of flood liability.

Because of the need to advise residents of flood prone
areas as soon as possible, the Commission has concentrated
on the flood mapping programme. But in view of the
widespread public concern at the extent of the flooding
problem in Fairfield, the Commission gave priority to the
preparation of a preliminary programme of flood mitiga
tion works for the non-tidal creeks in the Fairfield area.

This very preliminary flood mitigation programme was
based on an initial assessment of possible remedial works.
It was tested by undertaking an hydraulic analysis of the
various proposed works. This confmned that the works
would achieve the desired reduction in the extent of flood
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inundation. It was assessed that approximately 1,330
properties now flood liable would become flood free_ This
is virtually all of the flood prone properties in the Fairfield
area adjacent to the non-tidal creek reaches.

In essence, the proposed programme involves the use of
three types of works:

• relocated creek channels on a more favourable alignment
and with a greater bed slope, haVing a trapezoidal section
and being grassed earth bed and banks with a concrete
lined low flow gutter;

• improving the flow capacity of bridge and culverts by
removing sediment deposits and rubbish, and shaping
the channel immediately upstream and downstream to
proVide a more hydraulically-efficient entrance and
exit; and

• grassed-earth levees to exclude shallow depth flooding
from residential areas and used as training banks to
direct floodwaters into improved creek channels.

The preliminary flood mitigation proposals were des
cribed in a brochure which contained a map locating the
various proposals and showing the areas which would
become flood free if the works were constructed.

The proposals were well received by residents because
they showed that a total solution to the flood problem was
possible, at least in the non-tidal reaches. At the public
meeting called by the South West Flood Zone Action
Group a resolution was passed commending the Commis
sion for the flood mitigation proposals, and urging their
implementation before the end of 1984.

The layout of the preliminary flood mitigation measures
is shown at Figure 3.

e) Detailed design

A firm of engineering consultants was soon engaged to
review the flood mapping calculations, carry out a detailed
examination of all possible flood mitigation options (both
structural and non-structural), select the most appropriate
and prepare detailed design plans and cost estimates.

The consultants were instructed to extend the study to
include both tidal and non-tidal areas of the City of Fair
field. The Department of Public Works have identified two
possible levees adjacent to the tidal reaches of Prospect
and Cabramatta Creeks, and close to the Georges River.
However, it is unlikely that these proposals will be found to
be cost effective.

Throughout the study area the consultants will examine
both structural and non-structural flood mitigation
measures. In the upper catchment for which the Conunis-
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sion is responsible for flood mapping and flood policy
advice, it is likely that structural works will be feasible. But
in the lower catchment, where the creeks are tidal and
greater inundation depths result from Georges River back
water flooding, non-structural measures are likely to be
recommended. Such measures may include the raising of
dwellings, resumption and removal of dwellings in flood·
ways and restrictions on further development.

The resumption of properties is the only option likely
to satisfy flood affected property owners, who may feel
resentful at the total protection likely to be provided to
properties in the upper catchment. However, there are a
large number of flood prone properties in the tidal areas
and the cost of wholesale resumption would be enormous.

f) Role ofsteering committee

To supervise the work of the consultants a steering
committee was formed. This comprised representatives
of the relevant State Government departments, Fairfield
City Council and the appropriate Commonwealth Govern
ment department. The latter was represented because of
the likelihood that the study and subsequent works would
qualify for part-funding by the Commonwealth Govern
ment. To allow the interest of affected property owners
to be represented, a member of the South West Flood Zone
Action Group executive was invited to join the steering
committee.

At its inaugural meeting the steering committee approv
ed the study brief and the appointment of the engineering
consultants. It established a working party consisting of
relevant department and council officers to handle techni
calliaison and co-ordinate day-to-day running of the study.

2) Rural flood plain management

Protection of agricultural lands has been a significant
component of the New South Wales flood plain manage
ment programme.

Flooding characteristics, such as duration, depth, veloci
ty, seasonality and frequency ofoccurrence, are factors that
farming communities throughout the world have always
taken into account in deciding on the level of investment
and intensity of farming enterprise in areas susceptible to
floods. For many farmers in the rural community, floods
confer substantial benefits such as the maintenance of
fertility (through deposition of silt) and recharge of ground
water.

Flood damages can increase dramatically in rural areas
following an intensification of land use and changes from
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low to high valued crops, such as a change from grazing
and wheat growing to irrigated cotton crops, if the change
is not accompanied by a flood mitigation programme. This
situation developed in New South Wales over the last two
decades.

Commencing in the 1960's there was a major shift in
agriculture from low intensity to high intensity land use on
the wide flood plains of the inland rivers of New South
Wales. The reasons for change were influenced mainly by
three factors. First, the profitability of the traditional
enterprises of wool and meat growing declined and these
were replaced by more intensive farming practices. Second
ly, a number of large dams were constructed on the head
waters of the western rivers to provide assured water
supplies for irrigation on the wide, flat and highly fertile
flood plains of these rivers. Thirdly, a change of govern
ment policy away from the development of state sponsored
irrigation areas to the encouragement of private irrigation
with the individual farmer or groups of farmers providing
their own riverside pumps and conveying channels, also
helped foster the change.

The introduction of cottom in the Namoi River Valley
in north-western New South Wales is indicative of the situa
tion which developed. The area of irrigated cotton ex
panded from 25 hectares in 1961 to about 20,000 hectares
in 1974.

The flood plain management programme which was
formulated to meet this situation is described in the follow
ing sections. In essence, the adopted programme involved
a mix of both structural and non-structural measures.

a) Nature offlooding

The Namoi River is one of the major tributaries of the
Barwon-Darling Rivers system. It extends from Walgett in
the west to the Great Dividing Range in the east, over an
airline distance of about 370 km. The total distance along
the river from its source to the Barwon Junction is about
860 km. The Namoi Basin has an area of about 41,400 km'
and runs in a general N.N.W. direction from the slopes of
the Great Divide and the Liverpool Range at elevations of
1300 metres and more to the Barwon flood plain at eleva
tions of less than 150 metres. It varies in width from nearly
200 km to about 100 km; the boundaries of the catchment
are difficult to define in the lower reaches. A map of the
basin is reproduced as Figure 4.

As the Namoi River emerges onto the black soil plains
near Narrabri, the waterway area of the main river channel
tends to progressively decrease and this, combined with
the slow velocities associated with extremely flat bed
slopes of the river channel, causes the carrying capacity of
the main channel to be markedly reduced. Large overbank
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flows therefore occur during floods and these are able to
spread over a wide area. Much of this water finds its way
into natural depressions and effluent channels, which in
total carry far greater flows than the main channel dUring
high floods. Some of the channels return to the river
further downstream but the tendency is for the general
body of floodwater to follow a westerly path away from
the main river. During extremely high floods, these chan
nels may all join together to inundate wide areas of land.

b) Assessment of the problem

Prior to the commencement of large scale earthwork
construction in the area, flood damage was caused not by
the physical effect of high flow velocities but by long
periods of inundation which accompanied the slow rates
of rise and fall of floods. In many cases, the pattern of
flooding was predictable and damage could be reduced
as property owners had ample forewarning of the arrival
of a flood, and were able to move stock and machinery
from flood prone areas.

Although floods in the area have harmful effects, they
can also bring some benefit to the area. The natural irriga
tion provided by floodwater does much to improve pastoral
conditions and dryland farrning prospects for months
after the flood has passed.

The proliferation of unco-ordinated earthwork construc
tion since the early 1960's had encroached significantly
onto the flood plains of the Namoi River and effluent
streams. In many cases, provision for flood waterway
through banks, irrigation channels and roads was inade
quate or non-existent. The net result was a situation where
flood patterns had been considerably altered and flood
heights had been increased. In many instances property
owners who had been affected by floodwater had con
structed levees or increased the height of existing levees
as soon as a flood subsided. This forced neighbours to raise
their levees or construct new ones to protect their own
properties, creating an intensified cycle of bank construc
tion.

The altered pattern of flooding resulting from such
development had in some cases caused an overload of
available flood waterway capacity. This led to unexpected
failures of levees and channels accompanied by high veloci
ties and increased flood heights. Excessively high flood
damage was experienced dUring a number of high floods,
which accompanied wet years, and resulted in total crop
loss on many farms throughout the area.

c) Flood plain management scheme

Despite attempts by some landholders to alleviate
isolated constrictions to the free passage of floodwater by
providing more waterway and increasing syphons, it was

considered that no material improvement in flood mitiga
tion would be experienced unless a comprehensive scheme
was implemented for the entire area. As a basic require
ment, any scheme must incorporate the principle of pro

Viding floodways which possess adequate hydraulic capacity
and continuity to enable the orderly passage of floodwater
throughout the entire system. The proposed scheme was
therefore, formulated on the fundamental concept of restor
ing, as far as practicable, the natural pattern of flood chan
nels for the effective conveyance of flood flows. Moreover,
the actual distribution of floodwater should approximate
the natural distribution in both rate and volume of flow.

In the scheme devised considerable latitude was permis
sible in sizing the waterway areas of floodways within
individual properties provided that inlet and outlet condi
tions at the upstream and downstream property boundaries
were not affected and that sound hydraulic principles were
employed in the design of the system to maintain
adequate carrying capacity.

Although these principles were closely followed, the
basic information was not available at all locations and,
therefore, some approximations in sizing waterway areas
were necessary.

Although future information could indicate that minor
changes were desirable at some locations, the adopted
scheme was expected to efficiently facilitate the passage of
flood flows through the area and eliminate all major con
strictions.

The adopted scheme attempted to reconcile the ex
pressed requirements of both the irrigators and the dryland
farmers. On the one hand, the irrigator was concerned with
flood protection of the maximum area of irrigated land
under his control. On the other, the dryland farmer was
anxious about the altered flood pattern resulting from
irrigation development. Excessive concentration of flood
waters, accompanied by high velocities and abnormal
depths of inundation were experienced during the January
1974 flood at a number of locations where such conditions
had not previously been experienced.

In fonnulating the scheme for an improved distribution
of flood flows through the area, the following bases were
adopted:

• the proposed system of floodways should conform as
closely as is reasonably possible to the natural drainage
pattern;

• the area of flood protected land should be maximised
providing that no other properties are adversely affected
as a result;

• all designated floodways should be maintained in a clear
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condition free of obstructions but could, where possible,
be sown to grain crops (e.g. wheat);

• where indicated for removal, levees and banks extending
across the direction of flow should be reduced to ground
level and spoil either removed from the floodway or
stock piled at particular locations;

• proposed floodways should discharge as closely as prac
ticable to the location of natural floodways;

• the exit of floodwater from designated floodways should
be at rates and depths similar to those which would have
been experienced under natural conditions;

• local drainage should be the responsibility of individual
landholders.

Studies of alternative structural measures, such as the
construction of flood mitigation storages, channel improve
ment, etc. clearly demonstrated that those measures would
not provide the degree of flood protection required and
could not be economically justified. The levee and flood
way scheme was designed to provide protection against
floods having a recurrence interval approaching I in 100
years.

The adopted scheme layout is shown at Figure 5.

d) Landholder participation

Many of the existing supply channels and levees which
were located on the flood plains but were remote from
defined watercourses (river and defined effluent channels)
did not fall within the ambit of the Water Act. The absence
of statutory powers to control the construction or to direct
the removal of undesirable works across the natural path
of floodwater required that the existing legislation be
amended to encompass these works or, alternatively the
scheme be implemented with the co-operation of the land
holders.

It was considered that landholder participation would be
the appropriate approach, rather than the lengthy process
of legislative amendments to the Water Act. Under the
Water Resources Commission Act, the Commission was
empowered "to investigate, formulate and implement
schemes for flood mitigation" and the legal backing pro
vided by this legislation permitted it to negotiate the
formulation of the scheme with affected landholders.

Because many of the landholders had experienced heavy
flood losses they were prepared to adopt a flood protection
scheme which could result in the abatement of flood
damage. The scheme was formulated as a preliminary pro
posal and, on the basis of discussions with individual land
holders, it was amended, where possible, to incorporate
any existing land use requirement. This approach ensured
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that the minimum disruption to farm layout and alteration
of other works occurred, consistent with achieving the
desired continuity of the drainage pattern through the area.

When the floodway location and width for each sub
area had been resolved a report delineating the entire
scheme was issued. The decision to adopt the scheme was
taken at a public meeting of all interested parties and
individuallandholders.

e) Implementation

Because the benefits of the scheme would flow directly
to the landholders involved, it was adopted that they pay
the cost of constructing the works on their property. The
financial contribution of the State was limited to the
formulation of the scheme and preparation of the report.
In addition, it provided technical advice on the form and
standard of construction to be adopted and surveyed the
physical layout of the works on the ground, free of charge
to the landholder. The cost of public works, such as flood
ways across public roads, was met from Government funds.

As many of the landholders had accumulated large
debts, as a direct result of flood damage, their financial
viability excluded their participation in the scheme. In
order to ensure that the scheme would be implemented,
special fmancial provisions were extended to this group. An
assistance scheme was set up by the Government to extend
loans for construction of works specified in the report. For
those landholders in necessitous circumstances (Le. their
existing mortgage commitments prevented them from
obtaining alternative finance) the Government extended a
sum of up to $40,000 at commercial interest rates (IO per
cent p.a.) with the loan to be repaid over 10 years. The
scheme was administered by the State Bank which acted as
a lender oflast resort.

Additional fmancial support was provided by the
Federal Government through taxation concessions - the
full cost of construction of the works to protect against
floods was deductible in the year of expenditure. This
approach was regarded as generous in relation to previous
taxation requirements.

f) Scheme monitoring

When the scheme was about 70 percent completed, high
flooding was experienced throughout the area. It was
assessed, on the basis of flood damage experienced during
earlier floods that cotton valued at $20 million was pro
tected for an outlay of $2.

As previously mentioned, the basic hydraulic and
hydrologic information was not available at all locations
and some approximations in sizing the waterways was
necessary. In view of this fact and the need to verify the
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design criteria, it was necessary to monitor the scheme's
hydraulic performance. Streamgauging, and aerial photo
graphy were used during the passage of the flood and post
flood surveys were employed. Analyses indicated that its
performance was satisfactory and only minor amendments
were required.

g) Current programme

Because this scheme proved so successful, this principle
of flood plain management was extended to other areas of
the State at the request of landholder groups. There are
some 30 schemes which have been prepared, or are in
preparation and these will provide flood protection for
highly developed agricultural lands exceeding 40,000
square kilometres.

For" each area, the level of protection is determined in
consultation with the landholders, with the level adopted
usually reflecting the intensity of the agricultural enterprise.
It varies from a 5 year frequency for a small lucerne grow
ing area on the Belubula River to a 50 to 100 year frequency
for the cotton-growing plains of the Namoi and Gwydir
rivers.
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The subsequent surveillance of pre and post flood con·
ditions has demonstrat~d that these schemes are highly
cost-effective as an initial flood protection measure.

All these schemes concern only the flood plain areas
which normally are dry lands and are inundated only during
floods. They do not involve the drainage of any permanent
or semi-permanent wetlands. Their implementation will not
adversely affect the environment as far as any native flora
or fauna are concerned, and will considerably enhance the
human environment by improving the viability of human
enterprises. As the Commission is very conscious of possible
effects on wildlife it instituted consultations with the
National Parks and Wildlife Service and the State Fisheries
in the preliminary planning stages, to ensure that the
schemes will not significantly affect wildlife habitats.

From the Government's viewpoint these schemes can be
regarded as a non-structural measure as their primary aim is
to clear natural floodways of existint development to
ensure that an unobstructed passage is provided for flood
flows.
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APPENDIX A

PREPARATION OF FLOOD INUNDATION MAPS

I

I
1. Introduction

The publication of a flood inundation map has implica
tions in the areas of planning, economics, law, society and
environment. In order to establish a uniform engineering
practice, it is necessary to set standards for the map and its
preparation. A major part of this preparation involves
hydraulic calculations for the determination of water
surface elevations.

2. Method

A backwater analysis is used to determine the water
surfa'ce profile that would result from a discharge previous
ly calculated by various hydrologic techniques. This
analysis method can be divided into 3 stages: basic data
collection, geometric data collection and calculation of a
water surface profile.

2.1 Basic data collection

2.1.1 Historical high water marks

The heights of previous floods throughout the proposed
map area are of great importance to the map's preparation.
They indicate items such as the location of areas of ponded
water, super-elevation on the outside of bends, the effects
of debris blocking bridge openings and the effects of
various flood mitigation structures. Most importantly, these
flood levels are used to calibrate the backwater model,
discussed later in section 2.3.

Historical high water marks are obtained from several
sources. The sources include archival data and eyewitness
accounts of flood behaviour.

The documented flood information is obtained from
newspapers, libraries, historical societies, diaries, council
files, police files, emergency services ftles, road maintenance
files, letters, etc. The most reliable documented sources
are photographs, especially if the photographer noted
the date and time of photography. The flood level can
often be scaled directly from the picture.

Eyewitness accounts of recent flood levels are less relia
ble but the interviewer can glean valuable information that
may not have been documented. A large number of local
residents are interviewed to obtain corroboration of flood
level information, thereby improving its validity. Some
times an advertisement is placed in a local newspaper to
solicit photographs and information.

2.1.2 Remote sensing

Air photographs or Landsat images of a flood are very

useful in determining the extent of a flood plain, water
levels, water velocities, flow direction and floodway loca
tion. These flood images are used in conjunction with air
photos taken during a dry period to determine where
cross sections should be surveyed for the backwater analysis.
Special air photography is often used to produce a topo
graphic map base by photogrammetry if a suitable map is
not available (scale of 1:10,000, contour interval of 1 metre
or less).

2.1.3 Rating curve

A river gauging station is usually located within the
proposed flood map area. The rating curve (stage-discharge
relation) used at this station enables a good calibration of
the backwater model. Care is taken to make sure that the
curve is properly extrapolated for high flows. For example,
rating curves often change shape as the water begins to flow
over the banks and when the channel bed changes form or
starts to scour. If a gauging station's rating curve does not
include any flow measurements above bankful conditions.
then the curve's shape for uniform flow must be estimated
using the historical flood heights as a guide.

2.1.4 Non-gauged catchments

Many streams, however, do not have stream gauging
stations and this is especially true of the smaller creeks.
Consequently, it is necessary to predict the total amount of
flow by making use of rainfall records in combination with
some mathematical description of the rainfall runoff
relationship. A conceptual runoff routing model is used for
this purpose.

This type of model operates by dividing the catchment
area into a number of smaller areas. After making allow- ."
ance for the infiltration, evaporation and surface storage,
rainfall excess is routed through a series of theoretical
channel storages on each of the sub-areas until it reaches
the stream. Routing through storages is a calculation pro
cedure which assesses the effect on a flow as it passes
through a reservoir. It has been found that the flow of
water to the stream from the point of impact of rain on the
ground can be adequately represented by a series of small
storages. It is necessary to relate these theoretical storages
to regional data to account for differing catchment condi
tions. Rainfall input to the Regional Stormwater Model is
the one in twenty or one in one hundred year rainfall for
long established rainfall stations.

Therefore, by either statistical assessment of stream
gauging records or by application of a runoff routing
model, the quantity of water at various points in a stream
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during a one in one hundred year or other flood may be
determined.

2.2 Geometric data collection

The geometric data base for the backwater model is
obtained by a survey of several cross sections perpendicular
to the flow of floodwater in the channel and flood plain.

Cross sections are primarily located at the "control"
points along the river valley. Examples of these are: bridges,
raised roads, levees, valley constrictions, sharp bends, filled
land and large obstructing buildings. They are also located
at places where the valley "changes", such as the start of
expansions or contractions, where there is a change in
slope and where there is a change in roughness such as the
edge of a forest or urban area. Finally, cross sections are
used to "fill in" large gaps left over from the above location
criteria.The distance between cross sections is determined
by the energy slope. On steep rivers, 4 or 5 cross sections
per kilometre may be required.

The flood plain part of each cross section is surveyed by
levelling unless a map with a small contour interval (one
metre or less) is available. In this case, the flood plain cross
section is taken directly from the map to save time and
expense. The river channel part of the cross section is
always surveyed by levelling if it is dry or by a recording
echo sounder if it is full of water. Ground points along the
cross section are levelled wherever there is a change in
slope. Vp to 120 ground points for each cross section can
be accommodated in the computer model.

A preliminary estimate is made of the Manning's rough
ness coefficient (n) during surveying. This is based on vege
tation, channel configuration and obstructions such as
fences and buildings. This decision is made using experience
gained from previous hydraulic modelling studies and from
the n values calculated at gauging stations.

2.3. Calculation of a water surface proftle

A computer model is used to estimate water surface
profiles. A recommended model is the HEC-2 programme
which was developed by the Hydrologic Engineering Centre
of the V.S. Army Corps of Engineers. It is used because of
its versatility and short list of user-variable parameters. It is
easy to calibrate and understand.

Its use requires very little knowledge of computer
programming. In other words, it is very practical. It does,
however, require an appreciation for its limitations. It is
a model which assumes gradually varying flow and a rigid
bed. If the user suspects bed scour during a flood the
geometric data is adjusted accordingly. If the stream is
characterised by "peaky" flood waves then great care is
taken in calibrating the model. The programme's versatili·
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ty covers such items as: subcritical flow, supercritical
flow, hydraulic jumps, channel excavation, sediment
deposition, levees, tributaries, weir flow, pressure flow,
horizontal and vertical changes in roughness, divided flow,
transition losses and pier turbulence. In addition, the pro
gramme can be used to calculate optimum channel and
floodway sizes in design situations.

The computational method in HEC-2 applies Bernoulli's
Theorem for the total energy at each cross section and
Manning's fonnula for the friction head loss between cross
sections. The average friction slope for a reach between two
cross sections is determined in terms of the average of the
conveyances at the two ends of the reach. Minor losses,
such as turbulence around bridge piers, are computed
using methods such as Yarnell's energy equation. Coeffi
cients for such things as expansion and contraction can
be varied by the user to suit the situation. The critical
water surface elevation corresponding to the minimum
specific energy is computed using an iterative process.

Calibration of the backwater model is essential. This is
achieved by varying the Manning's n parameter until the
water surface elevations coincide with the historical high
water marks or gauge readings described earlier. By using
the rating curve for the computed reach, a discharge·n
relation is developed. Quite often the n values used in cali
bration are different from the original preliminary
"guesses". However, an unrealistic n value would indicate
some error in the basic input. This is due to the effects of
channel bed changes, debris accumulation and the steep·
ness of the flood wave.

The final water surface proflle for the flood inundation
map is computed using the statistical discharge calculated
by hydrologic techniques and by selecting the appropriate
calibrated n value from the discharge-n curve described
above. This computed proflle is critically analysed and then
drawn up ready for the next stage in the procedure which
involves putting flood Inundation lines on a map.

3. Application

After a water surface proflle has been calculated for the
reach of stream passing through the flood map area, several
subsequent steps are involved in establishing the inundation
limits. The proflle is fust translated into inundation limits
on a map. The preliminary map is then put on display to
solicit the public's comments. If necessary, revisions are
made and the map is published. Finally, meetings are held
between the flood authority and planners for the map area.
Details of these steps are discussed in the following sections.

3.1. Translation of a proflle to map inundation limits

A water surface proflle is translated to inundation limits
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on a map by using contours and air photo interpretations.
This task is made easier if the two bases are combined as
an orthophoto base. By this method, the areal extent of a
given water level can be sketched in by interpolation be
tween contours and modified by features seen on the air
photographs. The slope of the water surface results in the
inundation limit crossing contour lines except in water
pondage areas such as behind levees or backwater in small
tributaries.

A good deal of judgement is reqUired to determine
where flow divides and rejoins, where super-elevation on
bends occurs and how much water is able to flow over a
low spot in a bank or levee. This is where the person draw
ing the map needs a good background in hydraulics, air
photo interpretation, map interpretation and first hand
observations of actual floods in progress, preferably from
the ai!.

3.2 Display of map for public comment

The inundation limit map is combined with a text
written in layman's terms describing how it was prepared
and is then put on display. It is displayed in the foyer of
the local council building and announced to the media by
a press release. It is placed on display for approximately
one month during which time the public is invited to sub
mit written comments concerning the accuracy of the map.

After the end of the display period, the written com
ments are considered and any necessary changes are made.
These changes may be due to such things as recent fill,
excavation, road raising, buildings and levees that were not
adequately shown by the contours or air photos and missed
during the on-site reconnaissance.

The flood hazard maps are intended to be planning
guides to the approximate location of flood prone areas and
floodways. Many problems occur when the maps are taken
to be absolutely accurate and infallible. Several factors
combine to reduce the accuracy of a map: the statistical
nature of the discharge estimate; the spacing of cross sec
tions for the backwater model; the contour interval of the
map (usually I metre); and the scale of the map (1: IQ,OOO).
Typical vertical accuracy is plus or minus 0.5 metre and
horizontal accuracy is 10 metres. For this reason, items,
such as the actual siting of individual buildings on a flood
plain or the depth of fill, are left to the discretion of the
local council.

4.2 Timeliness

The second technical problem encountered with flood
hazard maps occurs if the various data bases are not con
temporaneous. Quite often there are different years for the
air photographs, contours, cadastre and calculations. A
survey may be required to ensure that the flood limits
accurately represent current conditions as affected by
recent development.

S. Implications

When a flood hazard map is published, it influences
affairs in many sectors of society. Some of the major
effects are described below.

5.1 Planning

The intended effect of a flood inundation map is to
cause the revision of all planning maps for the area. Aside
from development planning, it should also affect the plan
ning of roads, services, parks and emergency services.

3.3 Map publication 5.2 Economics

A few thousand copies of each flood hazard map are
printed and distributed free to councils, libraries, planners,
emergency services, politicians, government agencies and
any member of the public who requests it. Map users are
advised in the text to contact the local council regarding
further details of flood levels and bench marks. The local
councils usually refer enquiries of a technical nature to the
map's authors.

3.4 Meeting; with planners

After a flood hazard map is published, discussions
should be held with the planners whose activities are
directly affected by the map. Discussions at these meetings
revolve around changing the development plans to avoid
flood prone areas and clearing floodways of obstructions.

A flood hazard map has several direct economic effects.
On the negative side, it may lower property values in the
flood prone areas and may stop development intended (or
already started) for the flood areas. Lending institutions
may not give loans to people wishing to buy or build
houses on flood prone land.

Buildings may have to be removed from floodways, and
buildings on flood prone land outside the floodways may
have to be flood proofed.

On the positive side, the map may prompt the construe·
tion of flood mitigation structures along with better roads
and better bridges, all of which combine to reduce future
flood losses. It also alerts prospective owners of the poten·
tial flood problem.

4. Technical problems 5.3 Legal

4.1 Accuracy There is a potential for legal disputes to arise after a
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flood inundation map is published. A land owner in a flood
prone area may request compensation for a lowering of
his property value from a' council which had previously
indicated the land was unencumbered. A developer may
try to dispute the flood map in court in an effort to
develop land in a floodway or to avoid having to put large
volumes of fill on flood prone land.

5.4 Social

A flood hazard map can have disruptive social effects if
it results in significantly lowered property values, or in a
large number of people having to move out of a floodway.
Investigations are now underway into alleviating these
effects by the Government providing financial assistance
for the purchase of properties in floodways.

5.5 Environmental

A flood hazard map can eventually result in higher
environmental quality in the urban areas of flood prone
communities. This is due to the creation of open space
land along the floodways adjacent to the river. Often this
land would be suitable for recreation. The clearing of
obstructive buildings from floodways can result in lower
flood levels upstream which may benefit that environment
and the people living there.

6. Conclusion

Because of the many implications of a published flood
hazard map, it is essential that the best possible hydraulic
procedure be used in its preparation. This procedure
should be practical and consistent. It should use techniques
that have been well proven and would come under the
category of "accepted engineering practice".
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B. FLOOD HAZARD AND RISK ASSESS
MENT AND ZONING AS PREVENTIVE

TOOLS IN FLOOD PLAIN MANAGEMENT

1. Introduction

Flood plain management is a comprehensive approach to
flood plain use intended to lessen the damaging effect of
floods, maintain and enhance natural values, and make
effective use of related water and land resources within
the flood plain. It is an attempt to balance values obtaina
ble from use of flood plains with potential losses arising
from such use. 1

This new approach is based on controlling development
of flood plains through regulatory measures, using a wider
range of tools to reduce flood losses to both existing and
new structures and through assumption by local authori
ties and private property owners of a greater share of
responsibility for the consequences of flood plain develop
ment. The primary objectives of flood plain management
is the reduction of flood losses and the preservation of
natural flood plain values.

A large number of strategies and tools are available for
meeting these objectives. The challenge is to select those
tools which are right for the time, the place and the prob
lems at hand.

Flood plain management programme usually emphasises
one or more of the following general objectives:

Preventing or limiting further development incom
patible with the flood risk;

Reducing flood losses to existing developments;

Reducing the impact of flood problems which can
not be eliminated;

Combining purposes, such as flood loss reduction,
water supply, water quality, recreation and community
land-use and facility planning;

Preserving and restoring the flood plain's natural
values.

The relative importance of these objectives varies from
place to place depending on circumstances. For example,
programmes for fully developed areas are likely to stress
the reduction of flood losses while those for undeveloped
and developing flood plains are more likely to emphasize
prevention of development incompatible with the risk.

1 United States Water Resource Council "Flood plain management
handbook". by H.J. Owen and G.R. Wall, 1981, p. A-3

I
\
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The objectives of flood plain management may depend
on existing and potential development, frequency and
severity of flooding and potential value of a natural area.
In view of this, the first step in developing a flood plain
management programme is the identification of problems
and needs, related to a specific flood plain by collecting
and analysing pertinent information of flood hazards and
on risks involved.

2. Flood hazard assessment

The nature and extent of flood problems is usually
identified by flood hazard assessment, that results in the
preparation of flood hazard maps and in evaluation of risks.

1) Flood hazard mapping

Flood hazard maps delineate areas subject to inundation
by floods of various magnitude and different frequency.
They present succinct and objective information on physi·
cal parameters of floods likely to occur in a given flood
plain. This is done in terms of area inundated, depth of
inundations, and frequency of occurrence.

Although the description of methods for delineating
flood hazard areas is beyond the scope of this paper, at
least two groups of methods could be mentioned.2

(1) Those which first determine peak flows on the river
and then calculate the areas inundated by these peak flows;

(2) Those which define the flood hazard directly from
recorded or assumed inundated areas.

The above groups combine six methods for defining
flood hazard, which are applicable to a very wide range of
circumstances. Table 1 summarises their varying demands
for data and technical skills.

The first group combines three methods of determining
peak flows: flood frequency analysis of which regional
flood frequency analysis is an extension; the regional flood
method; and flood formulae.

Flood frequency analysis uses records of past flood
events on the given river to define the statistical probability
of floods of different magnitudes (discharges) in the future.
Thus, for example, one can define the discharges of floods
likely to occur or to be exceeded by a larger one once in
20, 50, or 100 years. The method is considerably demand·
ing on both data and expertise in computation, but the
peak flows so defined are extremely useful as a basis for
all computations of flood risk, long·term economic damages,
comparison of alternative flood adjustments and for detail·
ed programmes of flood plain management.

2 See Guidelines for Flood Loss Prevention and Management in
Developing Countries, United Nations, New York, 1976, pp. 93·109.

Where gauge records do not exist or where the length of
record is too short to be useful,discharges may be estimated
by rainfall - runoff models or by statistical comparisons
with other watersheds where records do exist. When the
peak flood discharge has been determined by anyone of
the methods, the discharge must be routed through the
river reach to determine the areas of inundation and to
produce a flood hazard map.

The geometric configuration of the stream channel and
adjacent overbank areas arc obtained by ground or aerial
survey. This information provides a "cross section" of the
flood plain. The measurements of culverts, bridges, flood
control structures and other encroachments in the flood
plain arc included with this cross section information.
Hydraulic analysis is used to determine how much of the
flood plain is required to pass given flood discharge and
the associated flood elevations.

Using these methods, flood boundary maps can be
prepared for flooding of different magnitudes, for exam·
pIe for 10, 20, 50 and 100 year floods. Combined together
they produce a flood hazard map which deleniates zones
inundated by each of the above floods. Superimposed on
topographic maps, they permit to estimate depth of flood·
ing at specific locations by subtracting ground elevation
(shown by contour lines), from water surface elevation,
that corresponds to the ground elevation at the flood
boundary in a given cross section. In many instances for
specific purposes, such as flood risk assessment or flood
insurance etc. areas with various depth of flooding water
are delineated. (see figures 6,7)

The second group of flood hazard mapping methods
includes the methods based on the recorded flood (outline
of former largest flood), geomorphological surveys, soil
survey and intelligent guesswork.

Perhaps the simplest way to outline a flood hazard area
is to equate it with the area actually inundated by a flood.
The recorded flood outline defmes the hazard area, but
does not provide information on the magnitude of the
flood neither about its recurrence interval. To be useful,
the recorded flood should be a fairly large one, but it may
not be possible to determine just how large it is in relation
to other possible floods, as in many cases there will not be
the stream·flow records required for flood frequency
analysis.

Aerial photographs taken at the height of a flood can be
most helpful in determining the flood outlines. Nevertheless,
excellent maps can be compiled from past flood surveys,
from information collected on the ground, although this is
generally more time-consuming. However, ground survey
has one major advantage, for not only can a record be
made during or shortly after the flood event, but if neces·
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Table 3. Methods of determining physical hazards
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Methods ofdefining hazard area

Group 1 methods:

Flood frequency analysis and regional flood
frequency analysis (hypothetical flood(s)
of known recurrence interval)

The regional flood (hypothetical flood calcu
lated from known floods on nearby rivers)

Flood formulae (peak flows determined from
empirical formulae relating precipitation
and run-off)

Flood routing

Group 2 methods:

The recorded flood (outline of fonner large
flood

Geomorphological survey)
)

Soil survey )

Intelligent guesswork

Data necessary

Continuous record of stream flow extending
back several decades

Record or estimate of single large flood dis
charge on several nearby rivers

Data on peak rainfall

Engineering calculations of area inundated by
flood

Record of inundated area on aerial photographs,
maps

Topographical maps or aerial photographs and
field surveys

Existing soil maps or field surveys

No data

Source: Guidelines for Flood Loss Prevention and Management in Developing Countries, United Nations, New
York,1976,p.9S.

sary the outlines of past floods can be mapped even a
decade later using local information on former floods.

In the United Kingdom and in North America, the out
lines of recorded floods are very widely used in flood
hazard mapping because of their simplicity and conveni
ence.3

Geomorphological and soil mapping are generally useful
where stream-flow records are lacking or inadequate and
are especially suited to the study of large, wide flood plains
where floodwaters may cover very extensive areas with

. varying depths and velocities. A study of topography and
sediments can reveal much of the history of past floods in
the valley and can indicate the patterns of flooding likely
to occur in the future. A detailed survey can indicate the
extent of the area submerged by large floods, the length of
time the area is under water, the depth of standing water,
the directions of flood currents and the incidents of sedi
ment deposits and erosion.

3 Op. cif., p. 101

Recent advances in technology (particularly remote
sensing techniques and simulation models) offer new
opportunities for a more efficient and comprehensive
assessment of flood hazard.

2) Flood risk evaluation

The delineation of areas exposed to flooding is only the
first part of the assessment of flood hazards. An equally
important and usually even more difficult second part is
the assessment of losses and damages that represent and
quantify the consequences of potential floods in a socio
economic context.

Over the past decade the assessment of potential
damages from floods has attracted much attention from the
scientific community as effects of floods, as well as those of
other natural hazards became more disastrous, not only in
humanitarian terms, but also in economic and development
ones.

A special technique, known as ''vulnerability analysis"
or "risk analysis" was developed for identification of
natural hazards and evaluation of risks involved. In this
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field the Office of the United Nations Disaster Relief Co
ordinator (UNDRO) was particularly active. The concept
of ''vulnerability analysis" has over years been developed
by UNDRO in its publications4 and technical co-operation
projects.s

In 1979, an Expert Group Meeting on Vulnerability
Analysis, convened by UNDRO, reviewed the status of
vulnerability analysis and recommended definitiens of
concepts and means for further development of technique
in vulnerability analysis.6 These recommendations were
tested by UNDRO in its technical assistance projects.

In accordance with the recommendations of the Expert
Group meeting, the following definitions are used in this
paper:

(a) all elements of flood plain occupancy (population,
buildings and civil engineering works, economic activities,
public services, utilities, infrastructure etc.) situated in a
given flood-prone area have been denoted as "elements at
risk':

(b) "risk" means the expected number of lives lost,
persons injured, damage to property and disruption of
economic activity due to a particular flood within a partic
ular period of time (usually within one year). In economic
terms it corresponds to the expected damage from a particu
lar flood within a particular period of time (one year);

(c) "vulnerability" means the degree of loss to a given
element at risk or set of such elements resulting from a
flood of given magnitude and expressed on a scale from
o(no damage) to 1 (total loss).

According to the above definitions, the effect of natural
phenomena on human activities is determined by "risk".
Consequently, the process of identifying the hazard and
evaluating potential damage from it should logically be
called "risk analysis".This term corresponds to "vulnerabi
lity analysis" used in some publications.

This change in terminology does not affect either the
general approach to the problem or methodology for
such an analysis. This methodology provides the following
logical chain of operations designed to assess potential
risk from floods:

4 Disaster Prevention and Mitigation, A Compendium of Current
Knowledge, Volume 5, Land Use Aspects, United Nations, New
York, 1978, and Volume 3, Seismological Aspects, United Nations,
New York, 1978.

5 Composite Vulnerability Analysis, A Methodology and Case
Study of the Metro Manila Area. Technical Advisory Mission (Octo
ber 1976 - February 1977), and Reconstruction and Flood Protec
tion for Flood-5tricken Villages in Upper Egypt Regional Planning
Authority, UNDP, UNCHS, UNDRO, Cairo, 1981.

6 Office of the United Nations Disaster Relief CO-<lrdinator,
"Natural Disasters and Vulnerability Analysis", Report of Expert
Group Meeting (9-12 July 1979).

(a) assessment of physical hazard;

(b) assessment of probable damage from a flood of a
given magnitude;

(c) calculation of risk

(a) Assessment ofphysical hazard

Assessment of physical flood hazard results in the pre
paration of flood hazard maps, which would show zones
with different depth of flooding water, velocity of flow (if
possible) and frequency (or probability) of occurrence.
Usually for flood risk analysis maps for 10, 20, 50 and
100 year floods should be prepared. Technique of flood
mapping was discussed above. Some examples of such
maps, derived from UNDRO technical co-operation pro
jects are given in figures 6,7.

(b) Assessment ofprobable damage

Flood damage is known to be a function of:

(a) flood plain occupancy (population, buildings and
civil engineering works, economic activities etc.) which are
termed "elements at risk".

(b) vulnerability (susceptibility) of the above elements
at risk to floods, that is the degree of loss to given elements
in relation to the magnitude of a flood.

Information on flood plain occupancy is normally
available from standard planning engineering and land-use
practice. If not it would be necessary to prepare an inven
tory of elements at risk through field investigations dividing
these elements into various categories such as housing,
industrial activities, agricultural activities, infrastructure etc.

The determination of vulnerability of elements at risk
is much more difficult task. In general, this information is
less plentiful, less reliable and less clearly defined than that
on the flood hazard and on the elements at risk.

The most reliable way in this respect is through a post
disaster survey of damage already sustained. Hence, it is
vital to collect as much information as possible on the
damages caused by past floods. Every element is vulnerable
to different extent according to its sensitivity to water..
Houses made of adobe will collapse as soon as their walls
come into contact with water, but those with a solid
foundation can withstand some flooding.

The vulnerability of an element can be expressed by the
percentage by which its function would decrease, or its
value would be reduced due to a certain level of floods.
For example, a certain percentage of crops would be lost
while inundated to the depth of O.Sm; or a certain percen
tage of houses would be destroyed by a flow of 1.Om deep
or would be damaged to certain degree (say 30 per cent of
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their value). All these percentages or degrees of damage to
various elements in relation to different water depth should
be determined in the course of post·disaster surveys.

When the vulnerability of elements is determined the
potential damage from a flood of given magnitude can be
easily calculated as a sum of damages to different elements,
that is

Dh =E1V1 +E2V2 +.. ···· .. +En Vn [1]

where D
h

is the potential damage (in monetary terms)
from a flood of h magnitude in a given area

n is magnitude of a flood usually expressed in terms
of recurrence intervals (20, 50 etc. years)

El E2 · ..En are elements at risk (housing, crops,

etc.) expressed in monetary terms.

VI V2' ..Vn are corresponding vulnerability of the
elements in relative terms.

Probable flood damage can be assessed also by other
means, without resorting to the vulnerability of elements
at risk. Several major methods for assessing potential flood
damage (such as flood surveys, depth·damage function,
flood damage coefficient, etc.) have been outlined in the
United Nations publication, Guidelines for Flood Loss
Prevention and Management in Developing Countries. A
description of the existing methods for calculating pro·
bable flood damage is beyond the scope of this paper,
but those who wish further information can find detailed
data on methods for assessing potential flood damage in a
number of publications.7

(c) Calculation offlood risk

When potential damage from a given flood has been
calculated, the disaster risk can be determined as a product
of this damage and the probability of occurrence of such a
flood.

Rh = Oh Hh [2]

where R is disaster risk that is potential damage within a
h '

given period of time (one year) at a given site from a
flood of h magnitude (in monetary terms per year)

7 For example, Guidelines [or Flood Loss Prevention and Manage
ment in Developing Countries, United Nations, New York, 1976,
Pp. 105-124. G.F. White, Choice ofAdjustment to Floods, Depart·
ment of Geography Research Services, No. 23 (University of
Chicago, 1964) pp. 43-54. R.A. Freund and G.S. Tolley, "Opera
tional procedures for evaluating flood protection benefits" in S.C.
Smith and E.N. Castle, Economic and Public Policy in Water Re·
sources Development, Ames, Iowa, State University Press, 1964,
Pp. 150·170. British Research Experience in the Assessment o[
F700d Damage, paper presented for the International Disa.ster
Institute, London, at the International Conference on Flood DlSas
ten, New Delhi, December 1981.
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Dh is potential damage from such a flood at a given site
calculated as the total damage to various elements at
risk or otherwise.

Hh is probability of occurrence of such a flood, which is
the reciprocal of the recurrence interval;

For example, if potential damage from a 20·year flood
at a given area were calculated as US$1O million, the
disaster risk from such a flood would be

R20 = 0.05 x US $10,000,000 = US $SOO,OOO!year

Disaster risk is a criterion of loss·producing potential at
a given site or area from a natural hazard of given magni
tude (for example, a 20 year flood).

For the most representative evaluation, risk from all
possible magnitudes of flood should be calculated and then
weighted by their respective probabilities. In this case, an
average annual disaster risk from floods of various magni·
tudes can be determined theoretically as a weighted sum of
all the possible disaster risks within a given, long period of
time (usually 100 years).

[3]

Where Rm is the average annual disaster risk from floods of
all possible magnitudes,

Dh is the damage expected from flooding of h mag
nitude

Hh is the probability of flooding of h magnitude

h = 0 corresponds to the non-damaging maximum
flood

For example, if we were to find that within a lOO-year
period a given flood plain is subjected to 10·, 20· 50· and
WO-year floods, the average probability of such floods for
each year would respectively be 0.1, 0.05, 0.02 and 0.01.
Having calculated expected damage from all of the above
floods, we could then calculate the average annual disaster
risk as a sum of the damage weighed by its respective proba
bility, i.e.

11
Rm = 0.1 DlO +0.05°20 +0.02 050 +0.01 DlOO

where Rm is the average annual disaster risk from floods of
different magnitudes, and

° 10, ° 20, 050' D100 are calculated probable damages

from 5·, 10,,20-,50·, and lOO-year floods.

8 See Disaster Prevention and Mitigation, A Compendium of
Current Knowledge, Volume 7, Economic Arpects, pp. 32-33 for
comparison.
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The above formula is applicable for comparing flood
risks at different sites provided that the floods of the same
ma~nitudes are taken into consideration (say 10,20, SO and
100 year floods). For more accurate calculations, flood risk
is determined as:

_ .. D D
Rm - ~ (Hh - Hh+l ) X h + h+l

h::::O 2

with the same meaning of symbols.

9

[4]

(c) reducing financial and social impact of flooding
through such measures as insurance and post-flood
assistance.

Flood hazard assessment and risk evaluation contribute
significantly to the implementation of all the three strate
gies as they are a tool to help make decisions on both struc
tural and non-structural measures of flood loss prevention.

1) Structural Measures

For the above example cited (IO, 20, SO and 100 year
floods) the flood risk should be calculated as follows:

_ D D +D
Rm - ("0 - "10) x -!Q.. + ("10 - "20) x 10 20 +

2 2

D +D D +D
("20 + "50) x 20 50+ (H50 + "100) x 50 100 +

2 2

"100 x DlOO

where Ho is the probability of a non-damaging maximum
flood. If such a flood has a s-year return period Ho :::: 0.2.

The difference in flood risks calculated through formu
lae [3] and [4] using the same basic data in most cased
does not exceed 10 to 15 per cent. Taking into considera
tion that the parameters in both formulae are probabilistic
but not precisely determined, both formulae can be used
for flood risk assessments. However, for accurate calcula
tions formula [4] should be applied.

3. Practical significance of flood hazard assessment
for flood plain management

Flood hazard assessment resulting in the preparation of
flood hazard maps and in evaluation of expected damages
(risks) provides a solid basis for working out a flood mana
gement programme.

The prima-ry objectives of flood plain management are
known to be reduction of flood losses and the preservation
of natural values. Flood losses could be reduced through
three general strategies:

(a) modifying the flood in order to keep flood waters
away from developments and populated areas through
engineering structures (structural measures);

(b) reducing the danger and susceptibility to damage
from flooding by keeping people and developments subject
to damage out of the flood hazard area or by making such
developments more resistant to damage;

9 See for comparison Ray K. Linsley, JQseph B. Franzini "Water
Resources Engineering", Third edition, McCraw-"ill Book Com
pany. p.p. 363.

All structural measures - reservoirs, dams, levees and
walls, channel alterations etc. are usually designed on the
basis of extensive studies. Risk analysis is one of the most
important components of such studies, as flood risks as
defined above is a compulsory index for economic justifica
tion of any flood protection scheme through cost-benefit
analysis of various alternative flood-protection structures.
On the other hand, flood hazard maps constitute a valuable
basic material for designing such works.

2). Flood plain regulations

Measures reducing susceptibility to flooding involve little
or no construction and have a low construction cost. They
are implemented through flood plain regulation, warning
and preparedness and flood-proofing.

Flood plain regulations designate flood-prone areas and
limit their uses to those compatible with the degree of
flood risk. They serve several purposes, such as preventing
new development in flood prone areas that would result in
loss of life and excessive damage to property, or preventing
encroachments that decrease the flood carrying capacity of
flood plains or otherwise aggravate flood problems and
others. The importance of flood hazard assessment for such
regulations is evident. All flood plain regulations are based
on flood hazard maps. In the USA, for example, lOO-year
flood hazard map is used for flood plain zoning, that is a
constituent part of flood plain management. Regulatory
programmes usually designate two zones of hazard: "the
floodway and the "flood-fringe" (see figs. 8,9, 10)

A floodway consists of those portions of the channel
and flood plain required to pass flood flows without signi
ficant increase in flood height. It is characterised by deep
water, high velocity and much entrained debris. Uses within
the floodway are usually limited to agriculture, recreation
and other open space use or to uses that require a waterside
location.

A flood fringe is an area adjacent to a floodway, but this
is a zone of shallower, still water stored until levels in the
flooding fall and it can drain back into the main channel.
During this period of storage sediments usally settle out and
are deposited. This contrasts with the floodway where
erosion is much more common. Structures and other
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developments are nonnally pennited in the flood fringe
area, providing appropriate protective measures are used to
reduce their vulnerability to flood damages.

Flood plain regulations can effectively prevent unwise
development. Their implementation at an early stage of
flood plain development can stop or slow down the crea
tion of new problems, while planning is under way for
other protective measures.

These regulations are less effective in correcting existing
problems. They usually exempt existing developments from
immediate compliance. This exemption avoids causing a
severe financial hardship for property owners. However,
existing structures are often required to comply with
regulations when they have been significantly damaged
by a flood, or when major remodelling or expansion is
proposed. Regulation can also be used which allow existing
developments to remain in a flood hazard area for a desig
nated period usually one long enough to enable owners to
amortize their cost.! 0

3) Flood insurance

Some flood losses are likely to take palce in develop
ment areas despite measures for controling flooding and

reducing the susceptibility to damages. In these cases flood
insurance is the primary means for reducing the catastrophic
financial impact of flooding on individuals and communi
ties.

The insurance creates considerable demand for flood
hazard assessment and for mapping flood prone areas with
respect to flood magnitude and flood frequency for determ
ing flood risk premium.

This demand prompted development of flood hazard
mapping in a number of countries. In USA, for example,
the Geological Survey begun publishing large scale maps

10 For further information on flood plain zoning, please refer to
"Disaster Prevention and Mitigation. A Compendium of Current
Knowledge", Volume 2, Hydrological Aspects, United Nations,
New York, 1976, p.p. 22-28.
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showing areas subject to inundations in 1951. In 1961 flood
atlas for Boulder, Colorado, was published where the
inundation boundaries for 25 year, 50 year and 100 year
floods had been shown. Since that Boulder study, the Sur
vey has been preparing hundreds of flood atlases, which
have been used in formulation of flood plain regulations
and in some cases have been incorporated in flood zoning
ordinances. Two types of flood hazard maps are usually
used: a flood hazard boundary one and a flood insurance
rate map.

A flood hazard boundary map identifies the general
flood hazard area.

A flood insurance rate map reflects the flood boundaries,
elevations and insurance risk zones delineated by detailed
studies. This map includes areas within the lOO-year flood
boundary, which are termed special flood hazard areas;
areas between the lOO-year and SOO-year flood boundaries,
which are termed areas of moderate flood hazards; and the
remaining areas above SOD-year flooding which are termed
areas of minimal flood hazard.

Flood hazard areas are subdivided into flood hazard
zones (insurance risk zones) according to a number of
criteria, such as depth of flooding water, accuracy of
determination, additional hazards (wave action) etc. to
reflect the degree of flood risk for that area. These zones
are used by insurance agents for the proper rating of new
properties to be insured.

The insurance programmes provide an opportunity for
owners and renters of flood prone properties to insure
against some flood losses. In return, these programmes
require the compliances with flood plain management
regulations designed to reduce future flood losses and
regulate new development in the designated flood hazard
areas.
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Figure 6. Flood hazard map (for 20-year flood)

Source: Reconstruction and Flood Protection for Flood-Stricken Villages
in Upper Egypt. Arab Republic of Egypt, Southern Upper Egypt
Regional Planning Authority. UNDP, UNCHS. UNDRO, Cairo. 1981
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Figure 8. Flood hazard map showing flood way and flood
fringe areas of a lOO-year flood

Note: Boundaries of this proposed floodway IlYere interpolated between the cross-sections
shown. Boundary locations at cross-sections were computed from hydraulic conditions only, with no
consideration given to economic, legal or political factors. Any floodway that does not encroach on the
boundaries shown complies with floodway regulations of the Federal Insurance Administration.

Source: United States of America, Department of Housing and Urban Development, Federal
Insurance Administration (Washington, D.e., Borough of Sample, No. 02F, Exhibit BI.
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II----------FLOOD PLA IN(SPF)t---------·1

Figure 9. Riverine Flood Hazard Areas

1. REGULATORY FLOODWAY - Kept open to carry floodwater - no building orfill.
2. REGULATORY FLOODWAY FRINGE - Use permitted if protected by fill, flood

proofed or otherwise protected.
3. REGULATORY FLOOD LIMIT - Based on technical study - outer limit of the flood-

way fringe.
4. STANDARD PROJECT FLOOD (SPF) LIMIT - Area subject to possible flooding by

very large floods.

Source: United States Water Resources Council, Regulation of Flood Hazard Areas to Reduce Flood

Losses, Washington, p. 46.
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1---------- Floodplain ..
- Flood Fringe

Floodway Land Uses

Prohibited or Discouraged:
Most structures and fills.

Permitted:
Farming, pasture, forestry
open space, recreation,
wildlife preserves.

Floodway

- Flood Fringe

Flood Fringe Uses

Prohibited or Discouraged:
Storage of toxic materials.
Hospitals and other vital facilities.

Permitted:
All other uses with developments
elevated on fill or otherwise
protected against damage.

Figure 10. Flood plain zoning for land-use regulation

Floodplain regulation can be employed to limit use in the area to those which are consistent

with the flood hazard

Source: United States Water Resources Council "Flood Plain Management Handbook" by H.J. Owen and
G.R. Wall, 1981.
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